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Abstract
Failure rates among entrepreneurs are as high as 80 percent of the companies failing within the first five
years. The increasing number of technologies that is available via the Internet leads to increasing
competition by large markets that are within easy reach for software producers, thereby lowering the
threshold for new entrants. Scientists have increasingly been focusing on predicting start‐up success,
without usable results. Firsthand information about how entrepreneurs influence their success is lacking.
This research provides nascent entrepreneurs with a better idea of what kind of decisions influence the
success of a software start‐up. With the global software industry experiencing extreme growth during
the last decade, it is forecasted to grow to US$ 457 billion in 2013. Within the Netherlands, 24.000
software companies in 2010 provided a total of 192.000 fulltime jobs, and with a value of 17 billion Euros
– or 2.8 percent of the gross domestic product – it is as large in the Dutch economy as the agriculture
and food industries. This suggests a possibly immense impact on the economy when more companies
become successful. The research question we answer in this thesis is: What decisions in early start‐up life
are perceived as fundamental to the success of large companies in the software industry?
The data is collected from sixteen entrepreneurs of successful Dutch software companies by submitting
them to a semi‐structured interview. The transcribed interview reports resulted in the identification of
144 early‐life decisions, of which 21 were considered to be detrimental to the success of the company.
These decisions are categorized into the following four categories: Shaping the company, Product
development, Establishing the market, and Going international. These categories are made up of a total
of seventeen decision types. The decision category shaping the company is the most consistent in its
presence among the decisions that are made throughout the entire start‐up life of a company, followed
by the decisions that relate to establishing the market. This latter decision category does not contain any
wrong decisions according to the interviewees. The product development decisions occur at the initial
start‐up stages, and also in the latter stages, when product expansion and new innovations are needed
to make a company successful. Decisions regarding going international are mainly out of scope for the
majority of the companies, being made after passing the 50 employees, but do have a significant impact
on the success of the company.
The early‐life decision model for software entrepreneurs is created to provide a complete, simple and
attractive summary of the different decision types and categories that influence the success of a product
software company. With this model, software entrepreneurs have a reference containing critical
business areas where their decision making in the start‐up period of their company can greatly influence
the success of their company.
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In the full year it took to complete this thesis, there is a period of four months during which I traveled for
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1 Introduction
The goal of this research project is to identify and describe early‐life decisions that software
entrepreneurs make during the start‐up phase of their company that influence their eventual success.
Additionally, the aim of this research project is to link these decisions to the results these decisions have
produced. This chapter describes the problem definition, together with a further description of the
objective and the relevance of this research project. The next chapter discusses the research approach,
including the scope of this research project. Chapter three contains a number of definitions and is
followed by a discussion of the related literature in chapter four. The decisions that resulted from the
interviews are described in chapter five. These decisions are compared and analyzed in chapter six, after
which chapter seven continues with the analysis, in which the identified decision types are compared to
existing entrepreneurial and business models. Chapter eight contains the discussion, after which the
conclusions of this research project are presented in chapter nine.

1.1 Problem definition
The failure rate of start‐up companies is often claimed to be as high as approximately 80 percent
(Busenitz, 1999; Nowak & Grantham, 2000), meaning that only one out of five companies is still in
business five years after the company is established. While Nowak and Grantham (2000) state that
research has shown that incubators can turn these numbers around, to the extent that four out of five
companies survive their first five years when they spent their start‐up period in an incubator, they do not
clearly state what causes this change. According to Mian (1997), this is due to the fact both tangible and
intangible assistance is provided by incubators to stimulate entrepreneurs in growing their start‐up.
With more and more technologies available via the Internet, large markets are within easy reach for
software producers (Nowak & Grantham, 2000). The downside of the emergence of the web in this
manner is that the threshold for new entrants is radically lower than ever before, leading to more
competition within the software market.
It can be seen that entrepreneurship is becoming more popular over time, especially in times of a
declining economy when people are encouraged – and sometimes forced – to start their own company,
or at least to start working for themselves to make ends meet. Since the majority of these people have
no previous experience with starting their own company, they usually lack vital knowledge to make their
company a success. This, combined with the failure rate of start‐ups, does not paint a rosy picture for
nascent entrepreneurs (individuals who have plans to start a company). The outcome of the study of
Furdas and Kohn (2011) does not help to increase confidence: they showed that people that are forced
into entrepreneurship have a lower chance of success compared to people who spot a business
opportunity and choose to be an entrepreneur.
Even though research on start‐up companies is plentiful, Lechler (2001) states that the growth of
companies can still not be properly explained theoretically. Actual first hand, useful information on how
the entrepreneur can influence the success of their start‐up is currently lacking in scientific literature.
This research project will attempt to provide nascent entrepreneurs with this information, which they
will be able to use in growing their own companies.

1.2 Objective
Nowak and Grantham (2000) state that it is critical for the stimulation of economic growth that the basic
success factors of software entrepreneurs are understood. That is what we aim to contribute to in this
research. In a highly fragmented software industry with just a few large players (Nowak & Grantham,
13 | P a g e

2000), we aim to identify the early‐life decisions that the founders of these large software companies in
the Dutch market made, focusing on the decisions that have had a great impact on leading their
company to success.
Where a number of different aspects of the entrepreneur have been studied to find determinants that
indicate start‐up success, such as their characteristics (Stevenson & Jarillo, 1990), entrepreneurial
properties (Duchesneau & Gartner, 1990; Westhead, Ucbasaran, & Wright, 2005), and their decision
making process using heuristics and biases (Busenitz, 1999), we will focus on the actual decisions that
the entrepreneurs made that proved to be critical to the success of the company.
To identify these early‐life decisions that have played a major role in achieving success, we will interview
founders of a number of large Dutch software companies about the decisions they made during the
start‐up phase of their company.
The objective of this research project is to add to the knowledge on success factors for start‐ups in the
entrepreneurial related literature, and to provide valuable insight for nascent entrepreneurs in some of
the early‐life decisions that can lead a software company to success. To best achieve this latter goal, the
findings of this research project will be published in a book that will focus on informing entrepreneurs in
the Dutch software industry on the early‐life decisions that were made by the founders of some of the
largest Dutch software companies. These decisions will be supported by the findings from the literature
review. The table of contents of the book can be found in Appendix C – Table of contents of the book.

1.3 Relevance
The aim of this research project is to increase the knowledge within the scientific literature field of
entrepreneurship, as well as provide some valuable insights into decision making for current and nascent
entrepreneurs.
1.3.1 Scientific relevance
Scientists have been focusing increasingly on entrepreneurship during the past 20 years. With numerous
journals on entrepreneurship, it receives ample attention from scholars. A large part of the research in
the field of entrepreneurship focuses on, for instance, the characteristics of entrepreneurs (i.e. Peña,
2002), differences between entrepreneurs (i.e. Westhead et al., 2005), and the risks entrepreneurs
allegedly take (i.e. Busenitz, 1999).
While there are numerous papers published that try to identify or predict start‐up success (Duchesneau
& Gartner, 1990; Gatewood, Shaver, & Gartner, 1995; Van Gelderen, Thurik, & Bosma, 2006; Stuart &
Abetti, 1987; Witt, 2004; to name but a few), there is no real attention being paid to the actual decisions
the entrepreneurs take, that can lead to company success.
Since the entrepreneur plays a major role in the start‐up phase of a company, the decisions they make
during this time usually have a great impact on the company and can be decisive in leading the company
to success or failure.
With entrepreneurial literature conflicting on even simple aspects of entrepreneurship, for instance the
influence of having a business plan on the new venture success (Duchesneau & Gartner, 1990; Van
Gelderen et al., 2006; Timmons, 1982), universal success factors are almost impossible to identify in an
entrepreneurial setting.
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According to Nowak and Grantham (2000), entrepreneurs often lack knowledge in key disciplines like
business planning, competitive assessment, marketing, sales, human resources, and financial planning.
With so much vital knowledge missing in a large number of start‐ups, it will be interesting to see which
decisions actually lead to start‐up success and if certain decisions can compensate for this lack of
knowledge.
This research identifies the early‐life decisions that have led some of the largest Dutch software
companies to their success; investigating a part of the entrepreneurial research that has been left
untouched until now.
1.3.2 Social relevance
With the current literature on entrepreneurship being diverse and inconsistent in their findings, we hope
this research will give nascent entrepreneurs a better idea of what kind of decisions have a great
influence on the success of their software start‐up. While success stories about entrepreneurs and large
companies are not an unfamiliar sight in both scientific and popular literature, these success stories
focus on main events and do not identify the properties or decisions that have actually influenced the
success of the company. By providing insight into the decisions that have attributed to success, the focus
of the entrepreneur can potentially be shifted towards new opportunities to reach success.
The potential impact of this research project is quite large, with the global software industry
experiencing “enormous growth”, as Hoch, Roeding, Purket, Lindner and Müller (2000, p.215) stated.
According to Wikipedia (2011) the global software market is forecasted to grow to US$ 457 billion in
2013, an increase of more than 50 percent from the value in 2008. Even within the Netherlands, there
were over 24.000 software companies in 2010, providing a total of 192.000 fulltime jobs (Centraal
Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2011). The software industry in the Netherlands, according to the Centraal
Bureau voor de Statistiek (2011), is with a value of 17 billion Euros – or 2.8 percent of the gross domestic
product – just as large in the Dutch economy as the agriculture and food industries. This means that if
this research could help increase the number of companies that succeed in this sector, in impact on the
Dutch, or global, economy can potentially be immense.
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2 Research approach
In this chapter, the research approach of this research project will be discussed. First, the research
question will be elaborated on, followed by a description of the research approach and the methods that
will be used. Lastly, the scope of this research project will be presented to provide both focus and criteria
for the selection of the case companies.

2.1 Research questions
This research project deals with one main research question and five supportive research questions. The
main research question for this project is stated as:
What decisions in early start‐up life are perceived as fundamental to the success of large
companies in the software industry?
This research question aims to identify the most early‐life decisions that entrepreneurs make during the
first phase of the company, which have influenced the success of their companies.
The five research questions that are formulated to support the main research question are:
I. What is known about these early‐life decisions?
II. What were the motives behind making these early‐life decisions?
III. What was the impact of these early‐life decisions?
IV. What early‐life decisions are detrimental to the success of a product software company?
V. How can we describe these early‐life decisions such that other software entrepreneurs can learn
from it?
Research question I deals primarily with literature and research that has already been done in this field
of study. The answer to this first research question provides a theoretical background and supports or
extends the findings of this study. The second research question (II) will try to find an explanation as to
why these specific decisions are made. Are these decisions forced by the market, either customers or
competitors, are they the result of great entrepreneurial vision, or does something else lie at the heart of
the decision making? The third research question investigates what the result is of each of the decisions
on the business and the fourth research question looks at decisions that affect a company negatively.
Finally, the fifth research question deals with the presentation of the findings, which should be
presented in a way that other software entrepreneurs can learn from these findings.

2.2 Research approach
For this research project, it was chosen to use a qualitative research approach. Qualitative research is
fairly common in the natural sciences, where the aim usually is to describe, explain and understand
reality, such as for instance trying to understand how organizations function (March & Smith, 1995).
This research attempts to describe the decisions and their results made by entrepreneurs, for which we
utilize a case study approach. A case study is defined by Dul and Hak (2008, p.4) as “a study in which (a)
one case (single case study) or a small number of cases (comparative case study) in their real life context
are selected, and (b) scores obtained from these cases are analyzed in a qualitative manner”. With no

literature about which decisions can lead a software company to success, our main data source will be
the entrepreneurs themselves, leading to a theory building multi‐case study (Dul & Hak, 2008). This
suggests that this research project has an interpretive nature, as we “attempt to understand phenomena
through accessing the meanings that participants assign to them” (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991, p.5).
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Another element of an interpretive study, according to Orlikowski & Baroudi (1991), is not attempting to
generalize our findings to the population, but rather trying to thoroughly understand why, and how,
these decisions influence the success of start‐ups. With a clear understanding of their influence, these
decisions can then be used to inform other start‐ups to get through possibly critical phases of their
company.
Case study research is often used in business research (Yin, 2003). The flexibility of case study research,
which makes them suitable for qualitative data collection methods (Runeson & Höst, 2009), makes it a
suitable research method for this research project. To keep a clear chain of evidence, Runeson & Höst
(2009) have identified a number of steps that are involved in executing case study research. The first
step involves designing the case study, which included defining objectives and creating a plan. The
second step is creating procedures and protocols to prepare for the data collection, which is done in the
third step. The final two steps that conclude a case study research are analyzing and reporting the data.
Although for the reporting of the results of a case study, a linear‐analytic structure is common in an
academic setting, a chronological structure is better suited for our purpose since a chronological
structure is more suitable for theory‐building research (Runeson & Höst, 2009).
A grounded theory approach will be used for the analysis of the transcribed interview data, which usually
starts as soon as there is data to analyze (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). In the procedures of grounded theory
research provided by Corbin and Strauss (1990), they describe that concepts, decisions in this research
project, can be grouped together in categories. They point out that not all concepts will be part of this
categorization. Another important point of grounded theory research is the making of comparisons
between the decisions that have been identified (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). This comparison is to bring to
light the differences and similarities between the decisions of the different case companies.
From the transcribed interview data, the different decisions were identified with the corresponding
information about motivation, impact, etc. Keeping in mind research question five, these decisions are
discussed is a separate company section in a clear and structured manner. From some consistency, the
structure of the company sections will be the same; starting with a general company description,
followed by the specific decisions, after which possibly lower impact decisions and other elements are
discussed. Before the company section is concluded with a short summary, the wrong early‐life decisions
that were made will be discussed.
In analyzing the fast amounts of different decisions, a number of early‐life decision categories are used
to categorize the decisions. For each of these categories, a number of decision types are identified.
These decision types are used in the analysis of the research results and will be compared to existing
models in literature. Two models are used specifically: the business model canvas from Osterwalder and
Pigneur (2010) and the managerial growth challenge conceptualization for small software firms from
Miettinen, Mazhelis and Luoma (2010). The business model canvas is used to identify whether the
decision types describe the entire software company and the managerial growth challenge
conceptualization is used to identify during which stages of the start‐up period of the company the
decision types are most likely to show up.
2.2.1 Research model
Figure 1 shows the research process that will be followed during this research project in the form of a
process‐deliverable diagram (PDD), based on the method engineering description of Van der Weerd and
Brinkkemper (2009). This model shows all major activities that will be performed, linked to the
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deliverables of those activities. The first activity is the literature study, where relevant literature will be
used to answer the first research question and to establish a scientific background for this project.

Figure 1 ‐ Research process
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The companies are selected for the interviews during the literature study. The selection of cases is based
on the current company size and their involvement in the Dutch product software market. By using
larger companies (at least 50 employees) as cases, we contacted the more successful entrepreneurs
since the decisions that they believe have led them to success can be used to inform (potential)
entrepreneurs on areas that can facilitate business success (Rogoff, Lee, & Suh, 2004). Suggestions from
respondents will also be contacted if they adhere to the criteria that have been set for the case studies
(see paragraph 2.3.1). After the literature study, an interview protocol is created, after which the
interviews are scheduled. Prior to conducting the interviews, each interview is individually prepared by
studying the company information and the areas in which potential early‐life decisions could have
occurred. After the interviews, which will be recorded, the interview will be transcribed. This
transcription is the basis for making the descriptions of the company decisions. The interview data will
be supported with supplementary company information that is either provided by the company, or
publically available. The information that is collected during the above mentioned activities is the basis
for both this thesis document and a book describing the findings of this research project for industry.
After all interviews are completed, a categorization is made and the data is analyzed. After the analysis
the thesis will be finalized and presenting the findings during a thesis defense. In a later stage, a scientific
paper will be written to report the findings to other researchers and the book and book proposal will be
written. The final deliverables are marked with an asterisk in Figure 1.
2.2.2 Data collection
The data will be collected by doing one‐on‐one, semi‐structured interviews with founders of product
software companies in the Netherlands. The data that is collected from the interviews will be supported
with some general company information that is available online or in written reports, including specific
numbers (where available) about the company cash flow, profit, and number of employees during the
start‐up period of the company. The semi‐structured interview, a common data collection method in
case studies, will give the opportunity to let the interviewees talk at length about what they think is
important information regarding the decisions they took, while still having a number of questions
prepared that can steer the conversation to the areas of interest (Runeson & Höst, 2009). As Yin (2003,
p.89) described, the aim is that the interview “will appear to be guided conversations rather than
structured queries”.
To ensure consistency in the research data, the interviews will have the same global structure, as
proposed by Runeson & Höst (2009). The interviewer will start with giving a short introduction of the
research topic and the aim of the interview. During this introduction, some definitions are clarified and
the type of information that is desired will be elaborated upon. The first questions will be considering
some of the background information of both the company and its founders. The interviewee will then be
asked to identify which early‐life decisions have been made in the start‐up phase of the company. For
each of these early‐life decisions it should then be explained:
1) What area of the business was affected by the decision;
2) How long it took before the impact became observable; and
3) What the reasons were behind making the decision.
The reason for using a semi‐structured approach, compared to a structured interview, is that the
adaptation of the interview might be needed to get a clear description of each early‐life decision and the
supplementary information. In case the interviewee has difficulty identifying the early‐life decisions, the
semi‐structured approach together with the company data that was studied prior to the interview,
provides the opportunity to steer the interviewee to the areas or time periods where the early‐life
decisions should most likely be sought.
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2.3 Research scope
A scope is added to this research project to set a few boundaries and to make sure that this research
project will not stray too far from its goal. In this chapter the scope will be defined on two aspects of this
research; 1) the acceptance criteria for the companies that will be studied during this research project
and 2) the areas of research on which the focus will be during the identification of the early‐life
decisions.
2.3.1 Acceptance criteria for interviewees
By setting some criteria that companies will have to meet in order to participate in this research project,
we try to avoid losing sight of the goal of this research project: the identification of early‐life decisions
that lead to success in product software companies. Since the first five years of a company are generally
seen as the start‐up period (Busenitz, 1999; Nowak & Grantham, 2000; Schutjens & Wever, 2000), we
will be using companies that have been in business for longer than five years. This is because surviving
the start‐up period can be seen as critical for a company that is considered successful. Since we are
interested in product software companies, it is unlikely that any of the companies will be a lot older than
30 years. Our focus is on the Dutch market, so companies have to be located in the Netherlands, have a
Dutch founder, and sell their software in the Netherlands. More specifically, we will focus on software
vendors that develop business applications. For the successfulness of a company, two criteria are
identified:
1) Companies should be profitable for at least two years; and
2) Companies should have at least 50 employees.
Literature (Kazanjian & Drazin, 1989; Steinmetz, 1969) shows that having 50 employees is on average the
point where a company grows from one phase to the next, indicating that a company is relatively stable
in its growth and unlikely to fail in the short term. Several authors (Hogan & Hutson, 2005; Van Praag &
Versloot, 2007) use 50 employees as the cut‐off point between small and medium‐sized companies, just
as the European Commission (2003) uses this number in their official definition of Small and Medium‐
sized Enterprises (SMEs). Figure 2 shows the headquarter locations of the companies that participated in
this research project.
2.3.2 Areas of research
During this research, we will try to categorize the early‐life decisions that are made by the
entrepreneurs. This is possible due to the fact that all companies will be product software companies.
The interview questions will not be restricted to these areas, and early‐life decisions that do not fit in our
categorization described below will by no means be ignored. Three frameworks that describe the
different aspects of a product software company are used to identify the different categories: the
software product development framework from Xu and Brinkkemper (2007); the reference framework
for software product management from Van de Weerd, Brinkkemper, Nieuwenhuis, Versendaal and
Bijlsma (2006); and the business model canvas from Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010). For each of these
three frameworks, a few examples of relevant categories will be provided, together with a short
introduction to the purpose of the framework.
Software product development framework
The software product development framework of Xu and Brinkkemper (2007) identifies both the
organizational and the development perspective of a company on software product development. It
contains strategic properties – like corporate, product, and service strategy in the organization
perspective – and the entire development cycle – which includes requirements management,
architecture and design development, delivering, and implementing services – in the development
perspective.
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Aspects of the business where we expect to find early‐life decisions are: strategic decisions, like decisions
regarding internationalization, resources of the company, and (product) investments; service strategy
decisions like marketing; and product strategy decisions regarding product lifecycle. Other possible
decision categories regard market trends and the customers, including the feedback a company receives
from its customers.

Figure 2 ‐ Map with headquarter locations

Reference framework for software product management
The reference framework for software product management of Van de Weerd et al. (2006) was created
for the purpose of defining key terms and stakeholder interaction. It is based on both literature and case
studies from industry, and is used to structure the knowledge from research in the area of software
product management. Four main areas of software product management within the company are
portfolio management, product roadmapping, requirements management, and release planning. The
reference framework also identifies different interactions with other departments within the company
as well as with external stakeholders.
The relevant sections of the framework for this research project in which early‐life decisions could be
expected are marketing & sales, market trends, customer requests, and strategic product related
decisions like partnering and contracting, product lifecycle and roadmapping, product requirements, and
release planning.
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Business Model Canvas
The business model canvas of Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) is designed to be used as a canvas to
describe a complete business model of any company. Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010, p.14) are of
opinion that a business model not only describes how the company makes money, but actually
“describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value”. The business
model canvas includes nine so called building blocks to describe the important aspects of a business:
Customer Segments; Value Propositions; Channels; Customer Relationships; Revenue Streams; Key
Resources; Key Activities; Key Partners; and Cost Structure.
The three building blocks that are most likely to be reflected in the early‐life decisions are: Customer
Segments, with decisions regarding internationalization and entering new markets; Revenue Streams,
with decisions regarding funding and venture capital, as well as choices in payment options and
methods; and Key Resources, how the company deals with its intellectual property (IP) and personnel.

2.4 Validity
Data is collected from the founder (or one of the founders) of the companies that will be discussed in
this research project. In cases where the founders are not capable, or willing, to participate in this
research project, the current CEO of the company can be used as long as they have sufficient knowledge
of the decisions, and the reasons behind these decisions, that were taken during the start‐up phase of
the company. Since the reasons for starting a company differ between entrepreneurs, the course a
company will take while being run by the entrepreneur will depend on his or her values (Scott & Bruce,
1987). It is therefore critical to have “the entrepreneur or a member of the firm's start-up team, who is
privy to the details and circumstances of the firm during its inception” as a respondent (Wu, 2007, p.551).
The selection of respondents is not chosen randomly – a method that is often not preferable (Eisenhardt,
1989) – but form a partly opportunistic sample of companies and entrepreneurs who already have a link
with the university. This selective sampling is commonly used in research that utilizes grounded theory,
since it is impossible to “address the whole research phenomenon” and it provides the researcher with
the opportunity to base the research on his/her own research interests (Backman & Kyngäs, 1999,
p.149). Corbin and Strauss (1990) also mention the specific research interests as one of the sampling
criteria.
For the interviews, an interview protocol has been developed, which was discussed with an experienced
IT investor. A small number of changes were made to the interview protocol, based on the feedback of
the investor. This interview protocol, which has been used as a guideline for the interviews, can be found
in Appendix A – Interview protocol. The interview protocol ensures a consistency in the data that is
collected. However, since it does not cover all aspects of the business and it is dependent on the
entrepreneurs to identify the different areas where the early‐life decisions are made, this does not
directly contribute to the content validity of the decisions. As proposed by Runeson & Höst (2009) the
interviews will be recorded to improve the quality and accuracy of the analysis of the interview data. This
recording will be used to fill out a template for each of the early‐life decisions. This template will contain
at minimum: the early‐life decision, the type of decision (to which area does the early‐life decision
belong), the reason behind the early‐life decision, and the impact of the decision. An overview that
contains all decisions that originate from the interviews can be found in Appendix B – Early‐life decisions
overview. To improve the searchability of the data, the interviews will also be transcribed.
The challenges in this study are the possibilities of hindsight bias (Davidsson & Honig, 2003),
retrospective rationalizations (Schutjens & Wever, 2000), and poor recall (Yin, 2003). While these aspects
cannot be prevented in a study where participants are asked about the decisions they made, and the
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corresponding motives, up to almost 30 years ago, we try to minimize errors by backing up the
information from the interviews with written data as much as possible, and by letting the participants
review the draft version of the description of their company. This latter review provides the participants
to reflect on the answers that were given, as well as to check whether no mistakes or misinterpretations
have found their way into the company descriptions. We hereby minimize the threat to the internal
validity of the entrepreneurs’ bias. On the other hand, since the entrepreneur has on almost all
occasions experienced the entire history of the company, they are the best source of information for this
research project.

2.5 Definitions
To clarify some of the terms that are used in this research project, a number of definitions will be
elaborated upon in this section to further specify the intentions of this research project and the meaning
of the terms that are used.
Early‐life decision
An early‐life decision is defined in this research as a decision that was made during the early start‐up life
of the company and delivered a significant and observable contribution to the success of a company.
Figure 3 contains the Software Start‐up Decision Model. This model shows that the software
entrepreneur executes the company strategy. His happens by making an early‐life decision to implement
a certain company strategy. This strategy – just as the decision itself – leads to a certain impact on the
company. This impact influences the future decisions that the software entrepreneurs makes. Decisions
that not result in observable change of any kind do not fall into the category of an early‐life decision as
intended in this research project. Figure 4 shows a fictional example of indications of such an observable
change with regard to the revenue developments of a company. The indicated points, where a significant
increase in revenue is visible, are likely caused by a prior decision.

Figure 3 ‐ Software Start‐up Decision Model

Early start‐up life
The early start‐up life of a company is defined as the period between the first actions to start the
company until the point where the company has around 50 employees and thereby grows to a medium
sized company, according to the definition of the European Commission (2003).
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Successful company
Two indicators that can be used for success in a company are survival and number of employees
(Schutjens & Wever, 2000). For a company to be labeled as a successful company in this study, both
indicators will be used, and additionally, companies should be profitable for at least two years. For the
survival indicator, companies should exist for at least five years. The company has to employ at least 50
employees to be labeled successful in this research project. A complete overview of the criteria for
companies to participate, and therefore be labeled as successful, can be found in paragraph 2.3.1,
Acceptance criteria for interviewees.

Figure 4 ‐ Areas of extreme growth

Software industry
The software industry, although it also includes value added partners, is for this study defined as all
independent software vendors (ISVs) that mainly develop, and sell, standardized product software. In
this study, the focus will be on the software vendors from the Netherlands.
Product Software
Product software is defined by Xu and Brinkkemper (2007, p.4) as “a packaged configuration of software
components or a software-based service, with auxiliary materials, which is released for and traded in a
specific market”.
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3 Theoretical background
With more and more technologies available via the Internet, large markets are within easy reach for
software producers (Nowak & Grantham, 2000). The downside of the emergence of the web in this
aspect is that the threshold for new entrants is radically lower than ever before, leading to more
competition within the software market. This high competition in the software market consequently
leads to the likelihood of more failures, even though only nineteen percent of all nascent entrepreneurs
want to become rich and establish a large company (Van Gelderen et al., 2006). To stimulate economic
growth, it is critical that the basic success factors of software entrepreneurs are understood (Nowak &
Grantham, 2000). Although different authors define the success of a company differently, numerous
studies show that 50 to 80 percent of new businesses fail during their start‐up period, which is generally
defined as the first five years of the company (Dun and Bradstreet, 1967, as cited in Busenitz, 1999;
Headd, 2000, 2003; Nowak & Grantham, 2000; VNO, 1994, as cited in Schutjens & Wever, 2000). Table 1
shows different failure rate percentages identified by different authors. Gompers, Kovner, Lerner and
Scharfstein (2010, p.26) are at the high end of these estimates, claiming that “first-time entrepreneurs
have a 20.9% chance of succeeding”. This percentage can increase to 25 percent when the
entrepreneurs have precious entrepreneurial experience. It is worth noting, however, that the definition
of success used in this study is going public with the company, where the general definition is still be in
business after approximately five years. Song, Song and Parry (2010) suggest that the failure rates of new
companies go up in times of economic downturn. These failure rates can be called alarming, since small
companies make up by far the largest portion of total employers, 99.7 percent in the USA and 96 percent
in Australia, not considering agricultural businesses (Morrison, Breen, & Ali, 2003). They add that only
one percent of all businesses in Europe employ more than 50 people. The main reason of these high
failure rates according to Hoch et al. (2000) is the incredible speed in which technological innovations are
realized. Not being able to keep up with your competitors in technological innovations will inevitably
result in failure, regardless of how good your product is (Hoch et al., 2000)
With around 700,000 new companies being started each year in the USA, only 3.5 percent eventually
grows out to become a large company employing more than 50 people (Gilbert, McDougall, & Audretsch,
2006). This finding, that 700,000 new companies are started every year, averages to almost 1918 new
companies each day. The study of Osborne (1995) showed that 1000 companies fail every day in the
USA. Of these companies, only a few managed to stay in business for longer than five years before they
failed. The failure of a company can have a major impact on the founder, especially since Roper and
Scott (2009) found that people who are working part time, or are unemployed, are most likely to be in
the process of starting a company. Carter, Gartner and Reynolds (1996) mention that almost four
percent of American adults of working age will be involved in founding a company sometime during their
lifetime.
While entrepreneurs create more jobs when starting their own company compared to working at a
company as an employee, entrepreneurs tend to pay lower wages, offer fewer benefits, and their jobs
are more dynamic, leading to unstable jobs (Van Praag & Versloot, 2007). This suggests that, even
though the wages and benefits are lower and jobs are unstable, an entrepreneur who starts his or her
own company is making a positive contribution to the job market. Even with all these downsides that
accompany working for an entrepreneur, Van Praag and Versloot (2007) found that the job satisfaction is
higher among employees working for an entrepreneur compared to that of employees who work for a
stable and established employer. The same study indicated that the results are the same for the
entrepreneurs: they experience a higher job satisfaction starting their own business, even though they
would be able to make more money in working for an employer.
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Failure rates

Definition of
Success
Still in business
Still in business +
more than 5 FTE
Still in business

Timeframe

Data source

Source

1997
1991‐2000

53% within 4 years & 62%
within 6 years
50% within 4 years & 60%
within 6 years
50‐80% within 5 years

Still in business

1976‐1978

660 software start‐ups
11.259 new technology
ventures
Businesses with less than
20 employees
Dun & Bradstreet data

Still in business

1989‐1998

5.500.000 employers

(Nowak & Grantham, 2000)
(Song, Podoynitsyna, Van Der Bij, & Halman,
2008)
(According to Dun & Bradstreet reports, as
cited in Holland, 1998)
(Phillips & Kirchhoff, 1989, as cited in Headd,
2003)
(Headd, 2000, 2003)

‐

‐

‐

54.11% within 2 years
~50% within 5 years

Still in business
‐

1998‐2001
‐

523 new ventures
‐

46% within 1.5 years & 75%
within 6 years
71% within 4 to 5 years

Still in business

‐

‐

‐

‐

71% within 4.5 years

Still in business

1947‐1954

50% within 5 years

Still in business

‐

75‐79%

Going public

1986‐2000

1805 entrepreneurs of
service and retail firms
U.S. Department of
Commerce data
Telephone company
Yellow Pages
8753 entrepreneurs in
3796 companies

80%
78.1% within 5 years
63% within 4 years

‐

(Dun and Bradstreet, 1967, as cited in
Busenitz, 1999)
(Song et al., 2010)
(VNO, 1994, as cited in Schutjens & Wever,
2000)
(Van de Ven, Hudson, & Schroeder, 1984, as
cited in Peña, 2002)
(Cooper & Dunkelberg, 1981, as cited in
Peña, 2002)
(Churchill, 1955, as cited in Cooper, Woo, &
Dunkelberg, 1988)
(Shapero & Giglierano, 1982, as cited in
Cooper et al., 1988)
(Gompers et al., 2010)

Table 1 ‐ Failure rates in start‐ups
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Entrepreneurs are often found to lack knowledge in key disciplines like business planning, competitive
assessment, marketing, sales, human resources and financial planning (Nowak & Grantham, 2000).
Serious errors in any one of these disciplines can cause a company to fail. It is however impossible to
create a standardized list of actions or criteria that will lead to success (Carter et al., 1996; Low &
MacMillan, 1988).
One of the reasons why it is impossible to create such a list of actions or criteria, is the fact that
entrepreneurial literature already conflicts on seemingly simple aspects, such as the influence of having
a business plan on the new venture success (Duchesneau & Gartner, 1990; Van Gelderen et al., 2006;
Schutjens & Wever, 2000). While several authors (Osborne, 1995; Rea, 1989; Taylor & Seanard, 2004;
Timmons, 1982) state that it fosters success, other researchers “concluded that having a business plan
was no guarantee of success” (Schutjens & Wever, 2000, p.138). The advantages of developing a
business plan are identified as the ability to maximize the timing and location of market entry (Taylor &
Seanard, 2004) – which could lead to easier and faster acceptance of the market and thus higher sales –
and to structure and focus the activities of the entrepreneur (Van Gelderen et al., 2006) – which will lead
to a higher productivity. The latter authors found that the effect of writing a business plan depends on
the ambition the entrepreneurs have. For entrepreneurs with low ambition, writing a business plan has a
positive effect, while it works negatively for entrepreneurs with higher ambitions. If the entrepreneurs
with a high ambition write a business plan in a later stage of starting a business, it does have a positive
effect on the company (Van Gelderen et al., 2006). From the results from Van Gelderen et al. (2006), we
can conclude that writing a business plan will always be positive, that the question should not be “Do I
write a business plan?”, but “When do I write a business plan?” Van Gelderen et al. (2006) explain that
the reason that a business plan has a positive impact on small businesses is that it provides the
entrepreneurs with a structure and focus with regard to their activities. Their explanation is that people
who start a large business will usually have enough experience and knowledge to not need a business
plan in the early stages of the business. Although the majority of new businesses do not have a written
business plan in place, the companies that are more successful compared to their peers are likely to use
personal planning notes and analysis of success factors that are critical for their company when they
need to make decisions related to the business (Duchesneau & Gartner, 1990). There are a number of
aspects identified that differ among start‐up, like the environment, the entrepreneur, the company
structure, and the company strategy (Gartner, 1985; Miller, 1983). All of these aspects have an effect on
the success of the start‐up (Almus & Nerlinger, 1999; Doutriaux, 1992).
With literature lacking in the specific field of decisions within entrepreneurial literature, other topics
from the entrepreneurial literature that can be related to decision making will be discussed in this
chapter. To create some order in the wide variety of research topics within the field of entrepreneurship,
the literature that will be discussed is divided into six focus areas. The topics will be discussed as follows:
first the literature related to the different stages of the growth of companies is discussed to investigate
what stages of growth a company goes through on the road to success. This section is followed by the
influence of venture capitalists in section 3.2. Knowing the possible influence of venture capitalists can
affect the decision of entrepreneurs to search for venture capital or to prefer to use other sources of
financing. Section 3.3 will discuss the literature about the success factors of new companies and
products. These success factors could be indicators for the different areas where possibly early‐life
decisions are being made. Next, the influence of universities and incubators on the success of companies
will be discussed in section 3.4. With the number of entrepreneurial courses on universities these days,
just as the number of start‐ups that spend their early phase in incubators, makes it interesting to study
how these can influence the success of the company. Then the influence of the entrepreneur will be
discussed (3.5), to study how the entrepreneur himself influences the success of the company. This could
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for instance be of importance when co‐founders need to be found for the company. Section 3.6
describes the literature about decision making, followed by a section discussing the possible areas of
decision making. Although no literature is available on the decisions themselves, the decision making
process could potentially make an impact on both the decisions as well as on the success of the
company. This chapter will end with a short summary, in which we will answer the first research
question. This will be done by drawing some preliminary conclusions from the literature review. The
literature that is discussed in this chapter is not all about software companies, but is selected based on
the applicability to the entrepreneurs in the software industry. When discussing these six different
topics, it is not the intention to make a complete literature review related to that topic, but only to
review the literature that is relevant to the research on early‐life decisions during the start‐up phase that
can influence the success of a software company.

3.1 Stages of growth
It is widely accepted that when companies grow, they go through a series of growth phases (Frank,
Lueger, & Korunka, 2007; Greiner, 1997; Kazanjian & Drazin, 1989; Scott & Bruce, 1987; Steinmetz,
1969). The transition of one growth phase to the next can be expedited and smoothed out by a proactive
involvement of the entrepreneur in the company (Morrison et al., 2003; Scott & Bruce, 1987).
There are a number of authors that have different ideas as to the amount and types of phases a
company goes through on the route to business success. The four models that actually identify different
phases that will be discussed are:
‐ The stages of growth in technology based new ventures, as discussed by Kazanjian and Drazin
(1989);
‐ The model for small business growth of Scott and Bruce (1987);
‐ The five phases of growth by Greiner (1997); and
‐ The stages of organizational growth and their critical phases, as developed by Steinmetz (1969).
One aspect where these models agree on is the fact that moving from one phase to the next is being
triggered by a crisis situation, which, if not handled correctly, will seriously hamper company progress
and in the worst case even destroy the company.
Kazanjian and Drazin (1989) discuss four phases, which are: ‘Conception and Development’;
‘Commercialization’; ‘Growth’; and ‘Stability’. In investigating these stages in technology based
companies, they found that the companies in the first phase had on average 58 employees, in the
second phase 68, about 345 employees in the third phase, and 423 employees in the final, stability,
phase. In moving through the first three phases “the percentage rate of sales growth increases”, and
then declines in the final stability phase, thereby almost stabilizing the level of sales (Kazanjian & Drazin,
1989, p.1497). The data from their study shows that the third phase is the period where more
experienced and specialized personnel is hired and a hierarchy becomes more prominent in the
company.
Scott and Bruce (1987) propose the usage of the following five phases in their model (see Figure 5):
‘Inception’; ‘Survival’; ‘Growth’, ‘Expansion’; and ‘Maturity’. In the first phases, the focus will be on
obtaining customers to actually get a foothold in the market. This focus shifts to optimizing revenues and
expenses in the second, survival phase. During the third phase, the focus is on managing the growth of
the company, investing in more employees and possible products. The fourth, expansion, phase is home
to financing the growth of the third phase. Finally, the maturity phase has a strong focus on expense
control and productivity. This will make the company more mature and professional.
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Figure 5 ‐ Model for small business growth (by Scott & Bruce, 1987)

Greiner (1997) also identified five phases of business growth (Figure 6) with a crisis moment for each
transfer point to the next stage. Greiner bases his phases on the management style that is needed in that
phase for the business to continue to grow. The phases he identified are: ‘Creativity’; ‘Direction’;
‘Delegation’; ‘Coordination’; and ‘Collaboration’. To continue to the next phase, the following crises are
to be expected: ‘Crisis of leadership’; ‘Crisis of autonomy’; ‘Crisis of control’; and ‘Crisis of red tape’. In
the first phase, creativity, the product as well as the market are created. The crisis that follows this phase
is initiated by that fact that the founders of the company get more management tasks, which they
preferably would not want to do. The second phase is a phase marked by growth. This growth leads to a
hierarchy being created and is accompanied by the “demands for greater autonomy on the part of lowerlevel managers” (Greiner, 1997, p.404). In the delegation phase, the founders of the company learn to
delegate and do not interfere too much with the smaller management decisions. This can lead to the
crisis of control, where the founders, who are now the top management of the company, get the feeling
they are losing control of the company and try to reclaim that control. When the company continues to
grow in the fourth, coordination, phase, the company can become so large and complex that it is
impossible to manage using formal programs and systems, hence the crisis of red tape. This will lead to
the final phase, in which collaboration with other companies plays a vital role (Greiner, 1997).
The four phases that Steinmetz (1969) proposes, which can be found in Figure 7, are: ‘direct supervision’,
‘supervised supervision’, ‘indirect control’, and ‘divisional organization’. The names of the different
phases indicate that this model describes the management style that a company needs in each particular
phase. These phases are defined by the number of employees of the company. Transfer from the first
phase to the second happens around 25‐30 employees, from the second to the third at 250‐300
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employees, and from the third to the fourth phase when the company has 750‐1000 employees. These
numbers are probably based on the large manufacturing companies that existed over four decades ago.
It would be likely that the crossover point from one phase to the next would be different in these times.

Figure 6 ‐ The Five Phases of Growth (by Greiner, 1997)

Rogers (1983) identified five adopter categories that indicate how innovation is adopted by the
population (excluding non‐adopters). These categories are innovators, early adopters, early majority,
late majority, and laggards. How these categories are divided can be found in Figure 8. This
categorization of innovation adopters can also be used for the adoption of new products or the
emergence of new markets. For companies to compete in these new markets or with these new
products, it is critical to enter that specific market in the early stages, preferably no later than when the
early adopters start buying products (or services). The main reason is that “potential adopters look to
early adopters for advice and information about the innovation” (Rogers, 1983, p.249). From all adopter
categories, the early adopters usually occupy the opinion leadership position (Rogers, 1983). Rogers
(1983) identified that these early adopters serve as a role model for the other adopter categories (except
for the innovators). It is therefore significantly more difficult to sell to other adopters when none of the
early adopters have actually adopted your product, but that of the competitor.
During the growth and development of a company, certain challenges are bound to occur. Koivistro and
Rönkkö (2010) have identified seven different challenges that a software company might face,
distributed over three stages as can be seen in Figure 9. These challenges have been identified based on
a literature study. The first stage contains the challenges that come with launching a company, such as
developing your products and making the first sales. In the early growth stage, the focus is on the
professionalization of the company, becoming sustainable and developing the product pas its first
stages. During the later growth stage the companies reaches a certain size where a management system
is necessary to successfully run the company. A common next growth stage, although not pictured in
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Figure 9, is the stage in which the company starts its internationalization activities (Koivisto & Rönkkö,
2010).

Figure 7 ‐ Stages of Organizational Growth and Their Critical Phases (by Steinmetz, 1969)

The managerial growth challenge conceptualization for small software firms constructed by Miettinen et
al. (2010), which can be found in Figure 10, divides the start‐up period of a software firm into five growth
stages. For each of these growth stages, the managerial challenges regarding the growth of the company
– both general and software specific – are visualized. The first stage of the company takes place before
the company is actually founded according to Miettinen et al. (2010). In this stage, the business concept
is refined, a suitable start‐up team is established and the necessary capital is collected. During the actual
start‐up stage, the first products are developed and the first sales are made. These first sales are critical
to start covering the sunk costs of the software development process and to make the company
profitable. During the first growth stage, the main focus of the company will be on sales, human
resources and management activities. The first products are usually finished during this stage, when the
overall growth strategy of the company will be decided upon. The second growth stage mainly affects
the organizational structure of the company and forces the entrepreneurs to slowly start delegating
responsibilities. While the third growth stage contains the same properties and issues as the previous
stage, they are usually more intense. The conclusion of the study by Miettinen et al. (2010) was that
realizing a steady growth without the use of outside financing is possible to accomplish without taking
too much risk. In fact, the willingness of entrepreneurs from this study to take risk was low due to their
concerns for their employees. This apparently constitutes a balancing effect, since the entrepreneurs
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that participated in the study of Miettinen et al. (2010) believed that faster growth would have been
possible if a more aggressive growth strategy was used.

Figure 8 ‐ Adopter categorization (by Rogers, 1983)

Figure 9 ‐ Challenges in the software industry (after Koivisto & Rönkkö, 2010)

For each growth phase that a company progresses, irrespective of which model is being used, running
the business is getting increasingly complicated by the added administrative tasks, extra personnel that
must be hired and buildings that are no longer big enough to fit the company (Steinmetz, 1969). Other
problems that occur when a company grows, identified by Street and Meister (2004), are that
entrepreneurs have to spend more time planning, which leaves less time for proper communication, and
having to spend more time managing operations.
Steinmetz (1969, p.34) states that, while it may seem that running a company gives the founders nothing
but trouble and worrying, the majority of entrepreneurs have no trouble coping with the problems that
keep popping up and “manage to enjoy the good life of the relatively stabilized small business”. In other
words, the majority of entrepreneurs actually enjoy their work, despite the problems they have to deal
with on a daily basis.
From the different growth models discussed in this section, there are three distinct types of stages that
can be identified for start‐ups:
1. The creation stage (the seed stage according to Miettinen et al. (2010), the formation stage
according to Koivisto and Rönkkö (2010), and the inception stage according to Scott and Bruce
(1987));
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2. The start‐up phase (the start‐up phase according to Miettinen et al. (2010), the early growth
stage according to Koivisto and Rönkkö (2010), and the survival stage according to Scott and
Bruce (1987)); and
3. Multiple growth stages.

Figure 10 ‐ Managerial growth challenge conceptualization for small software firms (by Miettinen et al., 2010)

3.2 Influence of venture capital
Venture capitalists have a lot of influence on new business startups. Decisions regarding financing and
capital are found to have a great influence on the company (Cassar, 2004). Gompers and Lerner (2001)
found that in the year 2000, 67.7 billion dollars was invested by 228 venture capital funds in the USA.
That is almost 15 times the amount that was invested just five years earlier, and not only has the amount
of money that is invested been rising, but the speed as to when companies get financed has increased.
Where it took companies a little over a year to get a first round financing in 1994, five years later in
1999, this time was reduced to a little more than two months (Davila, Foster, & Gupta, 2003). Even
though there is more money invested and investments are occurring earlier in the company lifecycle,
venture capitalists do not invest in every company that appears to be interesting. Rea (1989) found in his
study of venture capital firms, that almost all firms, 94 percent, invested in a maximum of only five
percent of the total of 500 proposals they received in 1980. The study of Hoch et al. (2000) even showed
that only 0.6 percent of business plans received funding. It is not likely that this percentage has increase
significantly over the years, especially since it can be expected that the number of investment proposals
has increased since the growth of the IT business. One possible explanation for this small investment
percentage is provided by Zider (1998). He identified eight different factors – factors that neither the
investor nor the company can control – that influence success for a venture capitalist, meaning getting a
positive return on investment. If these eight factors all have an 80 percent probability of being
accomplished, the total likelihood of making a profit on investment is only 17 percent. These are not
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risks that are taken lightly by any serious investor. Another study showed that in the United Kingdom, 34
percent of informal investments result in a total loss and 13 percent result in a partial loss or break‐even
(Mason & Harrison, 2002). This indicates that in 47 percent of investments made by business angles,
money is lost. These losses should be compensated by the 10 percent of investments that result in
returns of over 100 percent (Mason & Harrison, 2002). Hoch et al. (2000) identified that of the
businesses that receive funding; only 10 percent eventually go public, of which the majority will never
grow out to be a real success. This studies clearly shows that, even though investors scrutinize the
potential investment options and are quite specific on their personal requirements for investments, this
does not prevent that almost half of the investments they make result in a loss.
There are large variations between venture capitalists in different countries, including the sources of
where venture capitalist firms get their money from (Mayer, Schoors, & Yafeh, 2005). This study found a
number of differences between countries, although in all four countries (Israel, Japan, Germany and the
UK) banks are a popular source for money, and all four countries make a high percentage of their
investments in the IT and software industry. The majority of the funds come from one or two sources.
While this is true for all four countries studies, in the United Kingdom, 39 percent of funds come from
four or more sources. The United Kingdom also stands out when it comes to the location where the
investments are made; except in the United Kingdom, the other countries invest for the largest part
inside their own country. In the United Kingdom and in Germany, the largest part of investments is made
in the middle growth stage of a company, closely followed by the late stage. In comparison, investors in
Israel mainly invest in the early stage and investors in Japan mainly in the late stage of a company.
Experienced venture capitalists do not only look at the company that is asking for an investment, but
also let their investments depend on the attractive public market signals (Gompers, Kovner, Lerner, &
Scharfstein, 2008). Entrepreneurs believe that venture capitalists have a better understanding of their
businesses then banks: 29.1 percent of entrepreneurs believe venture capitalists understand their
business, while for banks this is only true for 9.4 percent of entrepreneurs (Hogan & Hutson, 2005). The
same study identified that even though entrepreneurs believe that venture capitalists understand their
business better than banks, this is not shown in the believe that they will get an investment from these
two parties when they already have cash or fixed assets. Only 18.3 percent of entrepreneurs believe a
venture capitalist invests in a company that has cash and/or fixed assets, where 77.5 percent of
entrepreneurs believe this is true for banks. The study of Hogan and Hutson (2005) does not support this
assumption of entrepreneurs. Their study shows that only 4 percent of financing comes from banks. The
usage of external financing is especially of importance during the first ten years of a company. After
those first ten years, when the company has successfully passed the early growth stages, the retained
earnings are usually high enough to replace any need for outside financing (Hogan & Hutson, 2005).
While the outside financing usually occurs in the early years of the company, entrepreneurs experience
that the older the company is, the better they are “negotiating and pricing external equity” (Van Auken,
2001, p.244). This negotiation skill could be beneficial in later stages of the company, for instance when
an entrepreneur has to deal with mergers or acquisitions, but could also be of relevance when the
entrepreneur has to negotiate a deal with an investor.
3.2.1 The added value of venture capital to the company
The main added value of venture capitalists, Keuschnigg (2004), is the added commercial knowledge that
the investor has. This added value comes to its full potential in your companies, where their investment
and added commercial knowledge gives the companies the opportunity to grow. Even though the added
value of an investor is the largest in young companies, Davila et al. (2003) found evidence in their study
that venture capitalists do not take the size of the company into account when deciding whether or not
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to invest in the company. Their data does show that companies that have received venture capital funds
on average grow faster compared to companies without venture capital. Venture capital backed
companies grow on average with 1.8 employees a month, where companies without venture capital only
reach an average growth of 0.68 employees a month. The difference is made visible in the plot in Figure
11, made by Davila et al. (2003) to visualize the difference between venture backed companies and non‐
venture backed companies. This difference in growth rates leads to the observation that companies that
are backed by venture capital have almost twice the number of employees as companies without
venture capital funding (Davila et al., 2003). The results of the study by Davila et al. (2003) shows that
companies that receive venture capital not only grow faster after receiving capital, although that is
where the largest variations can be found, but also already grow faster in the couple of months just
before they receive capital. Because the study does not explain how this larger growth is realized, it is
unknown whether it is due to the fact that they were already expecting and anticipating the venture
capital to come in, or that venture capitalists maybe also partly select investment opportunities on their
growth rates. Engel and Keilbach (2007) have found that there is a correlation between the number of
employees of a company and the amount of sales the company produces. This finding, regularly used
among entrepreneurs, suggests that venture capital not only gives a company the opportunity to grow,
but also indirectly influences that amount of sales a company can attain.

Figure 11 ‐ Plot of growth difference (by Davila et al., 2003)

3.2.2 Investment criteria for venture capitalists
In studying what influences the decision of venture capitalists to invest in a company or not, Rea (1989)
showed that venture capitalists are more influenced by the business aspects of a company then the
characteristics of the product. This finding indicates that venture capitalists are more business focus than
they are technology focused; their main concern is whether or not there is money to be made. The
management team and their business plan are the two most important factors for venture capitalists to
not go through with an investment in a company. This focus on making money is supported by Zider
(1998), who claims that venture capitalist do not invest in people or ideas that are promising, but in
industries that are likely to deliver positive returns. Sandberg and Hofer (1987), on the other hand,
mention that a venture capitalist decides to invest in a company depending on the entrepreneurs’ track
record, personality, and charisma. While this seems to be a disagreement between different authors, it
can possible also be explained by a change of focus during the years, or just the personal preferences of
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the individual venture capitalists. Besides having a strong start‐up team, Rea (1989) also identified a
number of other aspects of the company that venture capitalists asses before investing in a company: a
market that can facilitate a fast growing company; a product that at least has a competitive edge; and at
least adequate financial ratios. These findings cover four critical perspectives for a company:
1. The personal perspective;
2. The market perspective;
3. The product and competitor perspective; and
4. The financial perspective.
Rea (1989) also claims that success and failure of a company is influenced by the risk, the size and
accessibility of the potential market, the start‐up team, the finances and the time, like the time it take to
get a return on investment. The influence of the start‐up team on the decision making process of the
venture capitalists is discussed extensively in relevant literature. Franke, Gruber, Harhoff and Henkel
(2006) for instance found that venture capitalists prefer start‐up teams with older team members who
hold a university degree, have more relevant experience, and have a mixed background regarding
education and work experience. The study of Peltonen and Rönkkö (2009) found that the entrepreneurs
are more likely to leave the management team when more personnel is hired. That venture capital
investors have influence on the management team is found by Hellmann and Puri (2002), who indicated
that a company that has a venture capital investor is more likely to attract marketing and managerial
personnel, including an outside CEO. They mention that when an outside CEO is hired, only a little over
40 percent of the founders stay involved with the company. This indicates that the entrepreneurs do not
like to lose control over their company or will just move on to a new venture. They also found that the
chances of professionalization, like adopting a stock option plan, and having turnover events go up when
the company has received venture capital. Finally, they also indicated that the effect an investor can
have on a company is higher when the company is private (Hellmann & Puri, 2002). This is due to the fact
that the investors do not need to deal with the opinions and expectations of the shareholders.
There are studies, like that of Engel and Keilbach (2007), which found that entrepreneurs of companies
that received venture capital are more likely to have a postgraduate or doctoral degree. How this
relationship works is unknown as Cassar (2004) found that the characteristics of decision makers, i.e. the
entrepreneurs, do not influence the chances for receiving financing. Hogan and Hutson (2005) found that
the financial situation of a company is important to entrepreneurs. This is not only because they do not
want to go bankrupt and want the company to stay in business, but due to the fact that the main
financial objective of 43.5 percent of entrepreneurs in their study is to start a business to “maximise the
potential selling value” of the business (Hogan & Hutson, 2005, p.382). A majority of entrepreneurs from
that study, 67.8 percent, prefers to use retained earnings to cover investments, indicating that both
loans and venture capital are not the preferred options to entrepreneurs.
3.2.3 Different types of investors
Mason and Harrison (2002) did a study in which they compared venture capital fund managers to
business angles. Their study can be used to identify what type of investor would suit the company best
based on the preferences of the entrepreneurs. The results of this study show that venture capital fund
managers have more investment experience compared to business angels, although business angles
usually have more experience in being an entrepreneur. They also found that business angles meet less
with the company before investing in the company, compared to the venture capitalist fund manager.
This information can be used by entrepreneurs to select the type of investor that they prefer. The
information from the study of Mason and Harrison (2002) could suggest that a business angle would be
better suited for an entrepreneur if support is needed with regular day‐to‐day business activities, while
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venture capitalists will probably focus on the financial aspects of the company. Unfortunately their paper
does not compare the effectiveness of the different investors on the success of the company.
3.2.4 Summary of the influence of venture capital
The following points summarize the main findings from literature about the influence venture capital can
have on a company:
‐ Only a small portion of all business plans received by investors actually receive funding (a
maximum of 5 percent is reported by Rea (1989));
‐ Investors on average lose some or all money on almost half of their investments (Mason &
Harrison, 2002);
‐ Getting funded leads to faster growth possibilities (Davila et al., 2003)and includes added
commercial knowledge from the investor (Keuschnigg, 2004);
‐ The business aspects, just as the entrepreneurial team, are more important to investors than the
product characteristics when deciding whether or not to invest in a company (Rea, 1989);
‐ There are two types of investors (Mason & Harrison, 2002):
o Venture capital fund managers, who usually have more investment experience; and
o Business angles, who usually have more entrepreneurial experience.

3.3 Success factors in new ventures and products
There are probably an unlimited number of factors that, in a single context, setting, or company, can be
critical to success. Low and MacMillan (1988) wrote that each company has its own unique success
factors. They even go as far as to state that failing to meet any of these factors sufficiently will be fatal
for the company. This makes the identification of universal success factors an almost impossible task. A
comprehensive list of success factors does therefore not exist. Success can however also be defined in
multiple ways, as Stuart and Abetti (1987) mention when they claim that success does not always have
to be financial success, i.e. making a lot of money. Some entrepreneurs consider their business a success
when they can work on their own and get a decent salary out of it (Schutjens & Wever, 2000). For these
people, it is only about being self‐employed, about the lifestyle change that being an entrepreneur
brings. While company success is usually determined by the financial success of the company, products
do not have to be a financial success to be a success to the company. Other aspect on which a product
can be viewed as a success is when the product has a large impact on the company, for instance when it
leads to higher employment numbers, more knowledge about the company and market, or the products
makes a contribution to society (Stuart & Abetti, 1987).
Innovation is one of the area’s that play a major role in the company success (Lyon, Lumpkin, & Dess,
2000; Song et al., 2010). Besides innovation, the timing of establishing a company can have a great
impact on success, as found by Gompers et al. (2010). In their study, they define a company as a success
when the company goes public, instead of the more common still being in business after five years. This
study showed that of all start‐ups in the computer industry in 1983, 52 percent went public. Of the
companies that were founded two years later, this percentage was only 18 percent. This simple statistic
clearly shows the impact the timing of starting a company can have on the success. Planning business
activities is also linked to success, although spending too much time planning will not be beneficial to the
company (Low & MacMillan, 1988). Gatewood, Shaver and Gartner (1995) found in their study that
when more planning is done, this leads to a higher likelihood of producing sales. Other success factors
that are identified by literature range from having a good project definition and performing the right up‐
front activities (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1987), to the initial size of the start‐up team and their level of
government orientation (Doutriaux, 1992), to product and legal protection such as patents and
trademarks (Kakati, 2003; MacMillan, Zemann, & Subbanarasimha, 1987; Mazzarol & Reboud, 2006;
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Song et al., 2008). One of the characteristics of the success factors of a company is that these factors
change during the lifetime of the company (Crowne, 2002). This adds to the difficulty of identifying
(universal) factors that actually lead a company to success. In his paper, Doutriaux (1992) mentions that
these success factors change, or even fade away, after two to four years. The effect of the
entrepreneurs’ network on company success differs during different ages of the company. The study by
Witt (2004) into the influence of the network of the entrepreneur on the success of a start‐up found a
cut‐off point of three years; the effect of the network of the entrepreneur on the company is different
during the first three years of the company, compared to when the company is older than three years.
Besides the age of the company, the industry in which the company operates also influences the impact
of the network on the success of the company (Witt, 2004). This is, according to Witt, due to the fact
that some industries require more tacit knowledge, where other industries rely more on explicit
knowledge for their daily business operations. Related to the networks entrepreneurs use, partnering is
identified as critical for success; a reason why the top product software companies excel in this area
(Hoch et al., 2000).
3.3.1 Product and venture success
There appears to be a high correlation between first product success and new venture success. In 77.19
percent of the cases where first product was a success, the venture turned out to be a success as well. In
companies where the first product failed, the company also failed in 88.04 percent of the cases (Song et
al., 2010). In identifying success factors for products, Wateridge (1998) identified meeting user
requirements as the most important criteria for product success, closely followed by the product
achieving its purpose. The difficulty with finding determinants for product success is that the criteria
depend on who is asked to identify them. The same study of Wateridge (1998) found that project
managers identify meeting time and budget is the most important criteria, and users identify that their
happiness is critical to product success, followed by the product achieving its purpose. This research
clearly shows how the different viewpoints of stakeholders with regard to product success lead to
complete different success factors being identified. It is therefore not strange that Hoch et al. (2000)
found that stakeholder involvement, especially the customers, should be included in the process
improvement methodologies; just as the daily builds to improve software quality.
Another aspect that plays a big role in making a product a success has to do with the positioning of the
product (Yap & Souder, 1994). They found that a product is more likely to be successful when it is
positioned against a slightly weaker product. The best result, according to the research of Yap and
Souder (1994), is to position the product against the existing product to show the customer that it is an
improved version, but not that different from what they are used to. Osborne (1995, p.4‐5) claims that
“the majority of entrepreneurs launch businesses that modify an existing product or service in a way that
satisfies a previously unmet need”; even though large profits can be made by developing highly
innovative and breakthrough products. Kakati (2003) agrees with the fact that it is not necessary for a
product to be completely unique to be a success. A product should however have advantages over other
products in the market and should, according to the customers, be unique and superior compared to the
alternatives (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1987). It is not enough to make the exact same product as your
competitors. To be successful, an entrepreneur should always make sure the product is distinctive and
superior over the products of the competitors. Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1987) also state that research
has showed that a good fit between the company and the product is key to success. According to Roure
and Maidique (1986) successful companies tend to focus on performance improvement for the
customers. Products should not be modified in a large way to please the company however, since that is
detrimental to the success (Yap & Souder, 1994). So although the customer requirements play a large
role in the product development phase, products should not go through large moderations when they
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are already released. In this case, the work it requires to fill the customer requirements is probably
costing more than it yields. To ensure the success of the company, the products should be cost‐effective
and be properly supported and serviced to the customer.
3.3.2 The influence of internationalization
Internationalization, that is defined by Hitt, Hoskisson and Kim (1997, p.767) as “bringing new foreign
operations within the boundaries of a firm”, has a positively influence on the performance of the
company. The largest influence of internationalization can be found in markets where the innovation is
less of an issue (Hitt et al., 1997). The most critical aspect of improving performance from
internationalization is by an “effective implementation and management of diversification” (Hitt et al.,
1997, p.793). Companies with a highly diversified product range can receive the highest return on assets
when their international diversification is also high. Rönkkö and Peltonen (2010) found that product
software companies generally “internationalize gradually in a stage-based manner instead of following a
born-global model.” This explains why the majority of companies receive less than 30 percent of
revenues from abroad, as is visualized in Figure 12 that shows the results from the study of Rönkkö and
Peltonen (2010).

Figure 12 ‐ Revenue shares from abroad (by Rönkkö & Peltonen, 2010)

3.3.3 The influence of the market
Establishing a good fit between the market and the product positively influences the chances of success
for a company (Rea, 1989). Other market related properties that facilitate the success of a company are
being familiar with the market, having experience in the industry, and undertaking proper market
research and marketing activities (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1987; Van Gelderen et al., 2006; MacMillan et
al., 1987; Rogoff et al., 2004). Achieving success is linked to both gaining a higher market share, and
being active in a market with a higher buyer concentration (Roure & Maidique, 1986). A high buyer
concentration, according to Roure and Maidique (1986, p.301), implies a market with a “small number of
potential customers who have a large buying capacity.” All the successful companies in their sample were
active in a market with a high buyer concentration. Using information from the market, for instance
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customer needs, is positively related to product success (Song et al., 2010). This finding is supported by
Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1987) who add that attention needs to be paid to the marketing and publicity
of the company. They found that knowing your target market, including what the preferences, wants and
needs of your potential customers are, is significantly correlated to success. Low and MacMillan (1988),
as mentioned before, have identified that a lack of market knowledge of entrepreneurs is one of the key
areas that lead a company to failure. Being aware of the market scope is identified as being significantly
correlated to company success by Song et al. (2008).
Increasing the market acceptance of the product, which can be improved by the above‐mentioned
actions, predicts success (MacMillan et al., 1987). Other ways to increase the possibility of success are
insulating your product from competition in the early stages (MacMillan et al., 1987), which helps to
increase the visibility in the market, and making sure you plan the market entry of your product before
your competitors do (Armstrong & Lèvesque, 2002; Miller & Camp, 1985). This latter practice gets you
the early adopters as customers and more publicity. Besides an early market entry, choosing to enter an
already established, but growing, market with a lot of potential is related to future success by a number
of authors (Kakati, 2003; Low & MacMillan, 1988; Peña, 2002; Roure & Maidique, 1986; Sandberg &
Hofer, 1987; Song et al., 2010; Yap & Souder, 1994). Yap and Souder (1994) add that a market with a
high number of competitors has a negative influence on success. A reasonable explanation for this
finding could be that high competition drives prices and profit margins down. Peña (2002, p.194) found
that success is more likely when a company has their suppliers close by and the customer base “beyond
its local area”.
Hoch et al. (2000) have identified marketing as one of the key aspects of success for a product software
company. They state that “It builds market leaders, sustains them, and even lets aggressive upstarts
attack the current leaders” (Hoch et al., 2000, p.158). Especially the effectiveness of spending marketing
money makes a difference; product software companies should not focus their marketing activities on
features and technicalities, but rather on communicating their value proposition. Being seen by potential
customers as the market leader is also critical, since customers tend to prefer buying from the market
leader (Hoch et al., 2000).
3.3.4 The influence of financing
With regard to the influence of financing, Low and MacMillan (1988) mention that literature often
names ‘appropriate financing’ as being connected to the success of new companies. What the
appropriate financing is for a company is not mentioned, probably because this is dependent on the
specific aspects of the company and the entrepreneur. That this financing does not always have to be
external can be concluded by the research of Watson, Hogarth‐Scott and Wilson (1998, p.228), who
found that “obtaining finance was significantly more important for the failures.” This is another aspect of
entrepreneurial literature that shows conflicting results. Two different studies by Headd (2000, 2003)
have shown that entrepreneurs looking for more than 50.000 USD in capital are three times more likely
to succeed (45.3 percent) compared to entrepreneurs that are not looking for any capital (15 percent).
The research of Schutjens and Wever (2000) on the other hand identified that there was no significant
relation between the success of a company and a large start‐up capital. That the intended level of capital
required for the start of a company has influence on the eventual success of the company is indirectly
implied by Van Gelderen et al. (2006). They found that the higher the intended start‐up capital of a
company is, the lower is the likelihood that the entrepreneur will actually start the company. This could
be due to the impossibility for the entrepreneur to collect the money, but for instance also due to too
high unrealistic costs for starting the company. If a company does get financed, their chances for success
increase when the venture capital firm that is involved is more experienced (Gompers et al., 2010).
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3.3.5 The influence of information
Information can also benefit an entrepreneur in making his or her company a success. Van Gelderen et
al. (2006) and Schutjens and Weber (2000) indicated that receiving information, support, and guidance
of advisory bureaus has a positive influence on company success. This finding is supported by the
research of Duchesneau and Gartner (1990, p.306), but only for cases where it is of “help in solving
specific problems during startup”. This research of Duchesneau and Gartner also found that information
that is received from customers and suppliers is also valuable for the success of the company. Other
researches (Chell & Baines, 2000; Westhead et al., 2005) also identified customers and other business
owners as sources of information that are commonly used by entrepreneurs. Other sources of
information identified by Westhead et al. (2005) are magazines, newspapers, trade publications, family,
and friends. While all of these sources provide the entrepreneur with information, not all types of
information are used from these sources. Chell and Baines (2000) found that the recommendations from
family and friends regarding the hiring of new employees are rarely used. This study that investigates the
networking behavior of entrepreneurs, showed that the recommendations from family and friends is
only used by entrepreneurs in three and six percent respectively.
3.3.6 Entrepreneurial teams
It is a well establish view that the entrepreneur plays a key role in the success of a start‐up (Stuart &
Abetti, 1987). Although there are always exceptions that prove the rule (Song et al., 2010) most studies
agree on the fact that entrepreneurial teams, which by definition means that there are multiple
founders, are more successful in starting a business than single entrepreneurs (Cooper et al., 1988;
Doutriaux, 1992; Gompers et al., 2010; Lechler, 2001; Low & MacMillan, 1988; Peña, 2002; Roure &
Maidique, 1986; Schutjens & Wever, 2000; Song et al., 2008; Stevenson & Jarillo, 1990). As an example,
the study of Schutjens and Wever (2000) found that hiring new personnel within three years is 1.29
times more likely when the entrepreneur has at least one business partner. Since the growth in
employees is related to growth in sales (Engel & Keilbach, 2007), this indicates that companies with at
least two founders grow faster than companies that are started with just one founder. This is supported
by Song et al. (2008), who identified that the larger the founding team is, the higher the performance of
the start‐up appears to be. The high success rate among entrepreneurial teams comes according to
Lechler (2001) from the fact that in over 96 percent of the teams, the entrepreneurs already knew each
other before going into business together. In his research the founders knew each other because they
were either family, friends, or had previously worked together. This suggests a good personal
relationship and intimate knowledge of the other business partners is fundamental for the company to
become a success.
That successful companies usually have more founders in the entrepreneurial team is also supported by
Roure and Maidique (1986). They have also identified an extra aspect of the entrepreneurial team,
besides the size, that distinguishes the successful from the unsuccessful companies: the joint experience
of the entrepreneurs. Another important aspect of the successfulness of an entrepreneurial team is that
the successful teams form a more complete team. As mentioned earlier, this is possible when there is
intimate knowledge and good personal relationships in play between the different entrepreneurs. Low
and MacMillan (1988) also identified that the teams where the skills of entrepreneurs complement each
other, the entrepreneurs have a large network, and the teams that have a lead entrepreneur establish
more successful companies. This latter point of having a lead entrepreneur, indicating a sort of hierarchy
within the entrepreneurial team, is also identified by Gompers et al. (2010), although they mention
having a previously successful entrepreneur in the team contributes to success. It is likely that the
entrepreneur with previous successful experience will take on the role of lead entrepreneur when he is
involved in a new start‐up.
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The past experience of entrepreneurs comes up as a success factor for entrepreneurial teams in different
researches (Doutriaux, 1992; Roure & Maidique, 1986). The past experiences of the entrepreneurs
should create a good balance between different business skills (Low & MacMillan, 1988). These business
skills do not necessarily have to be entrepreneurial experience. While this previous experience could
result in better decision making, one of the critical management tasks, it is vitally critical for the success
of a company that the management can learn from their mistakes (Hoch et al., 2000). In highly novel
start‐ups, differences between founding team members appear to have a negative effect on the success
of the company (Amason, Shrader, & Tompson, 2006). One of the large influencers on the effectiveness
of an entrepreneurial team is found to be commitment (Chowdhury, 2005).
Since there are a lot of other personal characteristics of entrepreneurs that can influence the success of
their start‐up, these will be discussed separately in the section 3.5.
3.3.7 Failure factors in new ventures and products
We already mentioned in the beginning of this paragraph that “failure to address any one of the key
success factors will be sufficient to kill a new venture” (Low & MacMillan, 1988, p.134). That makes that
the opposite of the success factor a (possible) failure factor is. This finding is supported by MacMillan et
al. (1987) who identified that for each type of business that failed, there study also showed that a similar
type of business succeeded, being different in only one aspect. This aspect, whether called a success or a
failure factor, is what made one company to be a failure and the other company to be a success.
The main causes of the failure of a business lie according to Rea (1989) in the risk and in the start‐up
team. A large part of the companies that fail due to the start‐up team can be attributed to the lack of
knowledge among the entrepreneurs. Failure factors that can be attributed to the entrepreneurs that
are found in literature are:
‐ Founders that do not delegate responsibility and are not willing to make changes in the company
(Crowne, 2002; Low & MacMillan, 1988);
‐ Founders that do not have enough market knowledge (Low & MacMillan, 1988);
‐ Founders that are lacking business management skills (Taylor & Seanard, 2004);
‐ Not being aware of local or government regulations (Taylor & Seanard, 2004);
‐ Not knowing what work is required to stay in business (Taylor & Seanard, 2004);
‐ Not having a realistic (strategic) planning that can be followed (Low & MacMillan, 1988; Taylor &
Seanard, 2004); and
‐ Employing the wrong people (Crowne, 2002; Low & MacMillan, 1988; Taylor & Seanard, 2004).
Supplementary to not having the required skills within the entrepreneurial team, Watson et al. (1998)
found that companies that have received advice or training to do their market research and on how to
write or use their business plan were more likely to fail. Other factors that are likely to lead to failure
that are mentioned in literature are not having a real or reliable product (Crowne, 2002) and
experiencing a multitude of different financial issues (Low & MacMillan, 1988; Taylor & Seanard, 2004).
3.3.8 Summary of the success factors in new ventures and products
The following points summarize the main findings from literature about the success factors in new
ventures and products:
‐ There are an unlimited number of success factors that are specific to the company (Low &
MacMillan, 1988), which also change over time (Crowne, 2002);
‐ Timing and planning are important for company success (Gatewood et al., 1995; Gompers et al.,
2010);
‐ If the first product is a success, the company is likely to also be successful (Song et al., 2010);
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‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Internationalization is positively related to the success of a company, especially in markets
where innovation is less of an issue (Hitt et al., 1997);
Having knowledge of the target market is critical to success (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1987);
Using outside sources of information can benefit the company (Duchesneau & Gartner, 1990;
Gartner, 1985; Van Gelderen et al., 2006; Schutjens & Wever, 2000, and others);
Entrepreneurial teams are often more successful compared to individual entrepreneurs (Cooper
et al., 1988; Doutriaux, 1992; Gompers et al., 2010; Lechler, 2001, and others); and
Lack of knowledge is one of the biggest failure factors (Rea, 1989).

3.4 Universities and incubators
Universities are starting to play a major role in entrepreneurship, not the least due to the fact that
courses in entrepreneurship can be found in most of the universities, and majors in entrepreneurship are
common in the majority of business schools (Kolvereid & Moen, 1997). Besides universities, education in
general also influences entrepreneurship. Backes‐Gellner and Werner (2007) studied the differences in
educational level among German founders of innovative and traditional companies. They found that 47
percent of entrepreneurs who started an innovative company completed a university education,
compared to 39.7 percent of entrepreneurs in traditional companies. Besides completing a university
education, the length of the study also influences the entrepreneurial activities of the founder, especially
in the case of innovative companies. When the innovative entrepreneurs have studied faster than the
average student, it becomes easier to obtain credit from a bank.
Finishing a major in entrepreneurship is “positively associated with new firm formation” and also
increases the entrepreneurial intentions among students (Kolvereid & Moen, 1997, p.157). That
entrepreneurial intention, just as an entrepreneurial attitude, is increased when entrepreneurship
courses are added to the curriculum is also found by Souitaris, Zerbinati and Al‐Laham (2007). Inspiration
is responsible for the biggest influences on students of entrepreneurial courses to wanting to start their
own company. The study of Souitaris et al. (2007) has however not found a relationship between the
entrepreneurial intentions of people and actually becoming an entrepreneur.
Differences in educational levels among entrepreneurs appear to be, at least partially, influenced by sex.
Roper and Scott (2009) identified in their study that there are significantly more male entrepreneurs
with a university degree, while school‐level qualifications are significantly more common among women
entrepreneurs.
3.4.1 Entrepreneurship course
In a technical report discussing the results of the course ‘ICT Entrepreneurship’, taught at Utrecht
University in the year 2005‐2006, Ten Berge, Nab and Brinkkemper (2006) included the results of surveys
that asked the students participating in the course about how their entrepreneurial qualities have
developed. This study was not only done to report on the effects that an entrepreneurship course can
have on master students, the results have also been used to improve the course in the following years
that it was taught. During the ICT Entrepreneurship course, students work in teams to develop a start‐up
company, that is part of a virtual parent company called Netherware. Although these start‐ups are part
of Netherware, they are independent companies, owned by the students. This structure provides the
opportunity for students to work on their own company on one side, and working together to run the
Netherware company on the other side. Besides only working on a small start‐up during the course, this
setup also provides the opportunity to let students experience how it is to work in a larger company (Ten
Berge et al., 2006).
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During this specific course, seventeen student teams formed companies, of which nine (almost 53
percent) continued their company after finishing the course (Ten Berge et al., 2006). The students that
participated indicated that during the course, a number of qualities have increased, of which the ability
to write a business plan has had the most impact, since the students indicated to be lacking this skill at
the start of the course. The other qualities that students have increased during the course are working
on a project basis, developing the need to achieve, improving their ability to take initiative, their
confidence and their marketing skills (Ten Berge et al., 2006).
The paper of Nab, Pilot, Brinkkemper and ten Berge (2010) discusses the same results of this
entrepreneurship course. This paper focuses more on the development of the course than the actual
influence it has on the students that participate in the course. Some of the principles that are used in
developing this course, and that are needed for entrepreneurial education are (Nab et al., 2010, p.25):
‐ Letting the working atmosphere resemble that of a small ICT company as closely as possible;
‐ Let the students play “the role of problem solver of real-life problems”;
‐ Creating realistic problems and activities for the students;
‐ Having the instructor “resemble the behavior of a professional entrepreneur”;
‐ Provide adequate facilities and infrastructure;
‐ Let the assessments be performed by people with experience in entrepreneurship; and
‐ Let students participate in multiple roles, on different levels of the organization.
The paper of Nab et al. (2010) states five recommendations for improvement made by the instructors of
the course. In making these recommendations, the instructors have used both their own view on the
source as well as the students’ feedback that was given after the course. The first recommendation is to
make the development of the start‐up company the main activity, this can, for instance, be done by
promoting the student ownership of the company. Second, the activities should be focused more on the
market to increase the feeling of reality. The third recommendation is that the social aspect of the
course should be improved. This can be realized by increasing the involvement and communication
between the different student teams. Fourth, the instructors believe there should be more involvement
from entrepreneurs from outside the university, since they make good role models for the students.
Finally, students should be stimulated to organize their own processes that are required for starting their
company autonomously and responsibly (Nab et al., 2010).
3.4.2 The importance of incubators
While Nowak and Grantham (2000, p.130) have stated that four out of five companies fail, they also
mention that incubators provide new companies “with a supportive network, infrastructure and physical
facilities”. As a result, incubators can turn these numbers around, meaning that four out of five
companies succeed instead of fail. Peña (2002) describes the benefit of incubators to new start‐up
companies as providing both tangible and intangible support. Tangible support that is usually provided
by incubators includes office space, furniture and equipment. The intangible support of incubators
consists of providing the entrepreneurs with technical assistance, business courses, networking
possibilities, investor knowledge, etc. Another intangible aspect that entrepreneurs benefit from within
an incubator is the contact with other entrepreneurs (Peña, 2002). The successful entrepreneurs highly
value the opportunity to “share experiences and discuss business issues with other entrepreneurs hosted
by the same center and living under the same roof” (Peña, 2002, p.194). The intangible services provided
by the incubators are valued higher by successful entrepreneurs compared to their less successful
counterparts. This suggests that the ability to benefit from the intangible services that an incubator can
provide is a useful skill for entrepreneurs to possess.
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In studying four different university incubators from the United States, Mian (1997) found that, on
average, companies experienced a 177 percent growth in sales and a 53 percent growth in employment.
These high growth numbers were realized in the four years that the companies have spent in the
university incubators. The most critical downside of the university incubators that were studied by Mian
(1997, p.271) is that there were “no written intellectual property rights protection policy for tenants” at
that time. In an earlier study, Mian (1994) found that there is usually a high degree of trust with regard
to intellectual property rights between the incubator management and employees and the tenants. He
also found that no real problems with regard to intellectual property have been encountered by any of
the incubators.
3.4.3 Summary of the influence of universities and incubators
From the literature described above, we can conclude that both universities and incubators can have a
significant, although different, effect on entrepreneurs. Where an entrepreneurship major or
entrepreneurship courses in university increase entrepreneurial intention and affects the
entrepreneurial activities of students and graduates, incubators can greatly improve the chances of
success for a start‐up, especially when the entrepreneur can benefit from the intangible services
provided by the incubator.

3.5 The influence of the entrepreneur
Where the effect of entrepreneurial teams has been discusses in the section on success factors, this
section will focus on individual entrepreneurs, their actions, and their characteristics. There is a lot of
literature that deals with all kind of characteristics of the entrepreneur, and what influence they can
have on the success of the start‐up. Since it is out of the scope of this research project to provide a
complete overview of all the literature about entrepreneurial characteristics, only the literature that is
relevant for the goal of decision‐making and start‐up success is discussed.
That a wide variety between people and companies exists is proven by different outcomes in different
studies. Where for instance the motivation of the entrepreneur is found to influence success in the study
of Frank, Lueger and Korunka (2007), Schutjens and Wever (2000) did not find any significant impact
from the motivation of the entrepreneur on company success.
Frank et al. (2007, p.228), in claiming that “it is undisputed that a person can make substantial
contributions to the structuring of the start-up process”, are convinced that the entrepreneur is
important for the start‐up and has a large influence on the success of the company. Other studies, for
instance those of Stuart and Abetti (1987) and Morrison et al. (2003) agree with that statement. In trying
to identify exactly in what way of the entrepreneur influence the success of the start‐up, researchers
have found that, in particular, the following aspects play an important role in making the start‐up a
success:
‐ The characteristics of the entrepreneur (Kakati, 2003; Littunen, 2000; Makhbul & Hasun, 2011;
Rogoff et al., 2004; Stevenson & Jarillo, 1990);
‐ The skills of the entrepreneur;
‐ The training the entrepreneur received and the experience they have gained (Osborne, 1995);
‐ The attitude and personality attributes of the entrepreneur (Peña, 2002); and
‐ The motivation of the entrepreneur (Makhbul & Hasun, 2011; Peña, 2002; Schutjens & Wever,
2000).
On the other hand, Low and MacMillan (1988) have found that the characteristics of the entrepreneur
have little effect, and Van Gelderen et al. (2006) even found no indication that the characteristics of the
entrepreneur have any influence on the performance of the start‐up. This indicates that the way that the
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research is done, as well as probably the differences in companies and entrepreneurs, can lead
researchers in different studies to different conclusions regarding the influence an entrepreneur can
have on the success of their start‐up.
3.5.1 The power of motivation
The conclusions of the research of Carter et al. (1996) was that the actions and activities that
entrepreneurs perform each day in running their business actually influence how successful a new
company will become. Not only the specific activities themselves, but also the order in which these
activities are performed, just as the number of activities, determines the likelihood of success.
Entrepreneurs themselves believe strongly that they have the power to influence the success of the
company during the start‐up activities (Littunen, 2000). This belief, that their actions actually matter,
could be one of the reasons why successful entrepreneurs, on average, spend around 60 hours a week
working on their company (Cooper et al., 1988; Peña, 2002). Despite the large failure rates of start‐ups,
entrepreneurs appear to be rather positive as to their chances of success. On average, the entrepreneur
perceives their chance of succeeding as 8.1 point on a scale of 1 to 10. Interestingly enough they
perceive the chances of ventures similar to the one they are starting to have only a 5.9 out of 10 chance
of succeeding (Cooper et al., 1988). This study of Cooper at al. (1988) found that over two‐thirds (68
percent) of entrepreneurs rate their chances of succeeding higher than that of companies similar to
theirs. These numbers indicate that entrepreneurs are confident of not only the need for the market, but
specifically also about their personal abilities to exploit this market need. This confidence might even
work in their advantage, since Busenitz (1999, p.331) found that “individuals with a greater sense of
overconfidence are likely to function better in an entrepreneurial setting because they will be less
overwhelmed with the multiple hurdles they face”. Making choices and decisions apparently becomes

easier for the entrepreneur if he is convinced that he will succeed and therefore will make the right
choices.
Although Schutjens and Wever (2000) found no significant influence of motivation on success, other
authors (Gatewood et al., 1995; Headd, 2003) have concluded that the personal reasons an
entrepreneur has for starting a business have a positive effect in the performance of the company. This
was also found by Hoch et al. (2000), who found that there is an extremely strong correlation between
high aspirations and company success; 93 percent of successful entrepreneurs had a clear and ambitious
vision. Another important aspect, both in starting a business and making the business eventually
succeed, is encouragement from family and friends (Davidsson & Honig, 2003). In a recent study of
Marmer, Lasse Hermann and Berman (2011), preliminary results show that the biggest motivator for
internet entrepreneurs is to build a great product (43 percent) followed by changing the world (38
percent). Only 14 percent of internet entrepreneurs start their business to make a good living.
3.5.2 Internal locus of control
During the staring of a business, there are mainly weak situations according to Frank et al. (2007, p.229),
during which there is “a low degree of standardization, a high degree of complexity and thus little
orientation for structuring actions”. Their study showed that in these situations, the personality factors of
entrepreneurs are especially of importance for company success. From a study of literature, Korunka,
Frank, Lueger and Mugler (2003) identified three personality characteristics that differentiate
entrepreneurs from other people, and potentially influence the success of new companies. These
characteristics are, as quoted from Korunka et al. (2003, p.24):
1) High need for achievement;
2) Internal locus of control; and
3) Risk-taking propensity.
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The same three characteristics were found in the study of Stewart, Watson, Carland and Carland (1999).
These three characteristics are measured by Frank et al. (2007) in four different studies with different
sample groups, secondary school students, university‐level students, potential business founders and
business founders. The results of these studies can be found in Table 2. When entrepreneurs have a high
internal locus‐of‐control, it means that entrepreneurs “believe they can control their own destinies”
(Cooper et al., 1988, p.106). Formulated differently, when someone has a high internal locus of control,
this indicates that this person believes strongly that their actions are responsible for the outcome of the
situations they find themselves in.
The results of the studies by Frank et al. (2007), as shown in Table 2, show that the risk propensity does
not differ much between the four different sample groups, except for maybe the university level
students, who have a somewhat higher risk propensity. With regard to the need for achievement
however, we can see a clear increase in every sample group the closer they are to being a business
founder. The first increase, from secondary school students to university‐level student can possibly be
explained by the age difference between these two groups. The internal locus of control is pretty
consistent among secondary school and university level student, as well as among business founders and
potential business founders. There is however a noticeable difference in internal locus of control scores
between the two students groups and the two groups of business founders. This indicates that the
students have a lower believe that they can influence their own future success. Interesting to note is
that, although the difference is small, the internal locus of control of business founders is slightly lower
than that of the potential business founders. Although an explanation is not provided by Frank et al.
(2007), this difference could be caused by the experiences of the business founders that give them a
somewhat more realistic view of how much they can actually influence the outcomes.
Score out of 100 (SD)
Secondary school students (N=417)
University‐level students (N=832)
Potential business founders (N=314)
Business founders (N=159)

Need for
Achievement
32.1 (22.9)
64.7 (23.1)
79.4 (9.3)
80.1 (9.5)

Internal locus
of control
55.4 (21.8)
51.4 (23.5)
81.2 (9.4)
80.5 (9.8)

Risk
propensity
55.1 (14.9)
63.8 (21.7)
55.1 (12.2)
54.9 (10.9)

Table 2 ‐ Personality characteristics scores (Frank et al., 2007)

3.5.3 Entrepreneurial characteristics
There are a number of different entrepreneurial characteristics that are ascribed to having a positive
influence on start‐up success. As usual, not all authors agree on all characteristics and not all authors
study and identify the same characteristics. Some of the entrepreneurial characteristics that are
identified in literature are:
‐ Hard work ethics, dedication, and delivering a professional service (Rogoff et al., 2004);
‐ The ability to take risk, co‐operate, identify business opportunities, grasp profitable
opportunities, to correct errors effectively, having a good nose for business, the desire to take
risks, and innovativeness (Littunen, 2000; Makhbul & Hasun, 2011);
‐ Creativity, enthusiasm, paying attention to detail, having the capability of sustained intense
effort, and the ability to evaluate and react to risk (Kakati, 2003);
‐ Being decisive, action oriented, often impatient, and have a high need to achieve and excel
(Smith, Gannon, Grimm, & Mitchell, 1988).
It is interesting to note that while these characteristics are seen as having a positive influence on start‐up
success, individual characteristic in general are not seen as potential impeding factors for start‐up
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success (Rogoff et al., 2004). In other words, entrepreneurs are of opinion that their personal
characteristics can only have a positive influence on the success of their company, not a negative
influence. Another interesting observation related to the internal locus of control that is made by
Duchesneau and Gartner (1990) is that entrepreneurs of successful companies indicated that they
believe that they themselves had less control on how successful the business would be than unsuccessful
entrepreneurs. Multiple authors agree on the finding that being able to articulate well when discussing
the venture is a successful characteristic for an entrepreneur to possess (Baron & Markman, 2003;
Kakati, 2003; MacMillan et al., 1987). Baron and Markman (2003) add that not only when entrepreneurs
are able to articulate the chances of success are improved, but social competence in general, including
being able to perceive others accurately, is beneficial to company success.
A recent study by Makhbul and Hasun (2011) identified a number of entrepreneurial characteristic that
stimulate the success of the company:
‐ They should be innovative;
‐ Be willing to make sacrifices;
‐ Be visionaries;
‐ Have a strong will; and
‐ Be able to access information.
This same study also found that “the religious duty/honesty factor is perceived as the most influential
driver of entrepreneurial success” (Makhbul & Hasun, 2011, p.118‐119). This indicates that the current
day entrepreneurs believe that success can be positively influenced by running their business in an
ethical fashion. Hoch et al. (2000) concur on the fact that successful software entrepreneurs are often
technology visionaries. Their leadership is of immeasurable influence on the success of the company.
They should not only “accept uncertainty, they have to thrive on it” (Hoch et al., 2000, p.47).
Brandstätter (1997) reports on a study from 1976, where the differences between entrepreneurs and
people from the general population were investigated in Austria. The largest difference can be found in
the answer to the question whether the respondents sometimes like to take a risk. This question was
answered positively by 70 percent of entrepreneurs, against 24 percent of the general population. With
regard to the social area, it was asked whether the respondent finds it easy to talk to strangers. 52
percent of entrepreneurs answered positively, while one third (33 percent) of the general population
found it easy to do so. With regard to disliking sudden changes and preferring most things going the
usual way only 12 percent of entrepreneurs answered positive, compared to 42 percent of the general
population. These results suggest that entrepreneurs are actually a different type of people with
personalities that are quite different from that of the general population. The results show that
entrepreneurs have higher social skills, at least when it comes to talking to strangers, like to take risks
every now and then, and prefer to operate in an ever changing environment.
3.5.4 Experience and knowledge
In trying to identify what previous experience of entrepreneurs can have a positive influence on the
success of a start‐up, both having previous work experience (Davidsson & Honig, 2003; Duchesneau &
Gartner, 1990; Van Gelderen et al., 2006; Headd, 2003; Low & MacMillan, 1988; Makhbul & Hasun, 2011;
Peña, 2002; Stuart & Abetti, 1987; Watson et al., 1998; Wu, 2007) as well as having previous start‐up
experience (Davidsson & Honig, 2003; Duchesneau & Gartner, 1990; Headd, 2003; MacMillan et al.,
1987; Peña, 2002; Wu, 2007) are found to influence the success of the start‐up. Besides having start‐up
experience themselves, having entrepreneurial parents also increases the chances for the start‐up to
succeed (Duchesneau & Gartner, 1990; Low & MacMillan, 1988). After discussing universities in the
previous paragraph, it is worth mentioning that having received a higher education is also linked to start‐
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up success by a number of authors (Headd, 2003; Low & MacMillan, 1988; Morrison et al., 2003; Peña,
2002), although Schutjens and Wever (2000) have not found a significant relation between having
completed a higher education and the start‐up becoming a success. According to Davidsson and Honig
(2003), characteristics like previous experience, both educational, work related and start‐up related, lead
to more active entrepreneurs. It would be expected that the more active entrepreneurs have a higher
likelihood of making their company a success compared to less active entrepreneurs. Headd (2003) adds
that age, i.e. being older, also increases the chances of success, since these entrepreneurs usually have
more experience.
Specific previous experience that is identified in research to have a positive influence on success is
having worked at a large company and experience with government contracting (Doutriaux, 1992),
having followed business courses and having held a management position in a company (Peña, 2002),
and having experience working at a college or university (Roper & Scott, 2009). Roper and Scott (2009)
also mention that entrepreneurs that work part‐time, or not at all, when starting their business have a
higher likelihood to succeed. Most likely due to the fact that these entrepreneurs have more time to
spend on their start‐up compared to entrepreneurs who still hold a fulltime job. Watson et al. (1998)
found that while only 36 percent of their respondents have served an apprenticeship in the past, 86
percent of those who did started a successful company. This finding suggests that an apprenticeship can
have a lot of value in a later career as an entrepreneur. Low and MacMillan (1988, p.136) report of a
study that found that entrepreneurs with previous start‐up experience are more likely to start a business
with more initial capital, a product focus, and “a better balance of business skills among the management
team.” Previous start‐up experience appears to pay off when it comes down to recognizing which
business skills are needed besides those of the entrepreneur, how much capital is needed and how to
get that capital.
Finding and keeping people who have the appropriate skills that are needed within the company is found
to be essential by the study of Watson et al. (1998). Besides the employees needing to have the right
skills, the entrepreneur, or the entrepreneurial team, also need to possess a number of skills to
successfully start a business. While there are a great number of skills that are required to create a
successful start‐up, there are four main skills that can be identified from literature that are absolutely
essential. The entrepreneur should have:
‐ Knowledge of the market (Kakati, 2003; Littunen, 2000; Watson et al., 1998), e.g. who are the
customers, what do they want, what are they willing to pay, etc.;
‐ Marketing skills (Kakati, 2003; Littunen, 2000; Stuart & Abetti, 1987), since good marketing
material is needed to sell to your potential customers;
‐ Technical knowledge (Kakati, 2003; Littunen, 2000; Taylor & Seanard, 2004; Watson et al., 1998),
for instance to develop and maintain the product or service; and
‐ Business management skills (Kakati, 2003; Littunen, 2000; Stuart & Abetti, 1987), needed to
successfully run the business.
When any one of these knowledge areas is lacking within the entrepreneur or entrepreneurial team,
chances of the start‐up succeeding are likely to be slim.
3.5.5 Social activities
The social interaction of the entrepreneur is significantly and positively related to venture success
(Lechler, 2001). The study by Littunen (2000) showed that the social activities of the entrepreneur, in this
study increasing the network of the entrepreneur, also influences the entrepreneurs’ pursuit of
excellence. Both the study of Low and MacMillan (1988) and that of Witt (2004) indicate that the
network of people and resources of the entrepreneur are related to the decisions of the entrepreneur to
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start a company. Of the two different kind of networks that can be identified, the formal and informal
networks, the informal network is used a lot more by the entrepreneur during the start‐up phase of a
new company (Low & MacMillan, 1988). Although entrepreneurs depend more on the informal network
during the start‐up phase, both types of network are crucial for the startup (Wu, 2007). That the informal
network is used more during the early phases of the start‐up could be explained by the probable lack of
formal business contacts. It is likely that the formal network will grow and become more important
during the growth of the company.
In their study to the ability of the entrepreneur to network, actually using that ability, and the relation it
has to the growth of the business, Chell and Baines (2000) found that the entrepreneurs that can be
identified as networkers were running more growing business: 63 percent of growing business was run
by the networkers. In total 72 percent of businesses that were declining were run by non‐networkers.
These statistics clearly show what kind of impact the social capabilities of the entrepreneur can have on
the success of the start‐up. As with almost every subject in the field of entrepreneurship, there is also a
study by Witt (2004) that did not find any significant correlation between the intensity of the networking
activities that are performed by the entrepreneur and the success of the start‐up.
3.5.6 Opportunities and decision‐making
According to Carter et al. (1996) it is better when nascent entrepreneurs will aggressively pursue
opportunities in the short term. This is to learn whether or not their idea is suitable to develop into a
new company. In identifying possible business opportunities for starting a new company, there is a
significant difference between different types of entrepreneurs (Westhead et al., 2005). Where 73
percent of novice entrepreneurs spotted no business opportunities in a five year timeframe, these
numbers dropped to 56.1 percent for serial entrepreneurs and 35.1 percent of portfolio entrepreneurs
during the same timeframe. During that same five year period, were 17, 33.3, and 55.7 percent of
novice, serial, and portfolio entrepreneurs, respectively, spotted two or more business opportunities
(Westhead et al., 2005). These numbers indicate that having experience with starting up a business gives
the entrepreneur a different view on the market and makes it easier to identify possible business
opportunities. Westhead et al. (2005) also identified a number of differences between the three types of
entrepreneurs with regard to the information sources they used when starting up a company. Serial
entrepreneurs make the most use of their formal and informal network compared to novice and
portfolio entrepreneurs. Of the three types of entrepreneurs, the portfolio entrepreneurs make the most
use of newspapers and trade publications, consultants, national government sources and development
agencies (Westhead et al., 2005). The sources that are used the most overall are the formal network,
including customers, clients and other business owners, and informal network, including friends and
family, of the entrepreneur (Westhead et al., 2005).
The decision making within the top management team of a company was studied by Talaulicar, Grundei
and Werder (2005). They found that when the top management team of a company grows, the trust in
the decision making within the team goes down. A way to remedy this loss in trust is by introducing a
departmental model with people who have decision authority over their own department (Talaulicar et
al., 2005). An added benefit that they identified of such a departmental model is that it also increases
the decision making speed. Lechler (2001), who also studies decision making within entrepreneurial
teams, describes that easy consensus within the team regarding decision making can lead to worse
decision making. This implies that discussing and perhaps even arguing about decisions results in
decisions that are better thought trough. Busenitz (1999) is of opinion that if entrepreneurs would not
base their decisions on biases and heuristics, most entrepreneurs would never start setting up a
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business. He identified that biases and heuristics are often used by entrepreneurs to not get
overwhelmed with large amounts of information and still be able to make decisions.
With all these different entrepreneurial characteristics influencing the start‐up success, we still do not
know exactly how this start‐up success is achieved. Stevenson and Jarillo (1990) therefore indicate that it
would be interesting to investigate how entrepreneurs actually achieve their goals when starting up a
new business. On aspect of this is how entrepreneurs make their decisions. Literature about this subject
is reviewed in the next section.
3.5.7 Summary of the influence of the entrepreneur
The following points summarize the main findings from literature about the influence the entrepreneur
has on the success of his company:
‐ The entrepreneurs can greatly influence the success of the company (Frank et al., 2007;
Morrison et al., 2003; Stuart & Abetti, 1987);
‐ Entrepreneurs themselves believe they can influence the success of their companies (Frank et
al., 2007; Littunen, 2000);
‐ Personal reasons, compares to pure economic reasons, for starting a company are beneficial to
the success of the company (Gatewood et al., 1995; Headd, 2003; Hoch et al., 2000);
‐ There are various entrepreneurial characteristics that are believed to influence the success of
the company positively, but not negatively (Rogoff et al., 2004);
‐ Both previous work experience as well as entrepreneurial experience is positively associated
with start‐up success (Davidsson & Honig, 2003; Duchesneau & Gartner, 1990; Headd, 2003;
Peña, 2002; Wu, 2007);
‐ Both the formal and the informal network of the entrepreneur are crucial for the start‐up (Wu,
2007).

3.6 Decision making
The importance of decision making is described clearly by Rogers and Blenko (2006, p.53) who wrote
that “every success, every mishap, every opportunity seized or missed is the result of a decision that
someone made or failed to make.” While Rogers and Blenko (2006) mention that good decision makers
usually know which decisions significantly influence the performance of the company, it does not
become clear which decisions actually influence the company performance.
3.6.1 How decisions are made
Information as to how entrepreneurs handle decisions that influence the success of their company
would be valuable to identify (Carter et al., 1996). Since the decision making process within the
management team influences the decision comprehensiveness (Dean & Sharfman, 1996), which in turn
also influences company performance (Smith et al., 1988), Smith et al. (1988) state that entrepreneurs
should pay more attention to their decision making activities. This indicates that not only the decisions
themselves influence the company success, but also the way the decisions are made indirectly influences
the performance of the company. It is therefore not strange that managers believe they can influence
company success by the decisions they make (Dean & Sharfman, 1996). That is why Dean and Sharfman
(1996) argue that the organizational goals should be the basis for all decisions that are made with regard
to the company. This can however lead to conflicts, since people within an organization often have
different preferences and different ideas as to what direction the company, and their own career, should
follow (Eisenhardt & Zbaracki, 1992). Before a good and effective decision can be made, it is crucial that
the entrepreneurs, or managers, have collected enough, and the correct, information (Choi & Shepherd,
2004; Dean & Sharfman, 1996; Khatri & Ng, 2000). A thorough understanding of available information
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helps to make a balanced decision, what theoretically should lead to better decisions being made. The
majority of the decisions that are made, however, are found to be based on the previous experience of
the entrepreneur (Busenitz, 1999; Headd, 2003). The usage of previous experience in decision making is
also visible in different studies, for example in the study of Duchesneau and Gartner (1990), where they
identified that entrepreneurs use personal planning notes and a written analysis of the company’s
success factors. Busenitz (1999) identified that entrepreneurs make extensive use of their own decision‐
making rules and heuristics, and are susceptible for biases in their decision making process. This gives
entrepreneurs the opportunity to make decisions without having to go through large amounts of
information when decisions need to be made quickly (Busenitz, 1999). An obvious downside of this
method of decision making is that, although it provides the possibility to make decisions faster, decisions
are made without taking into account possible critical information that could influence the decision.
3.6.2 Influences on decision making
That decisions are made differently by different people can be deduced from literature. Where
Davidsson and Honig (2003) described that entrepreneurs base their decisions on existing friendships
and advice they receive, Khatri and Ng (2000) found that managers in the computers industry often
make use of judgment and gut‐feeling. Other information sources that are regularly used in the decision
making process are customers, the management staff, and the shareholders of the company (Mazzarol &
Reboud, 2006).
That the profitability of a company can be influenced by decision‐making is found by Smith et al. (1988),
who found that entrepreneurs that employ comprehensive decision making in their company reach
higher profits. Thompson and Horowitz (1993) mention in their paper that sacrificing short‐term profits
can turn out quite profitable for the company in the long term. Short‐term profits can for instance be
sacrificed to gather information and knowledge that can provide security in the future (Thompson &
Horowitz, 1993). The best performing organizations are good at making major strategic decisions but
excel in particular in making critical decisions regarding operations, decisions that require speed and
consistency (Rogers & Blenko, 2006).
Even though utilizing information technology for decision‐making increases both the speed and the
quality of the decision, it is often not used when crisis decisions need to be made (Schwenk, 1995).
During large changes, an effect of crisis situations, managers often use their experience and intuition to
compensate for the large amount of incomplete information that is available (Khatri & Ng, 2000).
Decision‐making is in the majority of cases done sub‐optimally. Busenitz (1999) found that people that
are responsible for decision making, in many cases do not evaluate enough options. This can lead to
hasty, and therefore also wrong, decision making. According to Eisenhardt and Zbaracki (1992, p.20)
decision makers “often selected alternatives that even they did not expect would solve the problem” to
avoid high risks. It is likely that these serious errors in proper decision making can have far reaching
implications on the performance of a company, especially in the case of a start‐up. It is therefore not
strange that Dean and Sharfman (1996) found that the managers, who base their decision making on
their own motives, and for their own benefits, are shown to be less effective in their decision making.
Khatri and Ng (2000) report that there are only two dimensions to decision making: believing that every
cause has an effect; and preferring a certain possible outcome over other possible outcomes. The first
dimension comes down to making the decision and accepting the effect it brings, and the second
dimension making a decision based on the outcome that is preferred.
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3.6.3 Areas of strategic decision making
To be able to categorize the decisions identified by software product entrepreneurs, several aspects with
regard to strategy and strategic management are also being considered. Strategy, according to Porter
(1996), is not only performing better compared to rivals in similar activities, better known as operational
effectiveness, but also performing different activities – or at least the same activities in a different
manner. That is the only way in which any company has the opportunity to outperform their
competitors: by establishing a difference that can be preserved (Porter, 1996). As he states it,
“competitive strategy is about being different. It means deliberately choosing a different set of activities
to deliver a unique mix of value” (Porter, 1996, p.64). In determining a company’s strategy it is critical to
decide what not to do, but it is equally critical that it is understood that everything matters. As Porter
(1996) claims, there is not one single thing that makes a company a success; it is the combination of all
activities. Porter (1996) also mentions that when a company is led by the desire to grow, establishing a
sound strategy becomes virtually impossible.
Ward and Peppard (2002) have identified three factors that influence the strategic management
decisions of a company:
1. The external environment. This includes political, economic, social, technological, legal and
ecological situations and aspects.
2. Pressure groups and stakeholders. Pressure groups are people, or groups, that make demands of
the organization to have their interests satisfied. The examples of pressure groups mentioned by
Ward and Peppard (2002) are the media, shareholders, competitors, suppliers, the government,
unions, customers, the public, financial institutions, and employees. The stakeholders have a
direct financial interest in the company. They demand that wealth is created by the company
and that they will receive material or financial benefits. Examples of stakeholders are
shareholders, customers, the public, suppliers, unions, employees, and the government.
3. Internal business strategizing and planning. This happens inside the company and includes the
setting of objectives and performing situational analyses.
Strategic decisions can also be made with regard to the product, for instance product positioning,
investments, or with regard to the lifecycle of the product. The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) Matrix
can for instance be used when making strategic product decisions. As Ward and Peppard (2002)
mention, the BCG matrix is based on the product lifecycle, as well as on the relationship between the
profitability and the market share of the product. Specifically, it is about the relative market share. Figure
13 shows a BCG matrix, including the usual streams of money, from the cash cow to the star and the
wildcat quadrant. Based on the position of the product in the BCG matrix, decision can be made with
regard to product positioning or for instance whether investments need to be made into the product, or
that it would be better to phase out the product.
While Porter (2008) has mentioned that growth should not be the main focus when developing a
strategy, this does not mean it should be neglected. Ward and Peppard (2002) mention that growth is
easier to manage when either the product customer base or the product base of the company are
relatively stable, compared to both being unstable. It is easier to grow by increasing one of the two, than
it is increasing both at the same time. Exploiting the current market with new products, or current
products in new markets, is therefore preferred above introducing new products to new markets, also
known as diversification (Hussey, 1998). Another option is to increase the profitability of the company by
looking at the current products in the current market. This can for instance include optimizing operations
or changing marketing activities (Hussey, 1998). Hussey (1998) recommends that these opportunities are
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investigated before other strategic options are considered, since this is the safest option for companies
to improve their profitability.

Figure 13 ‐ The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) matrix

Porter has identified five different forces that can exert pressure on the company (Ward & Peppard,
2002). Addressing these forces can prevent the company from running into serious problems. The model
illustrating these five different forces can be found in Figure 14. Addressing any one of these five forces –
threat of new entrants, bargaining power of suppliers, bargaining power of buyers, threat of substitute
products or services, and rivalry among existing competitors – often results in making strategic decisions.
As Porter (2008, p.26) puts it: “The strongest competitive force or forces determine the profitability of an
industry and become the most important to strategy formulation”. It is, however, not always clear which
of the competitive forces is the strongest. One of the ways that Porter (2008, p.37) identified how a
company can improve is to “lead its industry toward new ways of competing that alter the five forces for
the better”. Although the entire industry will improve from these actions, including the competitors,
leading this change gives the company the opportunity to direct the competition to areas where the
company can excel, thus gaining an advantageous position in the market (Porter, 2008).
When making strategic decisions in a company, it is crucial that the decision makers remember their
main value discipline. Treacy and Wiersema (1993) have identified three value disciplines, as can be seen
in Figure 15. While successful companies normally excel in one of these disciplines, they will also meet
the industry standard in the other two disciplines (Treacy & Wiersema, 1993). The decisions that matter
the most within a company are the decisions that are crucial for the value the company delivers to its
customers (Rogers & Blenko, 2006). While these could be influential strategic decisions, the decisions
that deliver value can also be related to the day to day operations of the company. These decisions can
be critical of the proper execution of these day to day operations (Rogers & Blenko, 2006) and therefore
influence how the activities affecting the main value discipline are executed. It is clear that strategic
decisions have an effect on different levels of the organization; they can for instance influence the tasks
that need to be performed, the people that need to be hired, they might require a different reward
system, different control mechanisms, changes in the information and decision making systems, or
changes in company culture and structure (Hussey, 1998).
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Figure 14 ‐ Porter's five forces model by (Porter, 2008)

Figure 15 ‐ Value disciplines by Treacy and Wiersema (1993)

With regard to the main focus areas where the management of product software companies should
focus on during their decision making, Hoch et al. identified a top five, as can be found in Table 3. This
table shows the top five focus areas for management in companies that sell mass‐market (or product)
software as well as an indication of the two extremes in which a balance needs to be found for each of
the areas.
To indicate how these strategic decisions are made, a generic strategic decision model is created, see
Figure 16. The model starts with a decision maker that wants to execute a certain strategy. This is done
by making a decision, which implements a strategy. This decision leads to a change in the company,
either directly or via the implementation of the strategy. This company change in turn influences both
the decision, as well as the decision maker, who will adapt his or her future decisions on this change in
the company. This model works for all types of decisions and for different strategy implementations.

Figure 16 ‐ Generic strategic decision model
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MASS‐MARKET SOFTWARE
Top Five
Management
Areas by Priority

Key Balances to Find within the Top Five Areas

1 Marketing

Invest in marketing to
build dominance

versus

Limit marketing
expenses to raise
profitability

2 Partnering

Grow the market, but
share it with partners

versus

Focus on a smaller
market, but "take it
alone"

3 Globalization

Invest in fast
international expansion

versus

Keep organizational
focus and profitability

4 People
management

Invest in developing and
retaining people long
term

versus

Focus on short‐term
profitability by "utiliz‐
ing people" efficiently

5 Development

Shorten time to market

versus

Deliver all features
and top quality

Source: McKinsey.
Table 3 ‐ Key balancing acts of leaders of software mass‐market product firms (by Hoch et al., 2000)

3.6.4 Conclusions about early‐life decisions from literature
In this chapter, we have tried to find an answer to the first research question: “What is known about
these decisions?” From reviewing the literature, we have to conclude that there is no literature that
actually tried to identify, or discuss, the actual decisions that entrepreneurs make during the start‐up
phase of their company. So with regard to what decisions can be made by entrepreneurs to increase the
chances of success, no examples of case studies are found in which the decisions of entrepreneurs
during the start‐up period are discusses or described. Not only are these decisions not available for the
start‐up period, there are no descriptions of decisions during any period of the company lifecycle. The
literature review did however indicate that entrepreneurs and business owners believe that they can
influence the success of the company. Some of the success factors that can be relevant for this research
project are discussed in this chapter. When trying to answer the first research question, we have to
conclude that this is a new and, as of yet, unexplored field of study in the scientific entrepreneurial
literature. The following chapters of this thesis document will attempt to introduce this research field by
identifying early‐life decisions that entrepreneurs of software companies in the Netherlands have made
during the start‐up phase of their company.
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4 Lessons of software entrepreneurs
This chapter will contain the descriptions of the decisions that were identified by the interviewees of the
sixteen companies that were interviewed. In describing the decisions these entrepreneurs have made
while building their company, we attempt to answer the final research question, which deals with how
the early‐life decisions can be described in such a way that other software entrepreneurs can learn from
it. The sixteen different companies that are described in this chapter deliver a diverse range of products;
from ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) software to CRM (Customer Relationship Management) and
HRM (Human Resource Management) software, from BPM (Business Process Management) software to
an electronic care information system (ECIS), and almost everything in between. There are a number of
companies that make the same type of software and are competitors of each other, which can possibly
lead to interesting results in the analysis. Each of the company sections starts with an overview of some
of the company data, followed by a short introduction to the company. For the majority of the
companies, this introduction end with up to three graphs that show the trend lines of their revenues,
profits and number of employees from the start of the company until 2010. Some of the companies did
not have the exact numbers from the early days for these graphs, and have therefore made close
estimates of what these numbers were. It should also be noted that the different graphs use different
scales and are to be considered as indicative trend lines. While some of the graphs might indicate for
instance the number of FTE’s, the graphs of other companies might indicate the number of employees.
On the same note, the profit numbers are to be taken as an indication, since some numbers are before
tax while others are after tax. A number of companies preferred not to present this data and in some
cases the data was not available.
After the company introduction, the decisions that were made are discussed separately. Each company
section will end with a summary containing a short list of the decisions and decision related information.
These short lists will be compared and analyzed in the next chapter. A summary of all decisions and
related information can be found in Appendix B – Early‐life decisions overview.
The order in which the companies are discussed in this chapter is equal to the order in which the
interviews were held. No conclusions regarding the interestingness of the data or personal preferences
should be drawn from the order in which the companies are discussed. A large number of companies,
although not all, mentioned they had a difficult year in 2010 due to the effects of the financial crisis. This
resulted for a number of companies in lower profit margins than usual. The profitability of the
companies is therefore possibly distorted, which is the reason why these numbers will not be used in the
analysis.
Two of the companies that are described in this chapter are officially out of scope for this research
project. However, since both companies had interesting stories to tell, they are still included in this
chapter. One of the companies, Sofon, is actually too small with 30 employees instead of the minimum
of 50. The reason Sofon is included is due to the fact that although they only have 30 employees, they
already have a high international focus, making it possibly an interesting example for internationalization
strategies. The other company, e‐office, is not a product software company, but focuses on custom
made software. e‐office is still included in the sample due to their specific focus and the lessons they
have learned from the way they had structured their business, which resulted in a near bankruptcy after
being in business for 10 years.
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4.1 AFAS

AFAS
Founded by Ton van der Veldt and Piet Mars, both currently board members
Founded: 1996
Located: Leusden
Website: www.afas.nl
Employees: 280
Revenue 2010: € 50 million
Profit 2010: € 15 million

Interview: Bas van der Veldt, CEO

Founded in 1996 from a management buy‐out with approximately 50 employees, AFAS develops and
sells an integrated ERP software package called Profit ERP. Besides their headquarters in Leusden, AFAS
also has offices in Belgium and Curacao. Their mission is to develop an integrated, scalable, and modern
ERP solution that supports customers in increasing the efficiency of their business processes. AFAS
focuses specifically on efficiency and cost savings. AFAS is a transparent company, both towards their
employees and their customers. Serving all sizes of companies, from small to large organizations, AFAS
has one clear goal: becoming the market leader in the Netherlands in the ERP and payroll markets. AFAS
is a family business, with the purpose to serve customers with a ‘complete, standard, flexible and
integrated software’ package. The AFAS software, which already serves more than 10.000 customers,
has been a source of steady growth from the start of the company in terms of revenue, profit, and
employees. That this growth development shows no signs of slowing down can be seen from figures 17
to 19 below.
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Figure 17 ‐ Revenue growth AFAS

Figure 18 ‐ Profit growth AFAS

Figure 19 ‐ Employees growth AFAS

4.1.1 Customer participation sessions
One of the first things the management of AFAS decided on after finalizing the management buy‐out was
to organize a customer day. In line with their customer intimacy strategy, this customer day was used to
inform their existing customers about the developments that had taken place in the company. Since
there had not been direct contact between AFAS (before the management buy‐out) and their customers
for quite some time, this customer day was received well: customers were informed about the new
company strategy and were provided with a clear picture of the benefits they could expect from using
the AFAS software. Furthermore, it appeared that quite a number of customers were using only a
fraction of the complete solution that AFAS provided. This led to a direct increase in sales for AFAS from
their existing customers, since these customers wanted to benefit from all functionality that the AFAS
software could provide.
Partly due to the fact that direct customer contact was a
long time overdue, the AFAS management recognized the
“We don’t want to be customer‐
benefits of these ‘intimate’ customer days. The
dependent; we want to be
performance impact of this decision was therefore pretty
customer‐focused.”
clear. The attention that AFAS gives its customers
originates from the fact that Ton van der Veldt (one of the
AFAS founders) has always loved the customer contact. This makes it a logical decision to initiate these
customer participation sessions, of which the key aspect is close customer contact.
Further developing the initial customer day, and the philosophy that the solution should always be
sought at the customer, AFAS started organizing so‐called Customer Participation Sessions (CPSs). Every
year, all customers that use a specific product module are invited to the AFAS in‐house theater. During
these sessions, customers are offered the possibility to provide their feedback and suggestions for future
releases of the software. All customers, no matter the size of their contract, get an equal vote when all
feedback is aggregated and prioritized. A detailed description of how these CPSs are organized at AFAS
can be found in the paper by Kabbedijk, Brinkkemper, Jansen and Van der Veldt (2009).
4.1.2 Scoping and focus
Immediately after the management buy‐out in 1996, a number of clear scoping decisions were made and
effectuated. No custom‐made software would be developed and only software would be sold
(previously, if a customer requested that appropriate hardware with the software, this request was
simply met). Complementary to this decision, third party software would also not be delivered; only the
AFAS software was going to be sold, and only in the Netherlands1.
1

Two exceptions to this decision are Belgium and Curacao. The reason AFAS has offices in these countries has
originates from the fact that these offices and sales activities were included in the management buy‐out.
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To date, AFAS has a clear scoping strategy: the AFAS management believes it is important to say no to
opportunities that are out of scope. A vital part of the AFAS strategy therefore is – as also mentioned by
Porter (1996) – deciding what not to do. Or, as Bas van der Veldt puts it: “You should know clearly what
kind of company you want to be, in which order you want things to be done, and you should not get
carried away by short-term cash.”

AFAS operates out of the belief that their sales department
should sell what the product development department
builds, not the other way around, where the product
development builds what the sales department can sell to
(potential) customers. The main reasons for this narrow
scoping within AFAS is that the product development
decisions originate from the company strategy and that
AFAS believes you should do what you are good at; which is
building quality software solutions in the case of AFAS. The
result is a clear focus within the organization.

“If you’re not focused, you’re like
a light that shines in every
direction; if you’re focused,
you’re like a laser beam: you’ll go
through everything.“

The decision to only develop their software for the Windows platform and to only support a SQL
database also sharpens the focus for AFAS. The result for AFAS is that they can completely specialize in
supporting their Windows based software, without having to spread their resources to include
developing, testing and supporting their software on other operating systems or with different
databases.
4.1.3 Licensing
A tip that the CEO of AFAS, Bas van der Veldt, would provide to all current and future product software
start‐ups, is to integrate the licensing of the software product in the software product itself. He indicated
that this has proven to be a key aspect for AFAS when dealing with payments from customers. If a
customer of AFAS does not pay its license fees in time – of which they get a reminder about 20 days in
advance – the software will become unusable. This has resulted in an average payment period of
approximately 30 days for AFAS customers, where competitors have to deal with average customer
payment periods of approximately 80 days.
4.1.4 Consultancy
Approximately four years after the management buy‐out, AFAS realized that although the installation
and deployment of the software was relatively easy, their customers still needed help with the
organizational implementation. This includes, for example, the adaption and optimization of processes
and implementation of changes within the customer company to allow the customer to use the AFAS
software in an optimal manner. Around the year 2000, it became clear to AFAS that their customers
needed help with this organizational implementation. AFAS therefore started hiring and training
consultants. Since customers became more satisfied, they provided AFAS with a lot of word‐of‐mouth
advertising that led to additional sales. The consultancy department of AFAS is therefore responsible for
a significant increase in revenue. This year, the consultants will be responsible for 14 million Euros in
revenues. Due to the high profit margins on consultants, as well as market demands, the number of
consultants working at AFAS has increased from a handful in 2000 to about 90 consultants in early 2011.
The profitability of the consultants is best illustrated with an example. Imagine a consultant costs his
employer approximately 500 Euros a day while he can bring in 1000 Euros a day in revenues when
working at a customer. This means a 500 euro a day profit per consultant for the company – if the
consultants can be placed at a customer, that is. When the economy is not performing that well,
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customers do not want to pay for expensive consultants, resulting in consultants that are still costing his
employer 500 Euros a day without bringing in any additional revenues. This makes consultancy a risky
business.
4.1.5 Other
Several other decisions were made that benefited the company. Around the year 2000, AFAS decided to
‘practice what they preached’. When a company uses its own software, it becomes clear which parts
work exceptionally well, where the most benefits can be gained, and which parts of the software need
improvement. Another example of a beneficial decision was the addition of HRM and Payroll
functionality to their software. This decision originated from a belief and vision that a complete ERP
package should contain and integrate both HRM and Payroll modules. The popularity of this integrated
functionality proves that this has indeed been a good decision: almost 1.1 million pay slips are processed
by AFAS software every month.
One thing AFAS is well aware of is that the company has
also been lucky in some of their decisions. One example of
this was the decision to develop their software for the
Windows platform. While they thought that Windows could
become the great successor of DOS, Bas van der Veldt
indicated that they were lucky this actually happened.

“It is a combination of a lot of
things. It is really difficult to
look back and say: That made
the difference.”

During the first six years after the management buy‐out, AFAS has seen a lot of changes in management
positions. For AFAS, the turmoil that accompanied these changes clearly illustrated how important it is to
have the right people in the right place, especially regarding management positions.
To increase and preserve satisfied employees, a few frustrations of Ton van der Veldt were mended. One
of the changes that were implemented was that everyone who worked at the company, from CEO to
cleaning personnel, had to know what products were being sold. AFAS management wanted
knowledgeable people working for the company, who were proud of the products that they helped to
develop and sell. Sales people that are hired should not only be able to give a slick presentation to a
prospect, but also be able to answer the more technical questions these prospects might ask. Besides
the fact that the AFAS management is expected to have detailed knowledge about the AFAS products,
they are also expected to lead by example. Rules that apply to employees, also apply to management –
without exception. Finally, AFAS introduced a transparent working culture by having monthly meetings
with all employees to discuss the progress of the company, without taboos: new customers were
discussed, as well as growth rates, and cost and revenue numbers.
4.1.6 Wrong decisions
During the interview, three decisions were mentioned that ended up not contributing to success.
Accountancy firm collaboration
In retrospect, one of the biggest mistakes as identified by Bas van der Veldt was the collaboration with
an accountancy firm. The initial idea was to use the accountancy firm (owned by Piet Mars, one of the
founders of AFAS) as an example in the Netherlands of how efficient and effective a company can
operate when using AFAS software. With one of the founders owning an accounting firm, this seemed
like a logical decision at the time. The enormous differences in culture between a software vendor and
an accounting firm, however, made this collaboration virtually impossible.
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Product focus
A second less successful decision, one that is common among software vendors according to Bas van der
Veldt, is that AFAS was too focused on the product during the early years of the company. Initially, the
general idea was: we should have a fantastic product ‐ a good product will sell itself. This idea lasted for
the first four years of the company, after which the
realization came that “a good product does not sell itself, a
product that people know of and that is good sells itself.”
“A good software company has
The realization that it was important for AFAS to be well‐
two things: good software and
known in the market led to significant investments in
great marketing.”
marketing. From the year 2000 onwards, AFAS started to
invests 7.5 percent of their expected yearly turnover in
marketing activities.
Targets for consultants
Introducing targets for consultants was also one of the decisions that did not reach the envisioned
outcome. The expectation of introducing target for consultants, similar to the targets of the sales
employees, did not result in increased productivity of the consultants and corresponding income for the
company. Instead, the acts of consultants having to ‘sell’ themselves to the customers, and getting a
commission for reaching their targets, created an administrative burden for both the consultants and the
company. When it became clear that this approach was not going to work, the decision was quickly
reversed.
4.1.7 Summary
This section contains a short summary of the decisions described above, together with the motivation to
make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides a clear
overview of the decisions made in the history of AFAS that will be used in the analysis and comparison of
all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of AFAS, according to Bas van der Veldt, are:
‐ Organizing a customer day and customer participation sessions; initiated by the need to inform
customers and involve them with the development process. This decision led to increased sales
and intimate customer relations.
‐ Scoping and focus; this decision was made from the belief that a company should stick to what
they are good at and resulted in a clear and transparent company focus.
‐ The development department decides what is going to be developed, not the sales department;
this decision was made to be able to follow a clear development strategy without getting
distracted from a high number of development requests from the sales department. This makes
it really clear for all parties involved what will be developed and when it will be developed.
‐ Integrating licensing in the software; prevents slow customer payments and thereby increases
the financial stability of the company.
‐ Hire consultants to perform software implementations; initiated by the recognition that
customers need support with correctly implementing the software. This decision resulted in an
increase in customer satisfaction as well as an increase in revenues.
‐ Practice what you preach; by using your own software, you will not only understand the
software better, but also your customers and their issues.
‐ Being a transparent company; comes from the belief that all stakeholders (employees,
customers, etc.) have the right to know how the company is performing.
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‐

Although not a specific decision, hiring the right people, and having them on the correct
positions, is critical for a company to run smoothly and reach success.

The wrong decisions, as identified by Bas van der Veldt:
‐ Collaborating with an accounting firm; initiated with the idea to have a sort of model customer.
This did not work due to the diverse company cultures of a software vendor and an accounting
firm.
‐ Focus solely on the product; especially during the early years, the focus was solely on the
product instead of performing a fair amount of marketing. The increase in marketing resulted in
a higher brand recognition.
‐ Introduce targets for consultants; while it was expected to lead to increased competition and
therefore more effective consultants, it only led to a significant increase in administration.
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4.2 DBS

DBS
Founded by Paul Dols (CEO), Jos van der Zalm and Guus Krabbenborg
Founded: 1994
Located: Amersfoort
Website: www.dbs.nl
Employees: 130
Revenue 2010: € 14 million
Profit 2010: not available

Interview: Paul Dols, CEO

DBS was started with three founders who participated in a management in 1994. After approximately
nine months of negotiations, DBS started out as a separate company in July 1994 with 48 employees.
After having discontinued a number of business activities, DBS currently still develops, sells and
implements an HRM and payroll software product. This software product is aimed at medium and large
sized organizations in the Netherlands. Over 1200 customers from different market segments in the
Netherlands are currently using the DBS software. The functionalities of the software provide both
managers and employees to retrieve relevant HRM information from the software without having to
consult with the HRM employees of the company. This results in a significant reduction of both cost and
time, leaving the human resources employees to focus on their actual job description. There are a
number of additional services that are offered by DBS to support their customers in the realization of
achieving a flawless HRM and payroll administration. The services that are offered by DBS include HR
consultancy, implementation support, helpdesk support and even the posting of payroll administrators.
In December 2010, the original DBS activities were sold to Visma, a Norwegian software company with
more than 4500 employees worldwide. The activities that were used to extend the product range of DBS
– selling and implementing Microsoft CRM, Microsoft Enterprise Project Management and Microsoft
SharePoint – are continued by Paul Dols as a separate company, QS Solutions. They currently serve
approximately 300 customers.
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4.2.1 Approaching software vendors
After the management buy‐out, DBS started with three different software packages: financial, payroll
and HRM. These software products were still being developed when the management buy‐out took
place. A few months later, when these software packages were finished, DBS contacted nearly all other
software vendors in the Netherlands who sold similar software products. Since DBS was, at that time,
one of the first software vendors to sell this kind of business applications on the Windows platform, they
managed to convince a large number of other software vendors that a switch to the Windows platform
was a necessity. Since DBS had already finished their Windows versions of the software, they could sell
this software to the other vendors to be used as a link between their old software applications (that
were often still programmed in COBOL or Progress) and the Windows platform. This gave the software
vendors the opportunity to sell their software to Windows based customers, even though their own
software was not yet Windows compatible. This, together with making sure to offer Microsoft Office and
Exchange software packages to their customers, resulted in a fairly decent amount of new customers at
the start of DBS. This eventually resulted in DBS making a profit only one and a half years after the
management buy‐out, while the company was making a loss when the management buy‐out took place.
4.2.2 Changing company focus
From the moment the management buy‐out took place, all three founders had a vision for what kind of
company DBS should be. From the large number of activities that were performed at that time, they
were looking to turn DBS into a pure independent software vendor (ISV). To reach this goal, a number of
changes would have to be made with regard to the activities the company performed at that time.
Starting out with a five year plan to turn the company into an ISV, one of the first decisions that was
made was to not sell ERP software, but only the three Windows based business solutions focused on
financial administration, payroll software and HRM software. They decided to set up a partner channel
to sell this software, a decision that has helped DBS grow during the years.
A second decision was to sell all hardware related activities to another company, who took over the
hardware activities and who would provide the necessary infrastructure. The selling of these hardware
activities took play within the first four years after the management buy‐out. Although quite a lot of
money was made during these early years with selling hardware, these activities did not fit in the
product software vision that the founders had for the company. In selling the hardware activities,
employees were able to focus completely on the development and sales of the software products and no
longer had to divide their time between software and hardware. Another benefit from selling the
hardware activities was that the profit margin of the company increased significantly; there was only a
low profit margin on the hardware that was sold, while the software products yielded a much high profit
margin. The result in an immediate increase in profitability and focus, a result that was observable
instantly after the sale of the hardware activities.
In the year 2000, six years after DBS was founded, the time
had arrived to part with the software product that DBS sold in
“We have swapped revenues
the graphics industry, since this software did not contribute
with a low margin for revenues
enough to the profitability of DBS due to the low profit
with a high margin.”
margins it yielded. Having to maintain this software product
resulted in a lot more problems, and therefore money, than it
could make up for in the results the software produced. Having to maintain this software was just a
distraction to the DBS employees, just as the hardware was, preventing them from being able to focus
completely on the business solutions of DBS. Finally, in an attempt to further increase the focus of DBS
employees and increase the profitability, a team of 30 employees operating in Germany was sold in
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2006. This ended all foreign activities, providing DBS with the opportunity to focus completely on the
Netherlands, instead of having to divide development attention to a product sold in two countries.
All of these decisions have greatly increased the profitability of DBS, although not all decisions were
easy. During the first years of the company, the DBS founders had made a planning of when to
discontinue these above mentioned activities. There was however some discussion with regard to these
decisions, since one of the managers did not recognize the need and the value in transforming DBS into a
product software company. He would rather have continued the business operations of DBS the way
they were from the time the management buy‐out took place. The friction that was the result of this
difference in vision was the result of this founder being bought out in 1998, so that the other two
founders could continue executing their vision without the intense discussions with someone who had
different ideas with regard to the future of the company.
4.2.3 Extending product range
In 2005, DBS extended its product range and started selling and implementing Microsoft CRM and
Microsoft Enterprise Project Management software packages. This proved to be a highly successful
venture for DBS, who started these activities with just three people. Within a year, there were already 10
employees working on the sale and implementation of these standard Microsoft software products. In
2007, DBS extended its product portfolio even further by also starting the sale and implementation of
Microsoft SharePoint. These three Microsoft proved to address a high growth market, since in early 2011
DBS had 55 employees working on selling and implementing these Microsoft products.
In introducing each of these products into the market, a separate legal entity was created with a
manager running the show. For each of the products, a start‐up capital of € 300.000 was provided by
DBS so it could be run as a separate company. By using the extended business network of DBS, this
separate company was then responsible for finding their own customers and to grow and to become
profitable. All of the overhead costs, such as marketing and controlling, were borne by DBS, giving these
individual start‐ups a lot of freedom without having to worry too much about costs. Paul Dols indicated
that this structure helped in making these activities successful, since it prevented DBS from investing
more and more in these activities without them producing any significant results. This is a lesson they
have learned for their internationalization experiences (described in chapter 4.2.4). The only
precondition that Paul Dols identified for the introduction of new products and activities and making
them a success, by utilizing this start‐up approach, is that the start‐up costs are available.
The extension of the product portfolio of DBS by introducing these products was not planned in advance,
unlike the focus related decisions. Rather, DBS management identified an opportunity to enter a
potentially high growth market and decided to act on this opportunity. Besides entering new growth
market, this decision provided DBS with a good opportunity to diversify their product range. While the
DBS management did identify this as a possible high growth market, they did not expect the growth to
be this high: a 1700 percent increase in employees within a six year time period. These activities, the
selling and implementation of Microsoft CRM, Enterprise Project Management, and SharePoint were not
part of the acquisition of VISMA. This is currently a separate company, named QS Solutions, which is
owned by Paul Dols and still promises high growth results for the future.

4.2.4 Wrong decisions
Around 1998 / 1999, when business was good for DBS, they identified that a number of competitors
were starting to pursue internationalization activities. Since the DBS management had no plans to be left
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behind by their competitors, they decided to expand their business area to the United Kingdom and
Germany. The first activities took place in 1999, when DBS initiated their international expansion by
setting up a partner network in the United Kingdom, and pursuing a takeover in Germany. To fund this
takeover in Germany, and to perform a number of marketing activities abroad, DBS decided to attract
some venture capital with the idea that this would provide them with enough money to initiate their
international expansion and establish the DBS brand in these foreign markets. When revenues began to
stagnate in early 2000 due to the problems that were expected to come up during the new millennium,
the money to finance these new operations abroad was no longer available for DBS. This, in combination
with the lack of a financial buffer made it clear for DBS during the early months of 2000 that their
software products were not going to be profitable in both the United Kingdom and in Germany. The fact
that the DBS management recognized these problems in an early stage gave them the opportunity to
terminate their international expansion rather quickly.
By this fast response to the setbacks, DBS managed to
save a million euro’s within the timeframe of six
“It always costs more than you
months. Because of this adequate reaction from DBS,
think. You don’t just easily adapt a
the investor that provided the capital eventually came
product to the local market.”
out happy and DBS already managed to return to
profitability after making a loss for only one year.
4.2.5 Summary
This section contains a short summary of the decisions described above, together with the motivation to
make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides a clear
overview of the decisions made in the history of DBS that will be used in the analysis and comparison of
all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of DBS, according to Paul Dols, are:
‐ Approaching software vendors to sell their software as a link between their old software and the
Windows platform; in being one of the first software vendors that finished the development
their business solutions for the Windows platform, this decision resulted in a large number of
customers and an increase in revenues, quickly after DBS started. This made the difference early
on between making a loss and being profitable.
‐ Focus on the Windows business solutions; originating for the vision that the founders had for the
company, this decision resulted in an increased focus within the company and the ability to
better serve their customers. This decision included selling their software for the graphics
industry and their hardware activities, trading in low profit margins (hardware and the software
for the graphics industry) for the high profit margins of their business solutions.
‐ Extending the product range by introducing Microsoft products (CRM, Enterprise Project
Management and SharePoint); initiated by the identification of a market opportunity, this
decision provided the opportunity to diversify their product portfolio and increase its customer
base, the revenues and profits.
The wrong decisions, as identified by Paul Dols:
‐ Internationalization; not wanting to be left behind by their competitors was the reason behind
making this decision. It involved finding venture capital to fund internationalization activities and
eventually resulted in having to quickly turn things around after declining revenues made the
financial situation unsustainable.
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4.3 Noldus Information Technology

Noldus Information
Technology
Founded by Lucas Noldus (CEO)
Founded: 1989
Located: Wageningen
Website: www.noldus.com
Employees: 112
Revenue 2010: +/‐ € 10 million
Profit 2010: confidential

Interview: Lucas Noldus, CEO

The first software product from Noldus Information Technology was written by Lucas Noldus, the
founder, during his PhD research in animal behavior. A number of reasons led to the creation of Noldus
Information Technology BV, the attention and positive feedback the software attracted being two of the
most important reasons. The desire to be his own boss, the opportunities he spotted for his software in
other markets, and the fact that he enjoyed creating tools to support insect behavioral research more
than doing the research motivated Lucas Noldus to start his own company. Noldus Information
Technology is currently active in over 25 different niche markets and maintains its extended customer
base of approximately 5.700 customers with offices in the United States, Germany, France, Spain, China,
and a development office in Hungary. Their customers, that include universities, academic hospitals,
research institutes, pharmaceutical companies, manufacturing companies and others, have a wide range
of products to choose from. The Observer and EthoVision products are the most important for Noldus
Information Technology, since they bring in about 60‐70 percent of revenues together. The mission of
Noldus Information Technology is: “To provide the best possible tools for behavioral research, allowing
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our customers to improve the quality of their data, increase productivity, and make optimal use of human
and animal resources.” The figures below show the trend lines of the revenue and employee growth of

Noldus Information Technology.

Figure 20 ‐ Revenue growth Noldus Information Technology

Figure 21 ‐
Technology

Employees

growth

Noldus

Information

4.3.1 Don’t limit yourself to the start niche
Market expansion has played a significant role in the success of Noldus Information Technology. Starting
in the entomology market (the study of insects) – a clearly described market area – Lucas Noldus saw
opportunities in other market areas. The first step in the market expansion was to be open for the
application in the research with other animal species, a decision that was already made during the
founding of the company. This opened up the road to wildlife research, – like birds, mammals and fish –
agricultural research – that includes pigs, cows and chickens – and biomedical research, like rats and
mice. Where this first step in market expansion increased their market opportunities significantly, an
even more important decision came a few years later when human research was included in the scope.
This research field, which is much larger than the animal research, includes different markets like
psychology, psychiatry, medical research and ergonomic research. Each of these markets indicates a
separate decision regarding market expansion, each time separately evaluating whether that certain
market was worth entering.
Small articles that Noldus Information Technology managed to publish in acclaimed scientific journals
such as Science and Nature provided them with plenty of exposure that significantly increased the
awareness of their products in the market. This was the basis for a number of opportunities for Noldus
Information Technology and almost instantly increased their customer base and revenues.
A pleasant strategy for a company to follow, as long as
there is enough market share to gain, is to sell their
“Selling the same existing product
existing product to an already existing, but different,
to an existing market is the safest,
market. That is why Noldus Information Technology tries
the easiest.”
to follow this strategy as much as possible. On the other
side of the spectrum, introducing a new product to a
new market is a risky strategy. Since market expansion is impossible when a company only sells their
existing product to an existing market, Noldus Information Technology moves horizontally, introducing
their existing product to new markets. In determining which markets to enter, they look at markets
where their product can be introduced without having to make any alterations. Next, they look at the
marketing mix of the product, if this can be copied to the new market: do the customers speak English
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(their software and documentation are in English); is the marketing campaign and the examples that are
used understandable for the new customer market? With asking these kinds of questions, a cost‐benefit
analysis is made for each of the new markets that they might want to enter. When both the product and
the marketing material can be copied without alterations to the new markets, all preconditions for
possible success are in place.
Due to the nature of the niche markets that Noldus Information Technology operates in, it is virtually
impossible to accurately predict how much revenues a new market can yield. Because they operate in
small markets, there are usually no market reports available, leaving Noldus Information Technology
having to make estimates based on indirect market information. Two sources of market information that
are commonly used are the number of publications in scientific literature in those fields of study, and the
number of members in the professional associations in that field. The publications are mainly used as an
indicator for the activity in the market area and the size of the professional associations of the potential
size of the market. Using these two indicators, they can then make rough estimates on the possible
market acceptance and revenues they can expect from a certain market segment.
4.3.2 Being open to inventions from others
The second product Noldus Information Technology sold, now one of the two most important products
for the company, was acquired from a researcher who invented the software at the Rudolf Magnus
Institute for Neurosciences at Utrecht University. Noldus Information Technology made an arrangement
with the inventor, who became an advisor to the company, and within a relatively short period of time
this product became the second most important product for Noldus Information Technology, boosting
the growth of the company significantly. On later occasions, other products were also acquired from
their original inventors. In due time, Noldus Information Technology became quite proficient in
identifying inventions from a university setting that are rough enough to acquire on favorable terms, yet
mature enough that there was already a market for the product. Especially this latter point is of
importance, since a brilliant invention that nobody has ever seen before can use up a lot of time and
marketing money before people will want to buy the software. On the contrary, when the inventor has
already presented and published the research that they did with the software, the potential market is
already aware of the product and the marketing becomes easier since the prospects are already present.
Then it comes down to being able to make a good deal with the inventor – or his or her employer – to
successfully be able to obtain the software. Noldus Information Technology is constantly on the lookout
for other inventions that could complement their product base, besides their own research and
development of new products. Products invented and developed by Noldus Information Technology
itself are still preferable on the basis of profit margins, since those are your own property for 100
percent.
The results of introducing new products to the market, compared to entering a new market with an
existing product, takes somewhat longer due to the product development activities. When an invention
is acquired, this usually happens during the prototyping stages. Since most of the time these inventions
are developed for personal use only and are not designed to be sold as a software product, these
products need to be redesigned from the ground up. Basically, Noldus Information Technology buys the
concept and not the product. This redesigning of the software considers performance optimization,
supportability, robustness, and an easy to understand user interface. Reengineering a product usually
takes about a year to finish, after which it usually takes another six months before the first sales come in.
The break‐even point for these software products is usually approximately between one and two years
after the release. The longer the original inventor has been using the software and naming it in his
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publications, the easier it becomes to estimate the size of the market and the possible uptake by the
market.
One example of an acquired product that became an
unexpected success is the CatWalk system. Three years
“We found the name to be a bit
after its commercial release, it has grown out to the
inconvenient, since we often have
third product in the revenues it produces. Selling this
to explain that CatWalk is not for
product did not require a significant effort, since the
cats,
but for rats and that it’s called
original inventor was already working on the system for
CatWalk, and not RatWalk.”
eight years before UMC Utrecht transferred it to Noldus
Information Technology. The ten publications (more or
less) that were already mentioning the system had
already caused quite a buzz in the market. Due to this relative familiarity with the product name by the
market, it was decided to not change the name of the product, something that does happen in other
occasions.
4.3.3 Opening offices abroad
Noldus Information Technology opened their first foreign office in the United States in 1996. Due to the
increasing complexity of their products, the necessity of being closer to the customers became
abundantly clear. It was not only the sales activities that were harder to accomplish from the
Netherlands – customers were expecting sales representatives to be close enough to visit – but also the
delivery became more complex with some of the hardware having to run on 110 volts, were 220 is the
standard in Europe. Combined with the NTSC video signal that is used in the United States, it became
clear to Noldus Information Technology that the solutions sold in the United States needed to be
configured and tested locally. Another of the issues came that made this decision a logical next step was
the aspect of the time difference, which is especially of importance with respect to the support activities.
This situation resulted in the decision to open a local office in the United States, where Noldus
Information Technology currently has about 20 employees. This decision, to open an office abroad, was
made a couple of times over for a number of different countries in Europe and in 2009 also for China.
Before they opened their own office in China, Noldus Information Technology had been working there
with distributors. The reason to switch from distributors to an office was so they could be in total
control, so they could do their own marketing, sales and support. The order in which the offices abroad
were opened was based on the revenue size of the customers they already had in those countries. Since
the United States provided the largest revenue stream, it was decided that the United States would have
to be the location for the first office abroad.
With the strict control on the offices, making sure they do not grow too fast for the number of customers
that are in the immediate area, combined with the fact that they are mainly sales offices, Noldus
Information Technology has managed to keep the offices profitable from the moment they were
opened. The only exception to the offices abroad is the office in Hungary, which does not have any sales,
but is a pure development office.
4.3.4 Community building
The decision to start building a community, in the form of a biennial international “Measuring Behavior”
conference (www.measuringbehavior.org), has its foundation in two different aspects that came
together to form the eventual conference. The first was the realization that although they were not a
small software company anymore, they could not think of all possibilities themselves and therefore
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needed the collaboration of researchers. The internationally acclaimed researchers that come to the
conference to present their usually high quality papers and posters provide Noldus Information
Technology with information as to what types of research methods and tools are popular among
researchers. The second thing that eventually led to the conference as it is currently being organized was
that the conference originates from Noldus Information Technology wanting to organize a workshop to
share the results from an interesting research project they finished. This workshop proved to be such a
big success, with about 150 enthusiastic participants, that it was decided to continue organizing these
events. The number of participants has risen since then to approximately 400 researchers that visited
the last couple of conferences. The idea for this first workshop came up in 1996 and the workshop was
held that same year.
One of the reasons why this conference is organized every two years is because they see this as an
investment for the future at Noldus Information Technology. This vision, of seeing the benefit in
investments for the future, is part of the vision of Noldus Information Technology to not be focused
solely on the short term revenue generation. This does not only show in the organization of the
conference, but also in the fact that Lucas Noldus often serves in boards and committees that do not
bring in direct revenues. Important to note here is that these activities are also not aimed at bringing in
revenues. The payback to the knowledge that can be gained, the exposure of the company, and plain old
good‐will are reason enough for Lucas Noldus to be involved in these activities. Part of the success of the
conference can probably be attributed to the lack of clear involvement of Noldus Information
Technology in the conference. There is no excess on advertising during, or in preparation of, the
conference.
A large number of activities that have been performed without the main motivation being increasing the
company’s revenue stream have led to an increase in customers. In many occasions, the return on
investment on these activities has been only a couple of years. A good example of how the conference
brings in extra customers is that there is a lot of exposure to the products during the conference.
Researchers use the software and as a sponsor, employees of Noldus Information Technology are also
present at the conference. Since all of these researchers are already interested in behavior research (the
conference is called Measuring Behavior), it is relatively easy for them to see the added benefit of the
software that Noldus Information Technology can deliver. Practice shows that a portion of the
participants of the conference become customers not long after having attended the conference.
4.3.5 Wrong decisions
Although not really common, luckily, there are a couple of decisions that have not worked out positively
for Noldus Information Technology. Two are described below, one regarding buying an invention from an
outside entity and one regarding internationalization actions undertaken by Noldus Information
Technology.
Buying an invention
One invention that was acquired from a Dutch University in the field of rehabilitation medicine, a system
that could analyze walking behavior, did not turn out to be profitable. The system was aimed at the
clinical market, for hospitals where the end user would be a rehabilitation specialist. The reason this
product failed was because it was too similar to the Observer product; there were not enough
distinctions between the two to be able to effectively market it as a different product. Additionally,
because the target audience for this product was different than the usual target audience for Noldus
Information Technology, doctors instead of the usual researchers, their approach towards the customers
did not work out. Where researchers often figure stuff out by themselves, doctors need to have products
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that work as they expect it to work, and need significantly more support in comparison with researchers.
Noldus Information Technology was therefore also not used to dealing with servicing doctors and getting
angry letters when things did not work out as the doctors expected it to.
Since there was no service personnel available that would come to the premises of the customer
immediately on request, the service model of Noldus Information Technology did not match with this
new target audience. Because the product was so similar to The Observer, the marketing investments,
logically, went to The Observer and not enough to the new product. Eventually, these operations were
terminated with a loss around 2005, approximately three years after the introduction of the product.
This showed Noldus Information Technology that it can be quite dangerous to just try to introduce a new
product to a new market, a lesson they learned the hard way.
Internationalization
A small number of mistakes have also been made with regard to the internationalization activities of
Noldus Information Technology. While they did not make any significant mistakes in starting their offices
abroad, a few mistakes have been made with distributors. Since starting out with a distributor is quite
costly, due to the investments that need to be made in knowledge development, training and visits,
distributor activities should only be started when there is a reasonable certainty that it will pay off
eventually. One of the countries where the initial investment was larger than the eventual revenues was
Thailand. With almost no revenues originating from that distributor, operations in this country were
terminated. Luckily for Noldus Information Technology, these occurrences were rare in their
internationalization choices.
4.3.6 Summary
This summary will contain a short enumeration of the decisions described above, together with the
motivation to make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides
a clear overview of the decisions made in the history of Noldus Information Technology and will be used
in the analysis and comparison of all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of Noldus Information Technology, according to Lucas
Noldus, are:
‐ Market expansion to all animal‐related research; initiated by the opportunities that were
identified and the market demand. The expansion of the market resulted in an increasing
amount of customers and revenues.
‐ Market expansion to human‐related research; also initiated by market opportunities and the size
of the potential market. The market expansion resulted in an increase in both numbers of
customers and revenues.
‐ Being open to inventions of other researchers; this decision has its foundation that they did not
want to develop everything themselves and cannot think of all software solutions without input
from the market. This decision resulted in a number of inventions that were acquired from
researchers.
‐ Opening offices abroad; comes from the need to be closer to the customer for sales and support
and resulted in being able to better serve their customers.
‐ Community building; or organizing a conference came from believing that you should invest in
the future and in future revenues. The successful biennial conference that is the result of this
decision delivers a lot of exposure to the market, extra customers and valuable market
information
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The wrong decisions, as identified by Lucas Noldus:
‐ Software system for rehabilitation specialists; although this seemed like a good and profitable
market, with a product that was similar to one they already had, this proved out to be a market
to different from their target audience and the product too similar, resulting in a lack of
differentiation.
‐ Finding a distributor in Thailand; the revenues this distributor delivered were not even close to
covering the costs with regard to setting up and maintaining the relationship with the
distributor.
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4.4 Exact

Exact
Founded by Arco van Nieuwland (shareholder), Rinus Dekker, Eduard Hagens (shareholder), Paul van
Keep, Paul Fijling and Leo Schonk
Founded: 1984
Located: Delft
Website: www.exact.nl
Employees: 1867
Revenue 2010: € 228,2 million
Profit 2010: € 52,4 million

Interview: Arco van Nieuwland, Shareholder

Exact was founded in 1984 by six university students and has since grown to a company with more than
60 offices worldwide, ensuring their presence in every part of the world. Exact has been listed on the
Dutch stock exchange since 1999. Focused on serving entrepreneurial businesses in all industries, from
production, whole sale and distribution to business services, Exact delivers business software solutions.
They started with two products; e‐architect and e‐account, which both played an important role in the
eventual success of the company. E‐account, an accounting software product, turned out to be the most
important for Exact, since this is still the heart of the software solutions Exact sells today. On the other
hand, especially in the early days, e‐architect, a project administration package for architects, played a
vital and distinctive role in acquiring customers. The trigger to building the e‐architect product came
from Ahrend, a large office furniture supply company. By building this software product as requested,
Ahrend was prepared to serve as one of the dealer for Exact, providing them with a launching platform.
While there have been other important products in the history of Exact, these two products have had a
large impact on the early successes of Exact.
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4.4.1 Vision
Perhaps not so much a decision in itself, but more the basis for almost all decisions that were made is
the vision and belief that Exact needed to introduce the best product in the market and operate in a
customer‐focused and user‐friendly manner. Wanting to make their software user friendly was the basis
for a number of decisions. This included, and still includes, a good helpdesk, good manuals and
documentation, and providing good training programs to ensure that the customer can actually use the
software as intended. In the first years of operation, these training programs were free of charge for new
customers, something that distinguished Exact from their competitors, who did not offer free training.
These decisions were made based on the idea the Exact founders had on how business should be done.
Another motivation to make specific decisions are the
circumstances you can face, like problems or situations
“It starts with a vision and belief
that need to be resolved. A nice example of how
customer focused Exact is, is the time they once spent
that the customer is key.”
working until one o’clock in the morning New Year’s Eve
to fix a problem of a specific customer.
Conditions that need to be met to successfully make a decision are that the decisions should be feasible
and that they should receive support from all entities. Exact had a comprehensive decision making
process to ensure that decisions were made in consensus, not an easy task with a relative large group of
stakeholders. This is especially important in the first phase of the company. In later stages, a sort of
hierarchy will appear naturally, resulting in decisions being made by smaller groups of people. Exceptions
to these delegated decisions are the capital heavy decisions, where all stakeholders are involved, not just
a few.
4.4.2 Cash flow
One of the decisions that the founders of Exact took at
the start of the company was to keep a careful eye on
“In the early days, the six of us
their cash flow. This includes being reserved with regard
could
have an all‐night meeting
to the procurement and making sure they always
about purchasing ten pencils and
generate enough income to pay the bills. In trying to
thirty legal pads.”
keep the expenses to a minimum, Exact started out in a
garage, where the first products were developed. Exact
has managed their rapid grow without using any outside
capital investments. To keep the revenues coming in, especially during the first phase of the company,
the Exact founders would do consultancy, extra training sessions, on location support, and all kinds of
other activities to keep a healthy bank balance. This was one of the decisions of which Exact was
convinced beforehand that it was critical to the success of the company.
4.4.3 Technology choices
Besides some good, and sometimes lucky, product choices that were made, and the introduction of
maintenance contracts, there have been a large number of technological decisions that Arco van
Nieuwland could identify as having had an impact on the success of Exact. One of these decisions was to
use Basic as a programming language. The reason behind choosing Basic was that all founders knew the
language and had experience with it, since they had all worked at the same company where they also
used Basic. One advantage Exact had in starting with a clean slate was that they could use basic in more
advanced way. For example, they started working without line numbers, which provided them with the
ability to work smoother and introduce some distinguishing factors. Other related decisions were using
includes, developing their own file system and database management system.
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Lookup browser
One of the functionalities Exact introduced early on in the software was a lookup browser, to be able to
quickly look up small sections of information like a customer or an account number. This is a
functionality that is really common in software nowadays, but was rather innovative when Exact
introduced it in their software. This was one of the aspects of the software that the users found to be
extremely user friendly.
Separate customization from standard software development
Separating the customization activities from the standard software development activities is believed to
be critical to the success of Exact. The Exact founders recognized that the customization is not to fund
the standard software development activities, but slows it down if the customization activities are not
managed correctly, resulting in problems among employees. In separating these activities, each with its
own group of developers, Exact managed to prevent these problems and not led their standard software
development activities be influenced by the customization work requested by customers. This also
provided the opportunity to work structured from one release to the next. The decision to separate the
customization was driven partly by the vision that the standard software development should be
handled purely and partly by the fact that a group of six people requires a complex structure regarding
decisions and consultation and results in a large interplay of forces. Spotting this opportunity and
assigning responsibility to a single person for those activities, releases some of the tension between the
personality differences of the founders. As Arco van Nieuwland so eloquently put it, launching a new
ship to divide the captain positions provides the opportunity to divide some of the responsibilities
between the founders and therefore make the decision making process easier and faster. It should be
noted however, that these ‘new ships’ were not solely launched to divide the captain positions, there
should always be a strong business opportunity to justify launching new ships.
The precondition for such a decision, as already mentioned above in section 4.4.1, is that there should be
enough support for the decision and that the decision is feasible. That the decision should be feasible in
this case comes down to the availability of someone who is capable, and willing, to successfully run this
separate section of the company and the market demand that should be present. Decisions like these
are logically always made based on a business opportunity that can be exploited and the talents of the
people involved.
Developing products for specific verticals
A good decision for Exact was to develop a number of verticals, making small changes to the software to
make it suitable for specific markets. One of the vertical markets Exact entered was that of the insurance
intermediaries. This decision also had a mixed motivation, of which one was the vision that they should
spread the risks and be less dependent on a single market. The other part came from the marketing
opportunities it delivered. Accounting software is easier to sell to for instance architects or insurance
intermediaries if it is developed especially for them
compared to generic accounting software. At the same
time it also provided focus with regard to the marketing
“A common thread for me in trying
activities, since these can be aimed at specific market
to analyze success is that there is
sections. These clearly identifiable market segments
not just one factor, like we found
could also be used to isolate the competition who only
some sort of golden egg where the
has a generic software product.
Although these advantages were clear, each of the
decisions, like the architect and insurance intermediary

success emerged from. It is a
combination of many good
decisions that fit together.”
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markets, had its own triggers. The architect market was triggered by Ahrend, as stated above, and the
insurance intermediary market was triggered by an opportunity that Exact came across. An advisor of
that time had bought some software for the insurance intermediaries from a different company and
asked Exact to fix a problem the advisor had with the software. This software turned out to be such a
mess that Exact ended up developing the software themselves, also seeing an opportunity to sell it to
members of their already established customer base. This underlying business case is important and
should always be present, just as it was for Exact in their choices in verticals, separating their
customization work and all new product lines they developed in the later stages of the company.
These small cells, each with their own autonomy and responsibilities, made up the entire Exact
organization, providing them with the opportunity to act decisively in the market despite the rapid
growth they were experiencing.
Investing in technology
Exact invested a lot of money into supporting technologies, especially during the growth phase, which
just outside of the original scope of this research project, but also during the start‐up phase. Talking
about a period where e‐mail was not yet a commodity and the internet was not yet invented, Exact was
delivering updates digitally to their customers, making use of mainly bulletin boards. These bulletin
boards could be accessed by using a dial‐in modem. Later, when the company was in its growth stage,
large investments were made in a robotized copy machine to copy, pack and seal the packages of floppy
disks that were to be sent to the customers. Other technological investments that were made by Exact
were regarding the implementation of an expensive telephone system. This telephone system was
necessary to properly manage the support department. Investments regarding the technical
infrastructure within Exact and investments to facilitate the growth were made to ensure that the fast
growth of Exact would not affect their customers.
4.4.4 Focus on marketing
From the start, Exact has focused on marketing, for instance by visiting exhibitions with more leaflets
than products. A lot of attention from the founders of Exact went to ensuring they got good publicity.
The focus was especially on the accountants who compared software products and published the results
in journals. Being tested the best product was so important for Exact, that the aspects that were
considered inadequate according to the comparison were fixed with a few nights of extra programming
to improve these aspects, all to ensure that Exact would have the best tested product. Together with
carefully written and designed, full‐color printed manuals – a luxury Exact could afford due to a good
deal they made with Ahrend – this has helped them create a positive and user friendly image. Large
exposure to the market was also made possible due to the contract they had with Ahrend. For a small
compensation, Exact had the opportunity to advertise in the Ahrend magazine, which had a circulation of
about one million during that time.
Although the Exact founders were convinced upfront that good marketing would be essential for
success, the outcome of the marketing related decisions was not always clear. The contract with Ahrend
for instance, something that they benefitted from tremendously, felt more like an extremely
unreasonable contract at the time. It took some careful consideration whether the potential benefits
outweighed the restrictions and obligations.
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Visiting exhibitions abroad
Visiting exhibitions abroad was primarily the result of wanting to get an impression of what was
happening in the rest of the world. This was caused by an opportunistic view and big plans to ‘conquer
the world’. The United States was to be the goal in this vision. When they met people that were going to
the largest IT exhibition in Las Vegas – the COMDEX, where everything was happening that was IT related
worldwide – Exact decided they should also be present to get a feeling of what is happening in the rest
of the world, and to expose themselves to a worldwide audience.
4.4.5 Overcoming problems
Although it is probably better classified as an ability than a decision, the number of problems Exact has
overcome during their start‐up period should not be underestimated. One of the problems Exact faced
was that their former employer – where all Exact founders had worked – filed a claim that the Exact
founders had stolen their source code. Because the claim was so large, all of their bank accounts were
frozen, which is quite a serious and intimidating problem when you are just starting a new company.
Another financial problem they faced in the early years of Exact was that at some point their money box
was stolen, leaving them without any cash.
Exact was originally started under the name Epsilon,
what also resulted in a claim for trademark infringement.
The problem at that time was not only having to change
the name, but also baring the costs that come with it.
This not only included the notary costs, but also all the
print that needed to be redone. Exact managed to recall
these costs from the notary.

“If you cannot cope with setbacks,
you might achieve a number of
great successes, but you will still
fail.”

As the majority of start‐ups, Exact also faced a couple of shareholder troubles, some larger than others.
Staring a company with six people and including an advising partner only increases the problems
regarding shareholder interests. One of the shareholder problems Arco van Nieuwland identified was
that their partner surreptitiously tried to get himself a larger share of the company, while posing as a
partner who is trying to help and support the start‐up.
4.4.6 Other
There are a couple of other decisions that Arco van Nieuwland identified, not necessarily less important
than the decisions describe above.
Focus on accountants
Focusing on accountants has been important for Exact. They identified the accountants as the most
important target audience from the start. This resulted in putting a lot of effort in reaching and satisfying
accountants. The fact that the accountants have been the main source of revenues for Exact for a long
time proves that they were right in deciding to focus on the accountants.
Freelance programmers
Since five out of six Exact founders had studied at the
same university and still had a number of contacts
there, Exact was in a good position to hire a large
number of students as freelance programmers. Being
able to hire these freelance programmers, instead of
hiring regular employees, contributed to the success of

“Roughly speaking there are two
types of decisions; one originates
from vision and belief, and the other
one from problems and setbacks.”
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Exact in that they were in a position to hire a lot of high quality programmers for a relatively sharp price.
This gave Exact a development capability that they would not be able to afford if these programmers had
to be employed at Exact.
Indirect sales channels
From the start, the decision was made to sell the software using indirect sales channels. This was a
conscious choice that they have kept intact all these years at Exact. Part of the success of the dealer
network Exact has built is the purity in which they handle it; all sales go through one of the dealers, no
exceptions. While this is part of the success, it is not a guarantee. Just like most decisions, there is not a
single reason why the indirect sales channels became a success. Other aspects that made selling Exact
software attractive for their dealers are the exposure they had from their marketing activities and
exhibitions they visited, and the modern user interface.
Games
To improve collaboration across divisions and to manage the growth of the company, Exact organized
games where people would work together on an assignment with a certain theme. These games were an
annual event where new technologies can be used to complete an assignment with a business related
function. Besides it being a great opportunity for the employees to playfully experiment with new
technologies, it also improves the team spirit. An example of one of these games was, when the web was
becoming more popular, the World Wide West games. This provided an opportunity to experience with
the new web technologies while developing a game in a cowboy‐like theme. Especially during the high
growth times, these games were a successful method for Exact to create team spirit among employees
from different departments, as well as a nice way to stimulate innovation. These games lasted a couple
of weeks, where a couple of hours a week could be spend working on the assignment. During the end of
the games, the results were assessed during a big event organized outside the office, followed by a big
party.
An additional decision that was made regarding the growth management and introducing new
employees to the company was setting up a complete starter training program they called e‐train.
Besides learning the software and working procedures from Exact, this training program was also used to
introduce the new employees to the Exact culture.
4.4.7 Wrong decisions
The decisions that have had the biggest negative impact on Exact, that Arco van Nieuwland could
remember, were technology related. These were technology choices that were all made during the same
time when the software needed to be converted from a DOS program to a Windows based software
package. During this time, Exact switched from programming language (from Basic to C), changed the
user interface, functionalities of the software, database technology (from their own proprietary database
system to Btrieve and later to SQL Server), and the underlying data model. The combination of all these
decisions proved to be too much to handle, making the transitions too complicated. It resulted in a lot of
development problems and it therefore took too long to complete the development of the new product.
Complications from these decisions have occasionally emerged years later.
Other decisions that have not worked out as expected were regarding the hiring of the wrong
employees, something many companies can probably relate to. When the wrong employee is hired to fill
the wrong position in a company, the company loses both money and time on correcting the mistake
and replacing the employee.
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When asked whether they made a mistake by starting
their internationalization activities in Belgium, Arco van
Nieuwland indicated that in although hindsight they
could probably have done it better, he does not see it as
an actual wrong decision. These kind of small mistakes
are stepping stones to an international organization and
therefore need to be made. As Arco van Nieuwland
indicated: “At some point you have to start the adventure
of making mistakes.”

“There were a lot of impressions,
opportunities and mistakes. But
those mistakes needed to be made
to be able to learn and do it better
the next time around.”

4.4.8 Summary
This section contains a short summary of the decisions described above, together with the motivation to
make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides a clear
overview of the decisions made in the history of Exact that will be used in the analysis and comparison of
all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of Exact, according to Arco van Nieuwland, are:
‐ Believing the customer is key; coming for this vision, Exact has always done everything they
could to make provide their customers with user friendly software.
‐ Careful cash flow regulation; initiated by the belief that this would be critical to success and not
wanting to attract any outside financing, this decision resulted in the founders performing other
activities during the early years to ensure they received enough revenues.
‐ Using the Basic programming language; a logical choice since all founders knew the language, it
provided the ability to use it in an innovative way to developing distinguishing factors in the
software and make it run smoothly.
‐ Developing a lookup browser; increased the user friendliness of the software tremendously.
‐ Separate customizations from standard software development; decided on to prevent problems
and conflicts among developers and keep the software products pure, this decision resulted in
exactly that.
‐ Developing verticals; made to spread the marketing risk and to increase the easiness of the
marketing, this decision led to the developing software for multiple markets, thereby spreading
the risks.
‐ Investing in technology; by investing in both technology and infrastructure, the growth of the
company could be managed better and has automated the company processes.
‐ Focus on marketing; identifying the importance of marketing, they almost always were tested as
best software product and were distinguishing themselves with marketing material.
‐ Visiting exhibitions abroad; by wanting to get an impression of what was happening around the
world, they visited the largest IT exhibitions in the world.
‐ Focusing on accountants; by making accountants their main target audience, this has been the
main source of revenues for years.
‐ Using freelance programmers; due to their close connection with their former university, they
managed to hire good programmers against a sharp price.
‐ Using indirect sales channels; due to the pureness of which this was done in combination with a
number of other decision, they managed to establish a successful dealer network.
‐ Organizing games; this decision was made to improve the team spirit, manage the growth of the
company and stimulate innovation, something that worked out well.
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‐

Setting up a training program; for new employees to be trained in the software of Exact, this
resulted in new employees being incorporated quickly and receiving a good introduction into the
company culture.

The wrong decisions, as identified by Arco van Nieuwland:
‐ The combination of technological choices; this resulted in too much change at ones, making the
development extremely complicated and resulting in delays and unnecessary bugs in the
software.
‐ Although not a specific decision, having the wrong people on the wrong positions within the
company can cost a lot of time and money to be wasted.
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4.5 Stabiplan

Stabiplan
Founded by Gijs Willem Sloof (CEO) and partner
Founded: 1990
Located: Bodegraven
Website: www.stabiplan.nl
Employees: ± 100
Revenue 2010: ± € 10 million
Profit 2010: confidential

Source picture: Michel ter Wolbeek, photographer

Interview: Gijs Willem Sloof, CEO

After working freelance during his student days, Gijs Willem Sloof founded Stabiplan in 1990 together
with one of his customers. This partner mainly brought market knowledge to the table. The product that
was developed was StabiCAD, a software program that provides an engineer the opportunity to develop,
visualize, control and optimize technical installations. The mission of Stabiplan is to help their customers
realize better building systems (technical installations within buildings), what can improve the quality,
innovativeness and provide cost savings. The modular design of the software makes it suitable for the
different market segments within the installation engineering market. These technical installations can
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make up as much as half of the building costs in buildings like hospitals and laboratories, making it
crucial to have detailed designs for building and maintaining these systems. The business partner of Gijs
Willem Sloof was bought out in 1997 after his market knowledge could not contribute significantly
anymore. Stabiplan focuses on the customer intimacy strategy, with product leadership as a close
second on specific occasions. Stabiplan is also active in Belgium, France and Romania and currently has
more than 3.800 customers that make up over 8.500 daily users of the software. Figures 20 and 21
below show the development of the revenues and employees during the history of Stabiplan. It should
be noted that the employee numbers are solely from the Dutch employees and do not include
employees abroad (which currently consist of 20 developers in Romania and a couple more sales
employees abroad), this leads to a slightly distorted picture in the figure below.

Figure 22 ‐ Revenue growth Stabiplan

Figure 23 ‐ Employees growth in the Netherlands Stabiplan

4.5.1 Market emergence and vision
One of the most critical decisions was actually starting with modeling software for the construction
market. This decision was based on the premise that the entire construction market would change to
computer aided drawing, a change that was made possible by the availability of CAD (Computer Aided
Design) software on personal computers. This opened up an entirely new market in 1990 and was the
basis for Stabiplan as it exists today. During those first days, the software had to be sold in combination
with a computer, since just about all companies were still working with large drawing tables that needed
to be replaced with computers. Besides the computer systems, other supplementary sales were also
made to bring in enough revenues to fund the development of the product. Because there were a
number of competitors in the market, Stabiplan took some time during that first year to explore the
possibilities, and to develop a plan and a vision that would be the focus of the company. Somewhere
between four and five years after the emergence of the market, a number of competitors pulled out of
the market since they could no longer manage to compete financially. This vision that Stabiplan
developed was what is now called BIM.
BIM
BIM, which stands for Building Information Modeling, was the vision that would be – and still is – the
basis of the software. An important aspect of vision that Gijs Willem Sloof mentioned comes from a
quote that he read from an ex‐top executive from Shell: “Vision is what in retrospect seemed to work.”
This vision of BIM implies that everything that you draw is information, you do not create a graphical
image; you actually draw information. This leads to using product information within the drawings and
designs so that the information that it in the design can be used in calculations and linked to an
automatic order. Each product that can be drawn has a manufacturer, an order number, dimensions and
all kinds of other specific product properties. This can save time and money during the actual
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construction of the building. The information that is modeled using the StabiCAD software can be
compared to the requirements for a software project; if the requirements are vague it is unlikely that the
outcome of the project is satisfactory. On the other hand, when the requirements are well defined, the
outcome of the project is likely to be better. There should be a balance between how clearly the
requirements are defined and the time it takes to get to that level of definition, just as with the
information that is modeled for a building. Since
buildings usually take a long time to complete from
“You can justify everything in
plans to design to realization, modeling software that is
retrospect,
but when you’re in the
used in construction should be able to cope with
middle of it, it is just a struggle to
changes. This was the cause of one of the first
decide what the right action is to
breakthroughs in the market for Stabiplan; they
positioned their software as extremely flexible,
take.”
something the customers highly appreciated.
From the start, Stabiplan was convinced that this vision was important for the market success of the
product, in which they were proven to be correct, since this is still the basis of the product. Having one
or a few of these kind of common themes, where you just know that it is important, is necessary for a
company to succeed, says Gijs Willem Sloof.
AutoCAD
A second part of the vision of Stabiplan that was developed during the start of the company was that the
AutoCAD platform should be the basis for their product. They envisioned that would become the largest
player in the construction market, partly due to the proper programming interface this product had. The
value for money of AutoCAD is also favorable for customers. Stabiplan was proven right in this decision
by the market share that Autodesk, the creator of AutoCAD, currently has in the construction business:
approximately 95 percent.
Developing a distribution model
Additional to the vision that everything that you draw is information, Stabiplan also saw the added
benefit of modeling in 3D, even though the customers indicated to not find 3D modeling important.
Despite what their customers said, Stabiplan started developing a distribution model. This distribution
model is basically an information model of how the different installations are put together in 3D. It is
called the distribution model, since all installations distribute something, whether that is for instance
water, air, heat or waste water, when you view it abstractly there are only two types of components: a
flow path and a junction. There can be a large number of different junctions and flow paths for every
type of installation. This investment in software improvements for the market is an important aspect of
the philosophy of Stabiplan.
4.5.2 Introduce a lite version
The introduction of a lite version of the StabiCAD
software saw its light in the realization that not only the
“Eventually it is about the market
top portion of the market is willing to invest in
share and the cash flow. The
innovation, but that there is also a relatively large
technology can be really fun, but it
middle and low segment of the market. This realization
is a means, not an end.”
originated from around 1993, when Stabiplan had a
stand on a trade fair for installation systems. Almost all
people who came by really liked the product, but were
convinced that it probably would cost a lot of money, which it did. Since the majority of people worked
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at smaller companies, such a large investment was not profitable since they only modeled part‐time.
Stabiplan then realized that it was a hugely missed opportunity not to address these smaller companies.
When they identified that part of the market, Stabiplan eventually developed a lite version, called LT, for
the middle and low segments of the market. When Stabiplan identified this specific market segment,
they were convinced they could successfully introduce a product that would meet the market demands
and were already seeing the results after six months after the introduction of the LT version. The
business gut feeling to spot market profitable opportunities is a vital characteristic of an entrepreneur
according to the Stabiplan CEO.
4.5.3 Taking over the biggest competitor
As mentioned earlier, around 1994 / 1995, a number of competitors started withdrawing from the
market. When in 1995 the biggest competitor of Stabiplan was experiencing problems and was available
for a take‐over, this was an exceptional opportunity for Stabiplan. This take‐over ended up not costing
Stabiplan a lot of money, since their competitor had a number of obligations to their customers that they
could not live up to. During that time, the majority of software products were being transformed from
DOS to the Windows environment. The competitor did not have the development capacity, or the wish,
to invest in making that change. With this takeover, Stabiplan basically doubled its number of customers
and employees in about six months’ time. It also brought with it the trouble of having two software
products, and having to integrate the two. While Stabiplan expected this to take somewhere between
one and two year it ended up taking twice that time; it took between three and four years before the
two software products were fully integrated. The positive impact of this takeover was nevertheless huge
for Stabiplan.
4.5.4 Focus
From the time when Stabiplan was founded, they have focused specifically on a certain section of the
construction market: building systems. Partly because they were so focused on this market, Stabiplan
wanted to know everything there was to know about it, all domain knowledge and all customer
knowledge. Due to the advisory agency of the business partner, customer knowledge has always been
readily available for Stabiplan. This customer knowledge was, and still is, used intensively during the
development of the product to make it as usable for the customer as was possible.
Even though Stabiplan is highly focused, they have a wide range of customers; from hospitals to fire
departments and real estate companies. These are companies Stabiplan can reach with the same
software, so even though they have a wide range of customers, they do not lose focus. The software will
always be used to model the inside of a building. While
they have considered the option to develop a product
for outside a building, for everything that is buried
“There are three main threads that
beneath the street, they have not built this software
can be identified: 1) knowing how
because it is too different from their existing software
to develop good software; 2) having
product and current customers. So while focus is
the domain knowledge; and 3)
important, at Stabiplan they are of opinion that you
understanding how the market
should explore the boundaries of your focus since “you
should have the will to be market leader. You should be
somewhat competitive to reach a good market position.”

works.”

Facility management software
After a building has been built, it also requires some maintenance, or for instance restructuring every
now and then. Since the building plans are used for these actions, plans that have been developed using
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StabiCAD software, Stabiplan also started the development of a software package for the facility
management in 1995. While they did manage to get a reasonable good market share, their competitors
were growing significantly faster. Between five and ten years later, they realized they could not keep up
with the competition and therefore decided to pull out of the facility management market. They
transferred the customers they had with their facility management software to the market leader and
started a partnership with them to make their software products compatible. This has led to an
increased focus, having more resources available for their core product, and a great partnership with a
market leader in the facility management market. The positive result of this decision – to pull out of the
facility management market and build a partnership with the market leader – became visible after about
a year and outweighs the negative result of the lost investments.
Specialization and internationalization
During the same time more specialization and focus was brought into the company to focus on a
narrower product range, but with the idea to widen their market. Widening their market had to be done
by internationalization. Since the product in the current state at that time was not suitable for
internationalization, it needed to be redeveloped (as discussed in the next section).
While diversification is often a sensible thing to do to spread the risks, it is critical to make the decision
to pull out when it becomes clear that you cannot make any headway in that market segment. These
diversification attempts, while they may not always succeed, usually can teach valuable lessons and
experiences that can be useful in later stages of the evolution of the company. As can be seen from the
facility management software example above, it can lead to unexpected but at the same time great
opportunities.
4.5.5 Redesigning the software
In 2004, the decision was made to make a number of changes to the design of the software so it would
be suitable for internationalization. They decided to do this with a sort of big bang approach, by
redesigning and developing the software from scratch. This resulted in the software product as it is
currently sold, suitable for the technical installation market in other countries. This does not only involve
making the software easy to translate, but also being able to provide different symbol libraries for
different countries. Another improvement in the software was made relating the two different products,
the PRO (first) version and the LT (lite) version of the software. While it was attempted during the
development of the LT product to make both software versions from a single source, this did not work
out properly. In completely redesigning the software, Stabiplan was able to accomplish a single source
for both versions. It took about four years before the benefits from this decision became visible, but the
ability to market the software in other countries provides a large growth potential for Stabiplan, where
they are already starting to reap the benefits from.
Near‐shoring
During about the same time the redesigning of the
software started at Stabiplan, they also made a third
“The big difference is that they are
attempt to establish a development team abroad. After
our own people. It is the difference
a failed attempt in Russia and one in India – both failed
between being a hired help, and
due to lack of commitment – this new attempt took
being ‘Stabiplanners’.”
place in Romania. Having learned from the previous
experience, and with some help from an acquaintance
who already had a company there, Stabiplan decided to start their own office instead of hiring a
company to do the development for them. This ended up making a huge difference, since commitment
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from both sides of the near shoring activities is much higher when both are working at the same
company. The fact that there is a long term relationship with these programmers, who also work directly
for Stabiplan, also gave the opportunity to have all employees work on the same source code on the
same servers. It also provided a final push to focus on the internationalization, since everything now had
to be done in English.
While setting up an office and hiring employees in a different country, with different laws, different
culture and language is not without trouble, Stabiplan is currently happy with the group of developers
they have in Romania. Located in a beautiful place near the mountains, it makes it quite easy to hire
good people and, as a bonus, it makes visiting the Romanian office fun as well. The Romanian office,
which currently holds about 40‐50 percent of the development capacity of Stabiplan, provides a larger
development capacity for a lower price, something they started benefitting from about two years after
making the decision. Looking back, it all worked out well, but that was what they also had expected from
the programmers they hired in Russia, where the commitment was lower. An important reason why this
commitment was lower was because they were hired help from outside the company, and not employed
directly at Stabiplan.
4.5.6 Other
Besides the decisions that contributed to the success of Stabiplan, Gijs Willem Sloof also identified a
number of aspects that can greatly influence the success of a company.
Job satisfaction and teams
Gijs Willem Sloof also mentioned the importance of job satisfaction; people should enjoy their jobs and
their coworkers. The human side of the company, having the right people, is critical for the success of
any company. People should get along and reinforce each other, just as much as they should be attuned
to one another. That also immediately covers the importance of teams. Team members do not all have
to be the best of their class, it is far more important that they complement each other. You need both
people who are thinkers and people who are doers, the one defines the software architecture and the
other just like to program and implement new technologies.
Development principles
In a product software company, everything revolves around the software product. Since the software
development process is a continuous process, it is vital for the success of the company that
improvements to the software are also made continuously. For that reason, they have implemented lean
software development principles at Stabiplan and are using the scrum approach to realize these
continuous improvements. The recurring four week scrum sprints provide a new version of the software
every four weeks and give the company regularity in introducing software improvements or new
functionalities. This also prevents integrations problems with new pieces of software.
When software is just developed, not utilizing a strict schedule of what functionalities can be created in a
certain time limit, it is not uncommon the be developing for months at a time to finish a section of
software, without testing the compatibility with the rest of the software product. By introducing daily
builds, all software additions are integrated and tested with the complete software product every day,
providing almost instant feedback regarding the compatibility of the changes with the software product.
To further prevent small changes to cause large problems, all shared code – code that is used in multiple
locations of the software – is subject to strict procedures. A few of these procedures include component
owners that review changes of shared code that should then be approved by the team leader before
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they can be implemented. Before the change is then made final, the other team leaders check whether
the change does not cause errors in their specific areas of the software.
4.5.7 Wrong decisions
Although he could not remember all wrong decisions from the history of Stabiplan, Gijs Willem Sloof
could identify three decisions that ended up not working out as expected, not counting the previously
failed attempts at outsourcing their software development as described above. He also indicated that
you should not be scared to do something that does not work, since you do not know up front whether it
will work or not.
‘Apps’
The smallest of three wrong decisions was to distribute small pieces of software during the first years of
the company. The idea was that these small pieces of software – comparable to small apps nowadays –
that were sold on floppy disks would be an incentive to lure potential customers to buy the entire
software package. While Stabiplan invested quite a lot of time and money in building and distributing
these small ‘apps’, it did not get a foothold in the market and did not attract any more customers.
StabiFM
Although selling the facility management software, which was called StabiFM, was mentioned as a good
decision before, it could also be said that developing a new version of the software – at the same time
the software was discontinued, they had recently started the development of version 3 on the Java
platform – was a wrong decision. The investment that was needed for this new version proved to be
beyond their capabilities.
While there were numerous reasons to pull out of the facility management software market, such as too
large investments, too strong a competition and the positive benefits it would yield as mentioned above,
this is all in hindsight. At that moment, it proved to be a really difficult decision, since a million euro’s
had already been invested in the new version of the software. The feeling that this software product was
going to fail, together with the uncertainty if it might still succeed with for instance an investment of
another million euro’s made it a difficult decision to take. Eventually, they are completely happy with the
decision they made at the time at Stabiplan.
Products for the facility market
At some point, a small start‐up was initiated to develop a number of small products for the facility
market. This was started as a separate venture, but ended up not being able to generate enough
revenues to be profitable. The reason of this failure, according to Gijs Willem Sloof, was that it was too
far off from their core business, and therefore received too little attention to get off the ground. Within
a few years, these activities were terminated.
One aspect that brings quite some peace and relaxation to the management of Stabiplan, especially in
times when things do not always work out as expected, is that you do not have to do everything by
yourself, that there is a higher controlling power. Soli Deo Gloria (Glory to God alone).
4.5.8 Summary
This section contains a short summary of the decisions described above, together with the motivation to
make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides a clear
overview of the decisions made in the history of Stabiplan that will be used in the analysis and
comparison of all decisions in a later chapter.
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The decisions that contributed to the success of Stabiplan, according to Gijs Willem Sloof, are:
‐ Start making software for the construction market; this decision was initiated by the emergence
of the CAD market and is the basis of Stabiplan as it exists today.
‐ The vision of BIM; is the basis of the software and considered to be the best product vision for
potential customers.
‐ Choosing AutoCAD as a platform; was done because the potential of this platform was
envisioned to be large, partly due to the programming interface. This platform provides a high
value for money and is currently by far the largest player in the market.
‐ Developing a distribution model; this decision was made because they saw the added benefits
for their software and for the customers, even though the customers did not see it at that time.
This decision greatly improved the software and resulted in happier customers.
‐ Introducing a lite version; this decision came from the realization that not only the top players in
the market was willing to invest in software. By developing the lite version, the potential
customer base grew and a larger market became available.
‐ Taking over the biggest competitor; as a great growth opportunity, this decision resulted in a
doubling of the customers and employees.
‐ Keeping the focus on the core market; although the idea came up to extend their market, the
decision was made to keep the focus on the core market, which is are the technical installations
within a building.
‐ Pulling out of the facility management market; and transferring the customers to the market
leader. This decision was made because Stabiplan could not keep up with their competitor and
resulted in an increased focus, having more resources available for their core product and a good
partnership with the market leader in the facility management market.
‐ Widen the market by internationalization; in wanting to reach more customers, this decision
resulted in an international presence of Stabiplan.
‐ Redesigning the software; this decision was necessary to make the software suitable for the
internationalization activities and additionally provided them with the opportunity to make the
regular and lite versions from a single source.
‐ Near shoring to Romania; provided them with a larger development capacity for the same price.
‐ Implementing lean development principles; this decision was made to improve the development
cycles and realize continuous software improvements. It resulted in shorter development cycles,
almost instant feedback on the quality due to daily builds and less errors in the software.
The wrong decisions, as identified by Gijs Willem Sloof:
‐ Developing ‘Apps’; was thought to be a good way to attract customers by providing small pieces
of software functionalities. It resulted in investing a lot of time in developing and distributing
these apps without resulting in new customers.
‐ Developing a new version of StabiFM; the development of this new (Java) version was initiated
as an attempt to improve their market share, but the investment required proved to be a too
large for the company.
‐ Developing products for the facility market; establishing a separate company to develop
software for the facility market proved to be a wrong decision since it was too far off from their
core business and therefore did not receive ample attention.
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4.6 Sofon

Sofon
Founded by Paul Kimmel (Director Development)
Founded: 1998
Located: Eindhoven
Website: www.sofonguidedselling.com
Employees: 30
Revenue 2010: confidential
Profit 2010: confidential

Interview: Otto van der Tang, CEO

Sofon was founded in 1998 by Paul Kimmel, who developed the software product they call Guided
Selling. This software guides sales personnel with the sales of complex products; this can be a machine
with a large number of parts, options and features, or for instance an insurance of some kind. Where
normally the sales employees require a lot of knowledge of these products to make offers that match
the customer requirements, the guided selling software provides the possibility to hold this knowledge
and thereby automate the quotation process. The main benefits that this software delivers are that the
lead times are significantly shortened and that mistakes in offers are reduced. The two main products
are Sofon Studio, the modeling environment that is used by product experts to enter the technical and
commercial rules and limitations, and Sofon Proposal Organizer, which is the software that is actually
used by the sales department to make the offers. Even though there are only 30 employees working at
Sofon, they serve both medium sized as well as Fortune 500 customers worldwide with offices abroad in
Belgium, the United Kingdom, Germany and the United States. Figure 24 below represents the revenue
development of Sofon from the start of the company.
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Figure 24 ‐ Revenue growth Sofon

4.6.1 Standard software
One of the two most key decisions for Sofon was that the software should be a standard software
product. This fundamental decision, which came from the vision of the founder and was supported by
the visions of the other shareholders, meant that this complex problem should be solved with
standardized software and that no customizations would be done. The added benefits from this decision
are that the software is easier to implement, with less effort, is significantly cheaper, and that it is easier
to upgrade the customers to new versions of the software. One important aspect of this standard
software is that it should be universal enough to be used in different branches. The same software is for
instance used by Phillips Healthcare for medical systems, including the servicing and financing that
comes with it; by Ricoh for copiers; by Delta Lloyd for financial services; and by Ohra for insurance
policies. The fact that the software is widely applicable means that a wide variety of customers can be
addressed with the same software, providing growth opportunities in different vertical markets without
having to spend a lot of time on the implementation of the software.
Customer involvement in the development process
Because of the decision to develop a standard software product and not make customizations for the
specific customers, it is necessary that the customers can influence the development of the product.
With customization out of the question, flexibility in the development process is crucial in attracting
customers when they have requests with regard to functionalities that the software currently does not
have. By being flexible in these feature requests, compared to doing customizations, the functionality
will be supported when it is integrated into the standard software product.
4.6.2 Internationally applicable
The second key decision that had been made from the start of Sofon, is that the software should be
applicable on an international level. When talking about sales, this means being able to deal with
different languages and currencies. Large international companies need to make offerings in many
different languages to service their customers. In these cases, the software automatically uses the right
currency and adds the correct legal terms and conditions to the document. This functionality makes the
software suited for large internationals, but also supports the companies in their international sales
activities.
Internationalization
In 2007, the decision was made that Sofon itself should
also have an international presence in the market. Sofon
started with offices in the United Kingdom and the
United States, and a year later in 2008 also in Germany.
These countries were chosen for the size of the potential
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“[Internationalization] is a matter of
a long breath and hard work.”

market combined with their accessibility. Profitability of these offices abroad came within about two
years for Sofon. Where Germany experienced a good start, the US activities actually experienced a really
strong start, with one of the largest customers for Sofon ever being attracted early on. The United
Kingdom has proven to be the toughest market for Sofon. Even though these offices were profitable
relatively quickly, it is by no means easy to enter new markets, as Otto van der Tang mentioned. Every
now and then, a sales employee has to be replaced, “but that is the same in the Netherlands” according
to Otto van der Tang.
The reason to start with internationalization for Sofon was that the Netherlands is only a small market on
a world scale. So to be able to keep growing, and to increase your chances in attracting big customers, it
is critical that you have a local presence in key markets. Another critical aspect of internationalization, in
all three countries, is that you should hire local sales employees to succeed. Although the culture in
these countries appears to be quite similar at first glance, truly understanding the culture, including all
the subtle business details, is a different story; these details can make or break a business deal. This is
especially critical for the sales activities; the service and support activities can be performed from the
Netherlands.
Before internationalization steps can be taken, besides the fact that the software should contain the
functionalities that make it applicable to the international market, the product should be fully developed
and stable. A final pre‐condition for internationalization is that there is a good basis of positive
references within your home market. A number of these customers that can be used as a reference
should also be willing to meet with foreign customers, or talk with them on the phone. This is especially
of importance for Sofon, since Otto van der Tang indicated that the market is mainly focused on
referenced‐based selling. This was one of the reasons why it took Sofon nine years before the first
internationalization activities were started: so they could first build decent sized customer base in the
Netherlands. It should be noted however that Sofon has had customers that use the product
internationally from the very start.
Due to the previous experiences of the members of the management team, a good estimate of the size
of the foreign markets and high intensity guidance for the new offices from Sofon employees, the
developments of the offices abroad was pretty much in line with the expectations they has beforehand.
4.6.3 Affiliation with complementary products
A decision of the last couple of years that was made at Sofon is searching an affiliation with
complementary products, especially with SAP and Salesforce.com. Since the guided selling software
basically operates between CRM and ERP software packages, it is often integrated with this software.
Since SAP is one of the largest ERP vendors in the world and Salesforce.com one of the larger players is in
the CRM market – and both therefore are often used by the Sofon customers – a proper integration with
these software packages is critical. By becoming partners with these two software vendors, certified
integrations can be created for these software packages. These partnerships can also provide more
leads, especially when these partners are willing to recommend the Sofon software to their customers.
Besides more leads – and consequently more sales – it can also take away uncertainties that customers
might have while making a decision on which software to buy. When the customer is using SAP or
Salesforce software (or possibly both), having a partnership and certified integrations between those
software packages can convince new customers that the software will work well together, removing any
doubt with regard to experiencing possible integration complications.
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The preconditions described in the previous section – having a fully developed and stable software
package that is applicable to the international market, together with a solid customer base – are the
same for searching affiliation with complementary products.
4.6.4 Other
Two other decisions – or rather one decision and a strategic belief – that were made during the early
years of Sofon are described in this section. The first was the decision to attract additional managers by
the original founder, and the second that the Sofon management was convinced that the best way to
move forward was to find a healthy balance between growth and at the same time also being profitable.
Attracting additional managers
Two years after starting the company, in 2000, Paul Kimmel attracted three other shareholders, who
would make up the management team. Paul Kimmel is described by Otto van der Tang as a real ‘business
software development guru’, the main reason why he is currently the director of development at Sofon.
Paul Kimmel realized early on that he needed to attract other people with marketing and sales
experience for the company to really take off. All four current managers are also shareholder in the
company.
Growth and profitability
Sofon wants, and has been from the start, to be both
profitable and at the same time also keep growing,
“Growing fast without making a
something they also take great care of to accomplish.
profit is not difficult; making a lot of
This has been a conscious decision from the start of the
profit without growing is also not
company, which included for instance not wanting to
difficult; the trick is to find a
attract venture capital to stimulate their growth.
balance between the two.”
Especially in the market in which Sofon operates, that of
mission critical enterprise applications, customers find it
important to do business with a company that is stable,
both in growth numbers as financially. This gives the customers the confidence that Sofon will be able to
deliver continuity in their software. Since the start, Sofon is trying to find the optimal balance between
growing and being profitable, something they have managed to accomplish as well. This has led to a
stable financial situation without any bank loans, which gives Sofon the opportunity to make
independent choices for the benefit of the company.
4.6.5 Wrong decisions
When asked about the wrong decisions that were made at Sofon, decisions that were harmful to the
company, Otto van der Tang immediately mentioned hiring the wrong people. Hiring the right people is
the biggest challenge in entrepreneurship; especially finding good sales employees abroad has proven to
be extremely difficult. He mentioned that this is also a matter of discipline. When an employee leaves
the company, you ideally want that person replaced at soon as possible. It than takes a large amount of
discipline to not hire people that are not 100 percent suited for the job, but to leave the vacancy open
for a while longer until the right candidate has been found. This is one of the areas where mistakes have
been made at Sofon.
Otto van der Tang could not identify any wrong
strategic decisions that they have made, although you
can always question the decisions that have been made
in hindsight; for instance those regarding the growth.
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“It is not so much about the
technical functionality of our
software; it is about what
customers can achieve with it.”

When the company is making a profit at the end of the year, you could wonder about whether instead of
making a healthy profit, you could have grown harder if extra employees were hired in for instance
Germany or the United States. Otto van der Tang believes questioning these decisions is part of being an
entrepreneur, since entrepreneurs usually think about whether or not the growth could have been
stimulated further; whether or not the growth should have been stimulated further.
4.6.6 Summary
This section contains a short summary of the decisions described above, together with the motivation to
make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides a clear
overview of the decisions made in the history of Sofon that will be used in the analysis and comparison
of all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of Sofon, according to Otto van der Tang, are:
‐ Developing standard product software; believed to be the best solution to solve complex
business problems, this is the core of the management vision. The advantages that the product
software has delivered are an easier and cheaper implementation and easier and cheaper
upgrade possibilities.
‐ Involve customers in the development process; this decision was made because it was believed
that due to the standard product software, the customers should be able to influence the
product development, which resulted in a flexibility to be able to take the customers whishes
into account.
‐ Making the software applicable internationally; since the large international customers who use
the software need to be able to use it in all countries.
‐ Internationalization; initiated by the feeling that an international presence would be favorable to
improve the growth opportunities, this decision led to the opening of offices in four different
countries.
‐ Seeking affiliation with complementary products; by developing certified couplings and
integration opportunities with the complementary ERP and CRM software, partnerships with SAP
and Salesforce have been established, which removed some of the uncertainty of the customers
and resulted in more leads.
‐ Attracting additional managers; this decision was initiated by the recognition that people with
marketing and sales experience were needed on a management level to make the company a
success, which resulted in three new managers who currently are the shareholders of the
company (together with the founder) and make up the management team.
‐ Focusing on growth and profitability; has its origin from wanting to establish a stable and healthy
business with plenty of growth potential, something they managed to accomplish without any
bank loans.
The wrong decisions, as identified by Otto van der Tang:
‐ Hiring the wrong people; although not something that can always be avoided, people should not
be hired to fill a gap in the company if they are not the absolute right person for the position.
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4.7 GX Software

GX Software
Founded by Martijn van Berkum (Technical Director), Bart Heilbron (CEO) and 10 others
Founded: 1996
Located: Nijmegen
Website: www.gxsoftware.com
Employees: 110 / 120
Revenue 2010: €10 ‐ €15 million
Profit 2010: confidential

Interview: Martijn van Berkum, Technical Director

GX Software has its origin in 1996, when a group of about twelve university students founded GX
Software to do some freelance software development. Around the year 2000 they developed a content
management system called Webmanager, transforming the company to a product software company.
This is currently still one of the two products being sold by GX Software; the other one being BlueConic,
an online customer engagement software package that was initialized a year and a half ago. GX Software
mainly focuses on the high traffic, high profile customers in the market, which do a lot of business‐2‐
consumer business. As a worldwide supplier of online marketing software, the software of GX Software
offers their customers to get in contact with their visitors via all online channels. Besides their
headquarters in the Netherlands, they also have offices in Belgium and the United States.
4.7.1 Focus
At GX Software, they have always focused on the content, knowing how it works and striving for high
quality. This resulted in the fact that the GX Software employees actually possessed a useful skill and
were knowledgeable in their area of expertise. This is one of the reasons why they managed to survive
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the bursting of the dot‐com bubble. Up to this day, this is an important facet of the GX Software
employees: to really know your business.
This focus was also present when the decision was made to make a software product. Where all
competitors in the market with web content management systems were selling it as services, GX
Software really went for it to do it properly when the decision was made to follow a product strategy. To
increase their chances of success with this new strategy, GX Software even sought the advice of a
university professor, Sjaak Brinkkemper. This provided GX Software with some necessary focus which as
a result stimulated their growth more than their competitors.
When this decision to follow a product strategy was taken, they were already selling the software
package next to a number of services and customization work that was done at GX Software. It is
virtually impossible to indicate how long it took before the results of this decision became visible, since
revenues were already coming in and have incrementally been increasing ever since.
That in certain areas a change in focus can be profitable can be seen from the decision to introduce the
theme of Traffic and Conversion. This decision was made two years ago, when GX Software management
spotted a market shift: from the point where the IT department decided on the purchasing of content
management software, to where the marketing department had the final say in which content
management system would be bought. This change gradually occurred because the marketers have
become the people who manage the company websites instead of the IT department. Subsequently, the
purchasing responsibility also made this shift. This traffic and conversion theme – where traffic stands for
attracting more traffic and conversion stands for converting this traffic to actual customers – resonated a
lot more with the marketers than focusing on the technical aspects of the software.
Even though it took a hefty discussion among the
management team, the decision was eventually made
“While our competitors were still
and proved to be successful, which it still is today.
taking in functions and features, we
Because marketers are more interested in what the
used traffic & conversion, what
software can actually do for them compared to the
resonated a lot more with the
technical aspects of the software, it became significantly
marketers.”
easier to sell the software than it was when IT related
arguments were used. This can obviously also work the
other way around, as Martijn van Berkum mentioned,
when they are at a customer where the IT department still decides on the software that is purchased,
their competitors with an IT related sales pitch have the advantage. However, since at the majority of
customers of GX Software, the marketers make the decisions, this has proven to be a quite successful
focus change for the company.
For these focus decisions, as well as all other important decisions in the history of GX Software, the
management was aware of the impact the decision could have on the company, whether the result
would be successful or not.
4.7.2 Partnering strategy
At some point, the decision was made to set up a partner network, which succeeded after some trial and
error. The first actual conversation with a potential partner was done by Martijn van Berkum and the
marketing manager of that time. The outcome of this decision was something they could not have
expected beforehand. What happened next was that the potential partners were talking among
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themselves about GX Software, which significantly increased their visibility in the market. Even though
they were competing colleagues, the fact that they were talking about GX Software introduced GX
Software into their network. This resulted in GX Software not being the isolated company from the south
anymore, but more of a national player. This proved to be pretty effective for their position in the Dutch
market. This development positively affected their branding and increased their ratings in tests among
content management systems.
While this was not the intention or the original goal of these preliminary talks, the effect was
nonetheless both present and positive. Because of these interesting consequences, Martijn van Berkum
advises new start‐ups to seek to connect to your peers, even if they are competitors. Because of the
conversations you than have, and they have among each other about you, introduces you to their
network and increases the awareness of the market regarding your products.
4.7.3 Communication
Good communication, especially among the management team, is essential for a company to function
properly. One aspect of where communication among the management team members is crucial is in
understanding the strengths and weaknesses from fellow managers. In understanding the strengths and
weaknesses from all managers, an optimal distribution of responsibilities can be made where each of the
managers can utilize his or her strengths to the full extend. For GX Software, this resulted in recent
changes in the distribution of responsibilities, so that both managers can optimally focus on their
strengths. Martijn van Berkum mentioned that these changes in responsibility can only work out when
there is trust in one another in the management team.
At GX Software, they are really aware that the management, or the founders, play a crucial role in the
success of the company. When there is disagreement within the management team, decisions are not
made and the entire organization is affected, something that should not be underestimated according to
Martijn van Berkum.
Having a tight team
Partly a result from good communication among management and employees, and partly due to a
passion for the work and being proud of the GX Software brand, GX Software have had a tight team of
employees from the start. Especially during the start‐up phase of a company, when regular office hours
do not suffice, you need to have employees that have a passion for their work and not just work there
for the money. This obviously also goes, maybe even to an even larger extend, for the founders of the
company. Having a tight team that believes in the company is essential for success, according to Martijn
van Berkum.
The passion for the company is high at the management
team of GX Software. The company is even more
“The interest of GX, the GX culture
important for them than any one individual, which is
to move forward, was greater than
why they have eventually never hesitated to fire
the individual interest.”
employees that were not considered being of the high
standards that GX Software demands. This has proven
to be a challenge, especially during the first years of the company when employees that have been with
the company from the start, who have actually even become friends, needed to be let go for the benefit
of the company.
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4.7.4 Internationalization
Before the first internationalization activities were started around 2007, the management of GX
Software had a lot of discussions about in which country they should start their international aspirations.
The international expansion was necessary because the Dutch content management market was
reaching saturation. After a high growth year in 2007, where GX Software grew with approximately 50
percent, the growth potential in the Dutch market was disappearing rapidly. Since GX Software holds a
market leader position, growth due to product replacements was unlikely and internationalization was
the most logical growth opportunity to be pursued.
The United States, regardless of the downsides of distance and the time difference, provided the most
benefits for GX Software compared to other countries. For instance, the English language was not a
problem, since the Webmanager software has been in English from the start and all employees were
proficient in English. Secondly, the US market is huge, meaning that there is a lot of growth potential
before other countries have to be explored for the market opportunities. Doing business in the United
States has as an added benefit that it is more fun for employees to go to the United States compared to
for instance Germany. Having an install‐base in the United States was likely to increase the credibility of
GX Software in Europe. This resulted in the first internationalization steps being taken around 2007,
which included opening a virtual office, translating the website, starting with the first marketing
activities, and visiting a conference. In 2010 an office was opened for the newly established American
legal entity; GX Software Inc.
The results from the internationalization activities started out slow and grew incrementally. Further
expansion of the internationalization activities did not take place until the management of GX Software
could see that their activities were gaining a foothold.
A stable customer base in your home country is one of the preconditions before starting out with
internationalization activities. For the rest, Martijn van Berkum mentioned that these things more or less
happen by themselves. At some point they noticed that GX Software was doing quite well, but were not
growing as fast any more as they did before. This indication of approaching market saturation triggered
the discussion to look into internationalization options, so while a stable customer base could be
indicated as a precondition, it is not one you think of beforehand, says Martijn van Berkum.
Just like a great number of the other decisions, the necessity to make these kinds of decisions comes
naturally when the company grows. Since you usually see these kinds of decisions coming well in
advance as company management – sometimes up to three years in advance in the case of GX Software
– the opportunities can already be sought and the discussions can start. This results in being able to
make well‐informed decisions as soon as the time arises that the decisions should actually be made.
4.7.5 Other
A couple of other decisions that were made by the management of GX Software – none less important
for the success of GX Software as the decisions describe above – are discussed here.
Luck
The first thing that Martijn van Berkum mentioned when asked which decision contributed to the
success of GX Software was plain luck, even though being lucky is not a decision you can make. GX
Software had just the right people together at the right time; when the internet became popular, which
meant that a new market was opening up. The circumstances were favorable for GX Software with a new
market. Customers wanted to have a website as soon as possible, and since a website is not really a
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business critical product, these could can easily be developed by people who could program, but did not
have any management experience or something of the like back in 1996 till 1998.
Hiring sales employees
Very early in the life of GX Software, around 1999, they decided to hire specific sales employees; a major
step for the then small company. The majority of managers and entrepreneurs that are running a
company with about ten to fifteen employees believe
that they can sell their products themselves – or even
that the products will sell themselves – and that the
“Sales is far more important than
content of the product is far more important. Martijn
some entrepreneurs think.”
van Berkum is convinced that sales, and also marketing,
are both specific areas of expertise that are both crucial
in becoming successful.
Attracting these first sales employees proved to be a difficult process for GX Software; it took quite a
while and a couple of tries with different employees before they actually managed to establish a small
sales team. When that sales team was finally established, GX Software experienced a rapid increase of
their sales numbers. As Martijn van Berkum said, a good sales team, or a good product, alone is not
enough to succeed, a company need to be good on all areas.
New product
To further increase their growth opportunities, the management of GX Software decided in the fall of
2009 to introduce a new product called BlueConic. This customer engagement software product, which
can be seen as a complementary product to the web content management software that can also be
used separately, is planned to become a second growth opportunity for GX Software.
After the decision was made to introduce this new product, the first activities to execute this decision
were taking place early January in 2010. This involved informing other managers of the plans and
forming an R&D team to develop the product. The first revenues from this new product came really
quickly; the first customers were attracted in December 2010, within a year after the development had
started and within a year and a half from when the decision was made. The first growth spurt of
customers using the BlueConic software is expected to begin in the short term, when all existing GX
Software customers will be contacted.
4.7.6 Wrong decisions
While Martijn van Berkum could remember two
particular decisions that did not work out as expected in
the history of GX Software, these are not suitable to be
published due to their sensitive nature. Both decisions
were initiated due to specific circumstances, and timing
played a role in one of these decisions. Both decisions
however were recovered by the GX Software
management before they could actually harm the
company. Besides these two decisions, there have been
no decisions that have influenced the success of GX
Software in a negative way.
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“If everything worked out, we did
not try hard enough. As an
entrepreneur you try a lot of things,
of which approximately one in four
completely fails. If you’re not
willing to take the risks, you should
find a regular job, or start working
for the government.”

4.7.7 Summary
This summary will contain a short enumeration of the decisions described above, together with the
motivation to make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides
a clear overview of the decisions made in the history of GX Software and will be used in the analysis and
comparison of all decisions in a later chapter.
Some of the decisions that contributed to the success of GX Software, according to Martijn van Berkum,
are:
‐ Focusing on content; originating from being convinced that content is the most important aspect
of the software, they have a highly skillful and knowledgeable workforce.
‐ Following a product strategy; this decision, which was partly made to differentiate themselves
from their competitors, resulted in an increase of focus and proved to stimulate the growth
tremendously.
‐ Transforming the marketing message; by transforming their marketing message to address the
marketing department instead of the IT department, this decision made it easier to sell the
software to their customers.
‐ Setting up a partner network; the attempt to establish this partner network increased their
visibility in the market.
‐ Focusing on communication; both between managers and between employees. Since it is
important to know each other’s strengths and weaknesses to optimally run a company together,
focusing on the communication has resulted in a tight team and a number of changes in
responsibilities so everybody can focus on their strengths.
‐ Internationalization; a necessary step in continuing to grow the company after the saturation of
the Dutch market, this has led to offices being opened in two countries.
‐ Hiring sales employees; a step taken after it was recognized that they needed specialized sales
employees, GX Software experienced a rapid increase in sales when the first sales team was
established.
‐ Introducing a new product; to further increase their growth opportunities, a new and
complementary product was introduced.
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4.8 Pallas Athena

Pallas Athena
Founded by John Hoogland (CEO) and Paul Berens (CFO)
Founded: 1993
Located: Apeldoorn
Website: www.pallas‐athena.com
Employees: 120
Revenue 2010: confidential
Profit 2010: confidential

Interview: John Hoogland, CEO

Since Pallas Athena was founded in 1993 by John Hoogland and Paul Berens, the company has grown out
to a BPM and solutions provider that operates on a world scale. Although Pallas Athena was founded in
the area of Eindhoven, the company moved to Apeldoorn when they grew out of the office because the
majority of their programmers were living in the area of Apeldoorn. Pallas Athena currently delivers
three products to address the business needs of their customers. The oldest product, also the most
mature with large customers, is the business process management software package BPMone. The
BPMone product is currently receiving significant international attention, providing Pallas Athena with
opportunities for further international expansion. The relatively new product for document composition,
ModusOne, is a high potential product for Pallas Athena that is expected to have a large impact on the
company. Finally, ReflectOne, a process mining software package is their most innovative product aimed
at their customer segment. Besides their headquarters in Apeldoorn, Pallas Athena also has offices in
Belgium, England, Germany, Curacao, the United States, and Australia.
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4.8.1 Focusing on case management versus workflow management
The Pallas Athena founders have decided early on that they would focus on case management solutions,
instead of on workflow solutions. This gave them the opportunity to focus on supporting complex
processes that are often unstructured. Pallas Athena already implemented the principles of what is
currently called adaptive case management during their first projects and later introduced these
principles in their software. The flexibility to address the different processes in different companies
placed Pallas Athena in a specific niche of software products, where they were the only player at that
time. This proved them with lots of traction and a relatively easy market entrance. The way the software
could be positioned within the market attracted a number of large customers, giving Pallas Athena a
flying start in the software market.
4.8.2 Becoming a software company
Since Pallas Athena started as a consultancy company, deciding that they wanted to become a pure
software company greatly influenced their success. The first software product of Pallas Athena, a
modeling tool, was developed with the idea to use it internally in the company. After a small number of
customers made positive comments regarding the software, the idea of developing and selling the
functionality as a software product started to take form. Because the focus of Pallas Athena at that time
was projects, the idea was put on hold, but certainly not forgotten. When at some point in time a
programmer they knew became available, the opportunity was taken and the first step towards
becoming a software company was realized. This modeling software, the first software that Pallas
Athena commercially sold, even though it was initially developed for internal use, was genuine packaged
software with high sales volumes and few supporting services.
From that point on, the company gradually transformed from a service company to a product software
company. So while it was a conscious decision to become a software company, it is not something that
happens at one point, transforming the company from one day to the other, but rather a slow and
gradual process with constant adjustments until at some point in time the transformation is complete.
Developing own product
A decision that is linked to Pallas Athena becoming a
software company was the decision to develop their
“The transformation to a software
own product. The old‐fashioned workflow systems that
company is not as naturally as it
were used in combination with the modeling software –
seems.”
and which were the standard at that time – did not
function properly. Since the vendors of these workflow
systems were not willing to implement certain functionalities that were required, Pallas Athena decided
to develop their own software product. As described in discussing the first decision of Pallas Athena, to
implement the functionalities they required from the software, the focus of the software would have to
shift from workflow to case management. Compared to the only other existing product at that time in
the portfolio of Pallas Athena, the modeling software, the case management software is of a completely
different order and required that part of the organization would become service oriented to perform all
the supporting services for the software. This resulted in larger project, a lot of large customers and a
high number of long‐term relationships with the customers.
The case management software of Pallas Athena is build up from two parts; a design part and a control
part. From the moment this case management software became available, the design part of the
software really took off, resulting in market leadership position in the Netherlands within this segment
within two years after the market entrance of the software. Part of this success can be attributed to the
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relative low price of the software. In comparison, the more expensive control part of the software took
approximately four years to reach a reasonable market share.
The only precondition to developing a software product is that the management is willing, and dares, to
invest in the software development. This means that the company should be profitable enough to bear
this investment, or that venture capital should be attracted. Pallas Athena managed to finance all the
development from the profitability of the company. It requires a significant investment to hire a number
of people to develop a software product that does not produce any revenues until it is deployed in the
market. Besides being able to bear the investments of the development activities, the entrepreneur
should also be willing to take the risk of investing a significant sum in software development with
uncertain outcome.
4.8.3 Global orientation
Global orientation has been an essential part of the strategy Pallas Athena follows. Besides being active
in the worldwide market, the global orientation of Pallas Athena has also resulted in them being included
in the Gartner Magic Quadrant, something that gives them a lot of credibility as a global player towards
customers. The fear that large international customers used to have was regarding the continuity of the
company. Since Pallas Athena is mentioned as an example in the Gartner Magic Quadrant, this fear has
been completely resolved. Another result from the global orientation is the offices Pallas Athena now
has in six different countries outside of the Netherlands.
After first entering the Belgium market, followed by the English market – the first due to the Dutch
language and the second as an introduction to English speaking markets – Germany was stop number
three on the international expansion of Pallas Athena. After having copied the same model used in the
Netherlands to both Belgium and England, this way of doing business failed hopelessly in Germany. After
trying to get a foothold in the German market with Dutch people running the German office, and later
having a German country manager run the office, they
finally succeeded in gaining a reasonable market share
“You can only be successful in
by acquiring a German company. The Caribbean office,
another country if you are market
located in Curacao, started out as a partnership with a
leader in your own country.”
local partner, but soon developed itself into a full Pallas
Athena office.
After a promising start in the United States, the financial crisis hit and business became difficult in the
United States because in times of crisis, American companies look for American suppliers for their
software. The United States is currently a difficult but promising market for Pallas Athena. Finally, the
Australian office is slowly coming along, even though it does not receive too much attention from the
management.
In the case of Pallas Athena, it took approximately five years before their international activities actually
started paying off. To be credible in a foreign market, where there are often local competitors, you need
to have a strong and stable position in your home market, according to John Hoogland. Besides the
strong market share in your home market, which usually also provides the financial means to go global,
the company should also be ready for the international aspiration of the management. This includes for
instance the product and the delivery system. When even one of the business aspects is not ready for
international expansion, which in itself is a lot of trial and error, the chances for success become rather
small. John Hoogland mentioned that they probably made the same mistakes as numerous other
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entrepreneurs, and that no matter how many books you read about this subject, you will probably still
make these same mistakes, since there are a number of things that you just have to experience yourself.
4.8.4 Product acquisition and product integration
The ModusOne product, which deals with document composition, is a product they did not develop at
Pallas Athena, but was acquired to enter a new market segment. This acquisition enlarged the product
portfolio of Pallas Athena, while it complements and supports the other products in the portfolio. This
gave them cross‐ and up‐selling opportunities at existing customers, but also aided Pallas Athena in
gaining a good position in the German market, something that they did not mange with only the BPM
product. Additionally, the ModusOne product is not only useful for existing customers, but also attracts
new customers to the other Pallas Athena products.
While an acquisition is a decision with sharp outlines, made after careful consideration, and seemingly
with instant results, it took Pallas Athena two to three years after the acquisition before everything was
in working harmony with the rest of the company. This included extending the product, and aligning the
business processes involving the ModusOne development with the rest of Pallas Athena.
Integrating process mining in the BPM lifecycle
Pallas Athena has positioned itself as an innovative company, by integrating their process mining
software in the BPM lifecycle, something no other BPM vendor has done. While there were separate
process mining software packages available – although none integrated in the BPM lifecycle – and the
scientific world was busy analyzing the potentials,
customers were not using it and were not willing to pay
“Motivate your decisions, make
for it since the business value of the software was
unclear to them. By integrating it in the BPM lifecycle
sure your employees understand
and communicating the benefits of the process mining
them; even if they disagree, they
software to their customers, Pallas Athena has helped
should understand your decision.”
their customers see the value and necessity of the
software.
That these results do not always show themselves in the short term can be seen when looking at the
time it cost Pallas Athena to make their process mining software profitable. After heavy investments in
for instance pre‐sales and market, the result is now beginning to show, albeit rather slowly. The
unfamiliarity of the product in the market is part of the reason for this slow acceptance; John Hoogland
mentioned that every day they still have to explain to customers what their process mining software
actually does.
4.8.5 Transforming the company structure
The most recent decision that has had a great impact on the success of Pallas Athena was changing the
company structure to business units. This decision was made to be able to keep a close contact with the
high diversity in customers that use the different software products from Pallas Athena. Because of the
success Pallas Athena experienced, they grew to a large organization, where it is easy to lose direct
contact with customers when a product manager is needed to mediate between development and
consultancy, a marketing manager is needed to mediate between sales and marketing, different country
managers need to manage the different county activities, etc. This less intimate contact with the
customers results in losing sight of what the customers want from your company and from your
software. The danger of this is that instead of developing what the customer wants, you start developing
what you think the customer wants. Pallas Athena has done this with the process mining software and
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although it worked out favorable for them; it is by far not easy to convince your customers to buy
something they do not yet see value in.
With the transformation to a business unit structure, each business unit of approximately 40 people act
as small, flexible companies and can maintain a close contact with the customers. The focus of the
business units is on the customers, which is also the reason all three business units are active on
international level, so that contact with all customers can be guaranteed. That this would be beneficial to
the success of Pallas Athena became clear when the first positive results were visible within three
months after the decision was made. John Hoogland mentioned that the most important thing with this
decision to change the company structure is that the whole company is behind the decision; everybody
should see the value in this kind of decisions. While this is important in all decisions, it is critical in this
kind of strategic decisions that have a large impact on the company.
4.8.6 Other
There is a lot to learn in business when it comes to partners. While partners are often lining up in front of
your door when business is good, they just as easily disappear when success is delayed, making it really
difficult to develop a loyal connection with a partner. One of the areas where Pallas Athena learned their
lessons the hard way was when dealing with system integrators. One of the common mistakes according
to John Hoogland is thinking you are doing business with a system integrator, while in fact you are only
doing business with a single department that makes up a small section of the company. It also takes up a
lot of energy to keep the relationship in working order, since the systems integrators usually have no
specific benefit in selling your software, meaning that all the effort for the relationship had to come from
Pallas Athena.
Aspects for successful decision making
John Hoogland identified two aspect of decision making that are critical to leading a company to success.
The first one is that you should be willing to stick to a decision you have made, but at the same time
should have the ability to reconsider your decisions on
time. You need to dare to admit to yourself if your
“You want to be a visionary, yet you
decision has not reached its envisioned result. It is a
have to be prepared to reverse
balancing act between sticking to your decisions, and
those decisions that do not work,
knowing when to correct them. John Hoogland believes
without becoming opportunistic.”
this is both the most difficult, but at the same time also
the most beautiful thing about being an entrepreneur.
The second aspect of successful decision making comes down to empowering your employees to make
their own decisions on their level. But also this aspect has a restriction, and that is that you should
immediately intervene when you see that something is going wrong. While it is unproductive for a
manager to wanting to be on top of everything, it is equally damaging to give your employees too much
responsibility and latitude when it means you cannot intervene as soon as things go wrong. Just as the
previous aspect, this also is about finding the right balance.
4.8.7 Wrong decisions
Although wrong decisions have been made at Pallas Athena, some of them are of sensitive nature and
therefore not suitable for publishing. One of the wrong decisions that have been made that can be
elaborated on, was to exclusively use country managers for international expansion; finding someone
with experience to introduce the Pallas Athena products into his home market. Although John Hoogland
does not know why it does not work, whether it is because of the type of software products, the
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company culture or plainly because they are a Dutch company, this internationalization strategy did not
work for Pallas Athena in any country. The only solution is to send Pallas Athena employees to the
country that they want to enter. One of the disadvantages of having a country manager, according to
John Hoogland, is that although he usually has a clear goal, he is lacking the background, maturity and
enthusiasm that distinguishes Pallas Athena employees from competitors. Since Pallas Athena is not big
enough to start out in a country with 10 employees and a generous marketing budget to attract the first
customers, they focus on the persuasiveness and unique software solutions to attract customers in a
new market. That is the only way to convince customers to do business with a new foreign software
vendor without any local market share.
4.8.8 Summary
This section contains a short summary of the decisions described above, together with the motivation to
make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides a clear
overview of the decisions made in the history of Pallas Athena that will be used in the analysis and
comparison of all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of Pallas Athena, according to John Hoogland, are:
‐ Focus on case management solutions; since complex problems are often unstructured, this was
believed to be the best approach to solve these problems. It resulted in flexible processes and a
unique product positioning in a new niche market.
‐ Become a software company; after the first software product, initially intended for internal use,
proved to be a success, the decision was made to transform the company from a consultancy
company into a software company. This was the start of the company that Pallas Athena is
today.
‐ Develop their own product; initiated by the fact that software vendors did not want to
implement the suggestions Pallas Athena had for the software, which resulted in the software
being unusable for them, they decided to develop their own product. This caused a
transformation of the company and resulted in larger project, larger customers and long term
relationships with those customers.
‐ Focus on global orientation; not only opening offices abroad, but also being active in other
countries and having a global applicable product have resulted in a worldwide market and being
included in the Gartner Magic Quadrant.
‐ Acquiring a product; this decision extended their product portfolio, provided them with cross‐
and upselling possibilities and attracts new customers, without having to develop the software
from scratch.
‐ Integrating process mining; by seeing the value of process mining being integrated in the BPM
lifecycle, the decision to realize this integration helped customers see the value of process
mining software and positioned Pallas Athena as an innovative company.
‐ Transforming the company structure; to a business unit structure for each product. Mainly
initiated to keep a close contact with their customers, this decision resulted in exactly that.
The wrong decisions, as identified by John Hoogland:
‐ Using country managers for internationalization; tried as a common way to internationalize,
finding experienced and knowledgeable people abroad who are able to transfer the Pallas
Athena culture to the customers is almost impossible.
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4.9 ORTEC

ORTEC
Founded by Aart van Beuzekom (CEO) and 4 others
Founded: 1981
Located: Gouda
Website: www.ortec.nl
Employees: ± 530
Revenue 2010: € 53 million
Profit 2010: € 1 million

Interview: Aart van Beuzekom, CEO

Since the foundation in 1981, ORTEC has grown from a five person local programming company to an
international product software company with more than 500 employees. Their goal is to support their
customers in the strategic and operational decision making by offering advanced software solutions and
consultancy services that focus on planning and optimization. The software solutions of ORTEC can be
organized into three categories: routing software, people scheduling software, and software that deals
with stacking and loading. The first software product that ORTEC developed, Shortrec, is an automated
scheduling and routing system. The next generation version of this software product is called Transport
and Distribution and is much more an integrative software system than the ORTEC product, which is still
being sold today. The people scheduling software, which is called Harmony, was developed in a later
stage, and Loaddesigner, the software for stacking and loading, was procured by ORTEC. To deliver their
software to their more than 1550 customers, ORTEC has offices, besides those in the Netherlands, in
Belgium, Germany, France, the United Kingdom, Romania, the United States, Singapore, and Australia.
Figures 23 and 24 show the growth development of ORTEC from 1990 onwards.
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Figure 25 ‐ Revenue growth ORTEC

Figure 26 ‐ Employees growth ORTEC

4.9.1 Starting
The first decision that leads to success is actually staring doing business. In this decision, personal drive is
critical to actually get the company of the ground and attracting the first customers. It is important,
when you are an entrepreneur, to take action instead of waiting for what is coming, something that is
more common in ‘regular’ jobs. An element of this
decision is also plain perseverance, believing that the
“A decision is not a single moment,
decisions you make will eventually lead to success. Aart
but a moment long past, preparing
van Beuzekom is of opinion that the majority of
for the decisions to come. In my
entrepreneurs quit when success is taking too long to
view, entrepreneurship is being
materialize. That is why perseverance is a critical
prepared for the future.”
property of an entrepreneur, just as not being afraid to
discard large amounts of money in striving for success.
Hiring first employees
A second key decision was hiring their first employees when they were still a programming company
without any specific software products. This initiated the growth of ORTEC and would later provide the
revenues required to finance the product development activities. Five years after ORTEC was founded,
the original start‐up team was extended with a small number of employees.
4.9.2 Product development
The third decision that contributed to the eventual success of ORTEC was the decision to develop and
introduce their own products. This decision really took hold approximately ten years after ORTEC started
doing business. Due to the fact that ORTEC at that time had grown to about 20 employees in total, who
were all working on an hourly basis for the ORTEC customers, they were able to finance the product
development activities from their existing revenues. This method of financing was not really risky, due to
the fact that there was already a constant revenue stream coming into the company. The main reason
for ORTEC to finance their software product development from their earnings was simply because that
was what they believed to be the best option at the time.
Looking back, it is clear that deciding to develop and sell software products contributed to the success.
Where the employee numbers has grown from 20 to 100 regarding the consultancy aspect of ORTEC in
the last 20 years, the product development section of the company has grown from zero to over 400
employees in that same time span. Without the software products, ORTEC would not have become a
software company operating on the world scale. However, the impact these software product
development activities would have on the company were not so clear when the decision was made. As
Aart van Beuzekom describes it: “first it is a gamble, than it becomes hope, and now it is starting to
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become reality.” Although you do not let it show to either your customers or your employees, the
outcome of the decision is always unsure until the success manifests itself.

Professionalization
During the process of product development, small decisions are constantly made to make incremental
improvements to the software and to slowly transform the company into a product software company.
This manifests itself in the way different versions of the software are developed. The first three versions
of the software were built from scratch, starting over for every new version. With version four through
seven the software was upgraded with each subsequent version. Approximately ten year ago, when
version eight of Shortrec was developed, a custom‐made architecture was used. This has also been a
fundamental decision in the success of ORTEC. Since then, new versions have consisted of some
improvements and many extensions to the ORTEC product, possible due to the stability of the software
and the underlying architecture.
Each of these decisions can cause quite some uncertainty and can take up to a couple of years before
everything around the new product version has been stabilized. Observing how other software
companies are handling these situations and decisions can certainly be of benefit; there is a lot to learn
from colleagues and competitors. It is however critical to forge your own path to success and act
accordingly.
4.9.3 Internationalization
Almost simultaneously with the development of the first products, ORTEC started its expansion to
neighboring countries; Belgium, France, and Germany. Ten years later ORTEC decided to take their
international expansions seriously and also enter the US market. The international expansion of ORTEC
was not planned this early in the product lifecycle, but when potential customers from abroad showed
interest in the product, the ORTEC management decided to follow up. The process, as Aart van
Beuzekom described it, involves having an idea of how to organize the international expansion. In the
case of ORTEC, since the management did not speak French, wanting to sell the software in France
meant that a Frenchman needed to be hired. When they happened to meet a Frenchman in a bar – he
was there for other business – they decided to start with hiring him. Basically, for ORTEC it came partly
down to luck that successes were achieved in France and Belgium. When they realized the success in
these countries was starting to materialize, this same approach was taken to start selling their software
in other countries, such as Germany, the United Kingdom and later also the United States.
From experimentation, it became clear that having Dutch employees accompany local sales people is
initially the better option. This Dutch employee can then take care of the connection to the company,
while the local sales employee can truly speak the language with all the jargon that is used in the market.
Since sending Dutch employees abroad to lend a
helping hand in establishing a market share in a certain
“There are always more roads that
country requires quite some setup time, it is again the
lead
to Rome, the question is: which
idea to find an optimal mix between sending Dutch
one suits you best?”
employees and hiring locals. The idea of think global, be
local is of high importance when doing business abroad
according to Aart van Beuzekom.
When the first international opportunity came, the product was far from ready to being deployed
internationally. A development iteration with measures to improve the professionalism of the software
was immediately necessary to equip the software with the opportunity to add for instance different
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languages and different road maps. From the opportunistic introduction to internationalization, ORTEC
has evolved in their goals regarding international expansion. What started as an opportunity that was
taken without the ORTEC management knowing for sure whether this was the direction they wanted to
take the company has developed and without knowing whether or not it would be successful, to the
wish to have an office in all Western and Eastern countries.
4.9.4 Other
Since Aart van Beuzekom does not perceive the decision making in the history of ORTEC as a conscious
process in itself, this section will explore how he feels the success of ORTEC was realized.
Being opportunistic
Selecting which opportunities to pursue and which to ignore or abandon is one of the most influential
aspects of entrepreneurship according to Aart van Beuzekom. At ORTEC, they accepted all opportunities
that they came across for the first ten years that they were in business. This was mainly to ensure that
there would be enough work for the ORTEC employees to be done the next day. Accepting all these
opportunities automatically resulted in the growth, since more and more work was accepted that usually
could not be finished in time with the amount of employees that was available. Additionally, Aart van
Beuzekom mentioned that the majority of these opportunities were pursued without knowing whether it
would work out or not. That is how ORTEC initially experienced its growth, by accepting all the
opportunities that they could accept and having luck lend a hand in being successful in those pursuits.
The consultancy aspect of ORTEC, currently about 100
employees strong, is still used to identify market
“The decisions you made in
demands. When the consultants are asked to solve the
retrospect are the best decisions.”
same problem a number of times at different
companies, it will be investigated whether or not a
software product that addresses the problem can be profitable. Due to the complexity of the products
ORTEC delivers, developing such a new product can easily take up to five year to complete. The first
ORTEC product, Shortrec, was developed solely because there was a customer that requested that
ORTEC develop a route planning software product. It could be said that the course ORTEC followed
regarding software development was cause by a single request from the market at a certain time. As
Aart van Beuzekom put it: “Entrepreneurship is about recognizing market demand and addressing the
market demand with a competitive product.”
Where flexibility is important in accepting new opportunities, it is equally important to be persistent to
the paths that have been chosen; to keep the good aspects of the business, while still being able to
accept new challenges and opportunities. Besides acting on market opportunities, luck also plays a role.
The opportunities that customers can offer can be utilized to make some headway on the product on in
the market.
Preparation
While ORTEC was convinced that most of the decisions described above had to be made, timing these
decisions right is crucial. You can have a really great idea, but if you are five years too early, before the
market is ready for your solution, this idea will not be successful. This indicates that although there is
nothing wrong with having plans for the company, you should wait with the implementation of these
plans until an appropriate opportunity arises. That is why Aart van Beuzekom sincerely believes in that
the best thing you can do is to prepare for the plans you have, so that the moment the opportunity
presents itself, you can immediately react to it. Executing plans without a market opportunity will always
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be a gamble whether or not the market will accept your plans; a gamble that in the worst case could
mean the downfall of the company.
The philosophy of ORTEC has always been preparing for opportunities you are willing to seize. This
basically comes down to making a decision often years before the decision is actually acted upon, since
this timing is determined by the readiness of the market. All of the fundamental decisions described
above – starting, hiring the first employees, starting developing software products, internationalization –
have been made quite some time before action was taken. Preparing to be able to act on these decisions
when the market is ready, which could partly be described as preparing to be opportunistic, has been
crucial for the success of ORTEC.
Part of this preparation consists of a ‘regular’ five year plan that contains everything that ORTEC wants to
accomplish in the next five years. The timing is however flexible, something that was planned to be done
in year five of the plan, can for instance already take form in the first year. Other activities can even still
be on the five year plan ten years after they were added. What is important in this case is that you think
of what needs to be done to accomplish each of these plans. Then, when the time comes to actually
implement the plan, it is clear which steps need to be taken, which increases the chances of success.
Although these systematic improvements are constantly updated, the execution is mainly driven by
opportunism; plans are generally not executed unless a market demand exists.
An example of what is currently planned towards the
end of the five year plan of ORTEC is entering the Asian
market. However, if a large customer, for instance Coca
Cola, is of opinion that ORTEC should start doing
business in China within the next two years, they are
likely to do so. This is the opportunistic view that ORTEC
embraces when it comes to future plans. While models
can easily show how action ‘A’ can result to result ‘B’,
these relations are almost never so clear cut in a
business environment.

“You can pretend to have a plan,
but you mainly had a plan looking
back. In the meantime you try to
accomplish as much as possible
with the least amount of money.”

4.9.5 Wrong decisions
Aart van Beuzekom admits that during the lifetime of ORTEC, a lot of mistakes have been made and a lot
of money has been wasted, for instance with quotes that were too low for the amount of work it
entailed. On the other hand, you do not learn anything if you do not make any mistakes. “Looking back,
it is easy to judge. The question is whether you could have known at that particular time” if it was a
wrong decision, according to Aart van Beuzekom.
An example from the history of ORTEC from a decision that did not work out was the first guy who was
hired to set up the product side of ORTEC, who was also responsible for the first sales activities. After
approximately two years, the ORTEC management fired this person after a hefty disagreement. Aart van
Beuzekom admits that it was not because this employee did not know what needed to be done, but
because ORTEC did not know what needed to be done; they were not quite ready for the steps they
needed to take. This proved to ORTEC management that it is a constant balance between moving
forward when the company is ready and pushing the company to move forward.
A questionable decision that results in mixed feelings can be found in the decision to start selling the
software to the German market. For foreign companies, Germany has proven to be a difficult market,
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which in the case of ORTEC often results in making a loss in the German market. On the other side of the
equation is the fact that the German market is such a large and important market in Europe that pulling
out of this market is also not an option for ORTEC. These are the kind of situations that can make the life
of any entrepreneur hard.
4.9.6 Summary
This section contains a short summary of the decisions described above, together with the motivation to
make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides a clear
overview of the decisions made in the history of ORTEC that will be used in the analysis and comparison
of all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of ORTEC, according to Aart van Beuzekom, are:
‐ Starting; coming from personal drive and ambition, actually starting and working fulltime on the
company had made a great impact in getting the company of the ground.
‐ Hiring the first employees; although still during the time before they were a product software
company, hiring the first employees initiated the growth of the company, since more projects
could be accepted.
‐ Develop their own product; although this decision was initiated by a request from a customer,
this decision, which resulted in a large growth increase, would eventually also result in the
product with which they would currently operate on a world scale.
‐ Professionalizing the product development; although the necessity was there to improve the
product, they did not want to have to develop every new version from scratch and therefore
decided to professionalize the product and the development activities. This resulted in a
significantly more stable product.
‐ Internationalization; again a major decision in the history of ORTEC, this decision was also
initiated by their customers. After interest arose from abroad, they decided to internationalize
the product and the company, which was the start of operating on the worldwide market and
having offices in eight countries.
‐ Preparing for opportunities; as an opportunistic company, ORTEC wants to grab opportunities as
soon as they arise. To be able to do that they need to prepare for these opportunities, which can
often be identified as possible opportunities for the future, so that they are in a position to act
on these opportunities when they arise.
The wrong decisions, as identified by Aart van Beuzekom:
‐ The first person to set up the product side of the company; even though this person knew what
needed to be done for the transformation to a product software company, ORTEC did not know
what needed to be done and were therefore not ready to take the necessary action.
‐ Entering the German market; although identified as a questionable decision, ORTEC entered the
German market since it is a critical market in Europe. It is however also a really difficult market,
which results in the German activities regularly making a loss.
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4.10 e‐office

e-office
Founded by Roland Hameeteman (CEO) and Rutger Stekelenburg (CEO)
Founded: 1991
Located: Houten
Website: www.e‐office.com
Employees: 100
Revenue 2010: ± € 10 million
Profit 2010: ± € 100.000

Interview: Roland Hameeteman, CEO

e‐office builds custom software solutions for digital workspaces based on technologies of Google, IBM,
Microsoft and RIM (Research In Motion Limited) and delivers consultancy services in this area. Since e‐
office was founded in 1991 they have focused on improving the online collaboration, communication
and knowledge sharing among professionals, there the optimal balance between people, the
organization and technology is their focus of attention during the execution of their projects. Besides the
custom made digital workplace software, that is developed and deployed on a project basis, e‐office also
developed a couple of standard scenario’s that can quickly be implemented at a customer. When e‐office
was started 20 years ago, both founders were working from home, 150km apart from each other,
already using collaboration software. After spending quite some time in an office in Den Dolder, they
were ready for a new location and a fresh building. They eventually ended up in Houten, mainly because
of the parking facilities; a parking garage is located right across from the building, while other locations
offered only around two parking spaces per 100m2 of office space.
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4.10.1 Starting with a dream
The first decision for the founders of e‐office was to actually start. Not only was starting a critical
decision, the fact that both founders started the business with the same dream has also been critical for
the success of e‐office. This dream was not about getting rich, but the idea that businesses are ready for
a new way of working. This dream has not changed during the 20 years that e‐office is in business.
Instead of the traditional method, where organizations are run by using processes, models and
procedures, e‐office basis their method of running a company on the ability and potential of the
employees; what they call ‘the power of people’. The ultimate goal of e‐office – in which they have made
significant progress in the past 20 years, but have not yet reached – is finding an optimal combination of
the old process oriented thinking and the power of people. The dream they had, was finding the optimal
solution to combine the power of people, which they call the corporate brain when discussing the power
of all people in the company, with the traditional processes in a company.
The power of this dream is what shapes e‐office; all decisions are made
from the viewpoint of this dream. This method of doing businesses is
clearly described by the model of Simon Sinek2, as can be found in Figure
27. While the majority of companies work this model from the outside in
– deciding what they want to do followed by determining how to do it
and sometimes why they do it – there are a number of successful
companies that do business by following this model from the inside out.
This means they have a clear vision of why they want to do something,
followed by looking how they can accomplish this and finally deciding
what it is you do to accomplish this ‘why’. The ‘why’ for e‐office is the
power of people; this is a something they truly believe in, the thing the
entire organization is about.

WHY
HOW
WHAT
Figure 27 ‐ Why, How, What
model of Simon Sinek

A subsequent decision in following the model of Simon Sinek, is deciding how you implement this vision
into the market. For e‐office, this is by supporting companies in improving the usability of the power of
people, which is done by implementing IT solutions to support the employees and by changing the how
the company is organized and how the people inside the company behave. These changes are focused
on people, organization and technology, in that order. Finally, the ‘what’ is viable for change, depending
on the market demand. In the early years this was Lotus Notes, a collaborative software application from
IBM, while currently it mainly involves technologies from Microsoft and Google.
The ‘why’ is the reason the company exists and the
further away from the why you come, the more
decisions you will have to make. Decisions regarding
the ‘what’ part of the business are mainly influenced by
the market. It also helps to keep the focus on what is
important and which opportunities can be turned down
because they do not fit with the vision of the company.

2

“The ‘why’ for us is the power of
people; that will never change. That
is a decision we made, one that
provides us with a lot of energy.”

See www.startwithwhy.com
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4.10.2 Company structure
Finding the optimal company structure has been a long‐lasting process for e‐office involving multiple
decisions of which a number can be classified as wrong decisions. However, since these decisions have
been so crucial to the core business of e‐office, the lessons learned and experiences that resulted from
this process have also been crucial to the success of the company. Because the power of the people was
so ingrained in the belief of both founders, there was hardly any structure to limit the employees when
the company was started. This meant there were no boundaries and no hierarchy, all because they
believed this to the best company structure to create optimal knowledge and information flows
throughout the company. It took e‐office approximately ten years to find out that building a company
without any structure does not work and only leads to chaos. They were then forced to change their
company structure, or face bankruptcy in the near future. This threat, in combination with the
realization that people apparently need some sort of structure to perform well resulted in the decision
to introduce more structure to the organization.
This time it took them only five years to observe and realize that the amount of structure they
introduced into the company was toxic for the power of people, their core value. Although the
introduction of structure resulted in a number of positive effects, the large amount of negative effects
far out exceeded the positives. When they realized this
new course was also not living up to the expectations, a
“It is about doing, trying, and
middle ground was sought; combining the best of both
observing
– including your bank
the structure‐less and the full‐structure methods. This
account – whether everything is
eventually resulted in a situation where part of e‐office
going well: are your employees
is highly structured to meet the agreements that are
happy, are your customers happy,
made with customers and a large part of the company
that is unstructured to release the full potential of the
do we still matter, and are we still
corporate brain. It basically all comes down to trying to
in accordance with our ‘why’.”
find the optimal situation for your company.
4.10.3 Mobile
Around 1993, e‐office identified the mobile market as an interesting development to expand to, but with
the same target audience (companies) and goal in mind. This was one of the decisions that dealt with the
‘what’ section of the model in Figure 27. In spotting the developments in the mobile market, and
recognizing the role mobile devices could play in businesses and collaboration between employees, e‐
office wanted to address this new market opportunity. It took some time before these mobile
involvement of collaborative business applications actually were fully integrated in the solutions e‐office
offers its customers, but eventually these mobile activities grew substantially enough to turn it into a
separate business.
The result of this decision was that the activities of e‐office in the mobile market were expected to
become supportive of their solutions to build the corporate brain within the organizations of their
customers. Being able to connected colleagues without them having to be near a computer turned out
not only to play a supportive role to their solutions, but it is also a development that attracts new
customers to the solutions of e‐office.
4.10.4 Human behavior consultancy
Another market opportunity that the founders of e‐office identified was a consultancy service focusing
on the behavior of people. This opportunity was pursued because it was considered important and a vital
contribution to the optimization of their vision of the power of people. However, since e‐office is known
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as a technology company, it was virtually impossible to set up this consultancy practice within the e‐
office company itself. Customers do not consider a technology company suitable and able to provide
proper human behavior consultancy services. Because both founders recognized the importance of this
consultancy service with regard to the power of people, they decided to start a separate company that
would focus on this consultancy, but would still be part of the same holding as e‐office due to the similar
vision and goal.
This was again a decision that would lead to more business for e‐office and also contributed significantly
to their vision. The only condition to make new activities like this a success, according to Roland
Hameeteman, is that you need a new enthusiastic entrepreneur that can run that section of the
business. The reason a separate entrepreneur is needed is because the e‐office founders cannot set up
this new company and at the same time make sure the entire holding with all existing activities keeps
running smoothly.
4.10.5 Start using Google products
Approximately two years ago, e‐office decided to start using Google technology in the implementation of
their collaborative solutions. The main incentive to make this decision was their belief that an increasing
number of customers are open to utilizing Google technology in their business. This is in part due to the
openness of Google compared to for instance IBM and Microsoft technology; an openness that is more
appropriate for the world we live in today. An added benefit of this open technology is that the cost of
using this technology is significantly cheaper than the closed technologies of Microsoft, IBM and others.
Roland Hameeteman believes that the evolution Google caused in the technology market will set the
tone for future developments. When they identified this trend in the IT market, the decision was made
to start using the Google products to make sure e‐office would not eventually be left behind in the old
ways of working, which undoubtedly would mean a lack of innovation, customers and revenues in the
future. With the uncertainty that current business models will still prove viable in the future,
investments need to be made to keep up with market technologies to ensure their business models will
not become outdated.
The impact that this decision will have on the success of e‐office is still unclear. Although expectation
and hopes are high when it comes to the influence of this decision on success – especially with the
emergence of the cloud – only time will be able to tell.
4.10.6 How to make decisions
The usually quick and easy decision making process between Roland Hameeteman and Rutger
Stekelenburg has its foundation in the 25 years the e‐office founders already know each other, 20 years
of which they have been in business together. This in combination with the fact that the reason they are
in business, their ‘why’, is the same results in a lot of trust between the two founders. This mutual trust
is critical in running a business together. Because they
already know each other for so long and because both
“Doing business means trying; a lot
have a different personality, their strengths and
of it does not work. You should dare
weaknesses are familiar to one another and they
supplement each other nicely. For any decision to be
to try, because it is impossible to sit
successful, the most important condition is that you truly
in your room and figure out what it
believe in the decision you make. That is why the
is the market needs.”
motivation of why you are in business should always be
the same among the founders of a company.
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When a decision has been made, it is wise to test if the idea is viable and gets accepted by the market
before significant investments are made. Roland Hameeteman indicated that this is skill that develops
over time. Testing this among existing customers is the easiest option, especially because you already
have credibility there. One way e‐office tests out new ideas, and also collects new ideas, is by facilitation
presentations and discussions among customers regarding a specific topic. By listening to what their
customers (usually board members) think about certain developments or problems they are facing, e‐
office can collect more ideas and implement these in their solutions, thereby directly addressing the
issues of their customers. The reason that testing your ideas is so critical is because the world is not a
linear model, it is virtually impossible to predict how your ideas will work out in the real world if they are
not tested.
Decisions are always induced by a feeling of urgency; this can either be positive or negative. In the case
of a negative urgency, decisions have to be made to prevent whatever problem the company is facing. In
the majority of cases however, decisions are made because of a positive urgency, usually identifying
opportunities that you would want to pursue. This can be increasing revenues, but for instance also
addressing a new market. Whether or not the urgency is positive, there is one aspect that is critical in
making the decision successful, and that is timing. Timing and, especially in the case of new market
opportunities, finding the right people to execute whatever you have decided. Finding the right person
to execute your ideas is the only real condition for making any kind of decision according to Roland
Hameeteman. All the wonderful ideas you can think of amount to nothing if you cannot find the right
people to execute these ideas. Finding someone with the energy and the passion for your idea is critical
to the success of that idea. The rule of Roland Hameeteman therefore is: if you cannot find the right
person, do not execute your idea.
4.10.7 Wrong decisions
When you try a lot of new things, there are also a lot of things that do not work out. Although running
their company without any structure did not work out eventually, Roland Hameeteman does not see this
as a wrong decision, since the things they learned from the experience have been extremely valuable.
There is not a single reason why ideas or investments can go wrong. It can for instance be that the right
person is not available, that the timing is wrong, that
the market is wrong, it might not receive enough
“If you want to think of something
attention, or the idea itself could be wrong. Another
new, you need to make a lot of
reason why certain decisions could possibly fail is
because the management is the only one that sees the
mistakes. What does not work,
value in the decision. When other people within the
what does work… and eventually
company do not believe in the decision, it is almost
you find something new.”
guaranteed to fail, often am expensive lesson to learn in
practice.
Predecessor of RSS
Approximately 15 years ago, e‐office tried to introduce a product that would automatically gather news;
basically a predecessor of the current RSS readers. Even though they spend a lot of money on buying a
small company and trying to get this of the ground, it ended up being a waste of money. 15 years ago,
the world was not yet ready for this idea. Add to that it being run by the wrong person and failure is
waiting just around the corner.
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Identity management
Another example has been identity management; preventing people to steal your identity through the
web. Although the idea is basically good, the execution and timing again prevented this idea from
succeeding.
Giving people a lot of freedom
A final example Roland Hameeteman gave with regard to things that went wrong in the history of e‐
office regards a decision within the organization. Roland Hameeteman believes that people should be
able to handle a lot of freedom; and therefore also gave the e‐office employees a lot of freedom in their
day to day activities. This proved to be a disappointment; while some people do handle freedom
correctly, others do not and need a lot more control and management involvement to perform
optimally. The mistake here has been that not all people are the same, and the naïve thought that
everybody would handle freedom in their working environment the same as he did himself was proven
wrong.
4.10.8 Summary
This section contains a short summary of the decisions described above, together with the motivation to
make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides a clear
overview of the decisions made in the history of e‐office that will be used in the analysis and comparison
of all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of e‐office, according to Roland Hameeteman, are:
‐ Starting with a dream; besides getting started, this also provided them with a clear focus right
from the start.
‐ Running the company without structure; in trying to empower people as much as possible and
reach optimal knowledge and information flows between employees, the founders of e‐office
decided not to bother with company structure. This resulted in chaos when the company grew
and almost to bankruptcy after being in business for ten years.
‐ Running a highly structured company; having experienced that a company without structure
does not work and people apparently need structure, the structuring of the company eventually
proved to be toxic for their power of the people belief. After five years, they managed to find a
middle way that benefits the company the most.
‐ Enter the mobile market; this decision was made after the mobile market being identified as an
interesting and promising market. It resulted eventually in a separate company, in the same
holding, that is supportive for their main solutions.
‐ Start with human behavior consultancy; because they considered this to be an important and
vital contribution to the power of the people. This decision needed to take form in a separate
company, since an IT company is not expected to be able to deliver human behavior consultancy.
It does however provide a significant contribution to their vision.
‐ Start using Google products; initiated by the openness of their customers to Google technology
and the fact that Google technology has been on the forefront of technological development,
the result of this decision are as of yet unknown, but the expectations and hopes are high.
‐ Testing ideas before significant investments are made; while most of the decisions come from a
feeling of urgency, either positive or negative, the ideas need to be tested for market
acceptance. This can prevent investments being made in ideas that are unlikely to yield any
results without having to spend a lot of money to find out if they will be accepted by the market.
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The wrong decisions, as identified by Roland Hameeteman:
‐ Developing a predecessor of RSS; while it was expected to be a useful product, the world was
apparently not year ready for the technology since the market acceptance was low. A lot of
money was wasted on developing and marketing this product.
‐ Developing a product for identity management; again developed with the assumption that
people would be able to use it, the ideas apparently came too early.
‐ Giving people a lot of freedom; this decision was made because the founders prosper with a lot
of freedom and they assumed that others would do as well. It turned out that not everybody
does well with a lot of freedom and some people need more management involvement.
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4.11 ChipSoft

ChipSoft
Founded by Hans Mulder (CEO)
Founded: 1986
Located: Amsterdam
Website: www.ChipSoft.nl
Employees: 250
Revenue 2010: confidential
Profit 2010: confidential

Interview: Gerrit Mulder, director

ChipSoft has its origin in the decision of Gerrit Mulder to have a software program designed that
automated the invoicing for his surgeon practice. ChipSoft was actually founded in 1986 when Hans
Mulder, son of Gerrit Mulder, started selling this invoicing software program to other surgeons. This
software was designed to print invoices for patients, and later also be able to print the invoices for
health insurance companies. By incrementally extending this software, it transformed into the first
hospital information system, which was introduced in 1994. This software was followed by the first
Windows based CS‐EHIS.Net, Electronic Healthcare Information System. This CS‐EHIS.Net product
delivers a complete package of products and services to care institutions. ChipSoft focuses on the
development of IT solutions for the healthcare sector, with the main focus on innovative, flexible and
user friendly software products. The CS‐ECIS software product provides the care takers with a seamless
integration of different processes into a single workflow, providing uniform data registration and optimal
usability. The 250 employees that are currently working for ChipSoft are distributed over multiple offices
in the Netherlands and a Belgium office.
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4.11.1 Management‐by‐event
ChipSoft is run using a so called management‐by‐event strategy. When an event occurs, you either
decide to act on that event, or you do not, depending on whether or not you see that event as an
opportunity. A number of opportunities that they have acted on at ChipSoft are the emergence of
different types of technology; the emergence of network software, the emergence of Windows software
and the emergence of development platforms. For all of these developments, ChipSoft decided to ‘jump
on the train’ and use the growth and changes of these
technological developments to their benefit. The
changes that for instance could be implemented thanks
“Everybody get as number of
to the introduction of networks, is that information that
opportunities in life, maybe
was entered into the system in the operating room
everybody even get an equal
immediately became available to for instance the
amount
of opportunities, but you
secretariat. This meant that actions such as invoicing
have to take them.”
could be executed at separate locations from the
information is added into the system by the surgeon,
often the operating room.
The main reason why ChipSoft experienced its growth is due to the fact that they have always looked at
the needs from the market; when there is a need within the market, you should develop software to
fulfill that need. That is the basic formula of ChipSoft: develop software for the healthcare market and
perfect that software. As Gerrit Mulder mentioned, ChipSoft operates on the belief that when you make
really good software, the market will establish itself. One of the reasons this works for ChipSoft, is
because their primary market, that of hospitals, is really clear. With a little over 100 hospitals in the
Netherlands, it is really clear who the potential customers are. This resulted in customers that are easy
to reach. In later stages, ChipSoft also extended their active market to the mental healthcare institutions.
Just about the only precondition that exists for any decision, according to Gerrit Mulder, is that you are
open to new opportunities and not afraid to try something new. While some things may work out great
and others do not, the main thing is to not be scared to try something new. You should constantly be
looking for the next step to take, constantly be innovating. The role of the entrepreneur in these
scenarios is to keep tabs on the market and identify the trends. The trick of the trade is then to be able
to separate the trends that are permanent, which therefore can add value to your product or your
company, from the trends that will pass, which usually are just a short‐term hype. These permanent
trends do not necessarily have to add financial value to the company; value can also be added with
regard to the quality of the software or for instance in new functionalities to justify investing in these
trends. An important aspect that provides ChipSoft with the opportunity to invest a lot of money into
innovation, something they have been doing for the
past 15 years, is that ChipSoft is a family owned
“The key to success is permanent
business. With no external shareholders that demand
innovation.”
dividends, ChipSoft can basically invest as much of their
profits into new innovations as they would like.
4.11.2 Product choices
The organic growth of ChipSoft gave rise to a large number of small decisions that led to incremental
extensions and improvement of their software product. In the early days, these extensions were initiated
by the needs of the customers; as more computers found their way into different departments of the
hospitals, software to run on these computers was necessary. After the first product that handled
financial administration, the first addition was a functionality to register referrals, followed by a system
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to make appointments. By these incremental changes, the initial financial software product was
transformed into a complete software package that automates the practice of medical specialists. By
anticipating on the implementation of computers in the hospitals, ChipSoft quickly became a market
leader in the medical software branch. When at some point the development started for a new product
that would be introduced to the operating room, Gerrit Mulder participated by advising on what the
software was supposed to be able to do for surgeons and nurses. By these constant decisions to develop
new functionalities and to perfect the existing software, ChipSoft soon had a fairly complex system with
it’s a specific workflow aimed at optimally supporting the hospital staff that worked with the software.
The main reason for the complexity of the software is the diversity; the data that is entered into the
system in one place, has to be used in multiple other places that will all have to be linked. In the old
days, this diversity of activities on occasion led to certain activities not being invoiced to the patients or
insurance companies.
With the spreading of the computer and the networks throughout the hospitals, ChipSoft automated the
first hospital by implementing their hospital information system in 1994. The main reason to focus on a
complete hospital information system was that the hospitals faced the same problems as the individual
specialists, for which the software was initially intended. The quality and usability of the software
together with the support ensured the autonomous growth that was incited by word of mouth among
the hospitals. In the clear market of hospitals where everybody knows each other, word of mouth is one
of the most effective marketing strategies. Since the early years of ChipSoft, where to focus was on
administrative automation, the software has evolved into a logistic automation. All data from patients is
stored in a single location, where all different departments can view the data and make additions when
necessary. This change was initiated by the introduction of the electronic patient record on a hospital
wide level approximately six or seven years ago. This electronic patient record is a complete automation
of what was previously done on paper, resulting in some hospitals being almost paperless.
Around the change of the millennium, ChipSoft changed
to a modern architecture to ensure that both
“If people want it, they will buy it;
maintenance and further developments of the software
and then you have success.”
would not be hampered by a software architecture that
is not equipped for the large amount of functionalities
that ChipSoft has in their software. With the arrival of object oriented programming and the new
development tools for this programming structure, ChipSoft was finally able to switch to a new and
modern architecture for their software, something they were not able to do sooner since they were of
opinion that the existing Windows platforms were not robust enough. To keep improving on the
maintainability and the possibilities for further developments, ChipSoft later switched to the .NET
framework and is currently in the process of introducing Windows Presentation Foundation into their
software. These new development platforms are necessary steps to keep modernizing the software, one
of the reasons why customers are so happy to do business with ChipSoft. With approximately half of the
hospitals automated with ChipSoft software, it is safe to say that the modern software and autonomous
growth served to benefit the success of ChipSoft.
The adding of new functionalities to the software was oftentimes dictated by the technological
developments that took place in hospitals in the past thirty years. With for instance the introduction of
CT scans, MRI scans and the digitalization of for instance x‐rays, extra software functionalities were
needed to keep serving the entire hospital. Another source of new functionalities is the active
involvement of ChipSoft during implementation and support of their software. As part of an ongoing
process, questions that arise from customers are analyzed and when they are believed to enrich the
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software, these new features of adjustments are planned into the development cycle. Gerrit Mulder
identified this as a key issue to success; to constantly and actively keep improving and extending their
software product.
For all decisions regarding the product, ChipSoft realized the importance of the decisions they made. This
is mainly because they see innovation not just as an idea, but focusing on doing the actual work. For
each idea that is thought up, there is the realization and the marketing and sales that need to be done
before such an idea becomes a reality. And then, after the software is sold, it also needs to be
implemented and maintained. What is comes down to according to Gerrit Mulder, is that a decision to
implement certain functionality in the software is not just a single decision; it is a whole chain of
decisions. So while the idea itself is important, the
atmosphere in the company also plays a large role, just
“With 5% inspiration, comes 95%
as the actual execution of the idea. Since ChipSoft was
transpiration.”
founded, they have been really consistent in the line
they follow. A single word to describe this line:
innovation.
4.11.3 Human resources
One of the key issues that contribute to the success of a company are its employees. That is why
ChipSoft spends a lot of time on their human resources. Hiring and keeping high quality and skillful
employees is a key concept in doing business that requires a lot of time and attention to get right. That
ChipSoft is doing quite good in this regard can be determined from the fact that the majority of
employees start worked for ChipSoft in the early years are currently still in employment after 20 to 25
years.
When asked what was critical to success, besides the points that were already mentioned, Gerrit Mulder
immediately said hard work. Since nothing comes naturally and everything requires an effort, success
can simply not be reached without hard work from all departments in a company. An important skill of
employees for a company such as ChipSoft, that has a high focus on innovation, is creativity. The rules,
models and tricks that people nowadays learn are simply put into practice, without the involvement of
any creative thoughts of how it could possibly be done in a better and more effective way. This creativity
is considered to be one of the aspects that makes employees extremely valuable, and therefore
important, to ChipSoft. According to Gerrit Mulder, ChipSoft has developed rather unconventional.
Because they do a lot of things differently compared to other software companies, this creativity is
almost a necessary skill for ChipSoft employees.
4.11.4 Other
One of the things that ChipSoft struggled with was the stability and robustness of the earlier Windows
platforms. The first Windows version, 3.11 and 95, were not deemed stable and robust enough for the
goals that ChipSoft wanted to achieve with their software. Since this would logically also influence the
quality of the ChipSoft software architecture – which is depended on the quality of the stability of the
platform – it was decided by the ChipSoft management to not develop their software for the Windows
platform until it was deemed stable and robust enough. The stability of the Windows platform that
ChipSoft required for their products was only available when Windows NT entered the market. Especially
looking at the market in which ChipSoft operates, this demand for stability was a logical due to the
impact their software has on their users and the patients they treat.
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4.11.5 Wrong decisions
While Gerrit Mulder could not remember any wrong decisions that have been made in the history of
ChipSoft, there have been a few situations that did not work out as well as they possibly could. An
example of a decisions that did not work out as well as expected, is that ChipSoft developed a software
product that was requested by a customer, a product that they considered a good fit with the market,
which ended up only being sold to the customer that requested the software. While this decision did not
reach the commercial results that were expected, it is not considered a wrong decision by ChipSoft since
it resulted in a satisfied customer. ChipSoft believes this to be something that is part of doing business in
their specific market and product software development in general.
4.11.6 Summary
This section contains a short summary of the decisions described above, together with the motivation to
make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides a clear
overview of the decisions made in the history of ChipSoft that will be used in the analysis and
comparison of all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of ChipSoft, according to Gerrit Mulder, are:
‐ Management by event; by running the company by mainly reacting to events, they have
managed to implement new technologies quickly, increased the company growth and identify
the needs from the market.
‐ Product choices; a large number of product choices have been made to ensure that the software
was continuously improved and extended by incremental changes. A large number of these
decisions were instigated by market needs that were identified.
‐ Develop the first hospital information system; when they realized hospitals faced the same
problems as the specialists, and the computers and networks were beginning to be common in
hospitals, they decided to develop a hospital information system. This system was the basis for
the current ChipSoft software.
‐ Introducing a modern software architecture; to improve the stability and maintainability of the
software, and to be able to extend the software more easily, the software architecture was
changed to a more modern one. This resulted in a stable software product which is easy to
extend and maintain.
‐ Switching to .NET; to improve the stability and maintainability of the software and at the same
time be innovative by introducing new technologies, this decision resulted in an improved
version of the software and being seen by the customers as an innovative company.
‐ Focus on human resources; this is a necessity, since the employees of a company are a key
attribute that contributes to the success of the company. This focus has resulted in a lot of long
term employees.
‐ The architecture of the first Windows product; this architecture was not deemed stable enough,
which was mainly caused by the lack of stability and robustness of the Windows platform at that
time.
The wrong decision, which is not considered to be a wrong decisions, but a decision that was not really a
commercial success, as identified by Gerrit Mulder:
‐ Developing a certain software product; that was requested by a customer and seemed to have a
good market potential. It was however eventually only sold to that single customer, which did
result in a satisfied customer.
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4.12 Syntess Software

Syntess
Software
Founded by Ernst Bin (CEO)
Founded: 1987
Located: Zierikzee
Website: www.syntess.nl
Employees: 110
Revenue 2010: € 9.2 million
Profit 2010: ± 10%

Interview: Ernst Bin, CEO

Ever since Syntess Software was founded by Ernst Bin in 1987, they have been steadily growing to a
company with approximately 110 employees in early 2011. Syntess Software develops complete
standardized software products for the installation sector, where the focus is on usability, flexibility and
a strong integration. With this software, Syntess Software aims to deliver the best logistic, mobile and
administrative software solutions for the small, middle and large companies in the installation sector.
Customer satisfaction is one of the most important pillars in this ambitious goal. Syntess Software was
originally founded not with the aim of becoming a software vendor, but by Ernst Bin developing software
for the installation company his brothers had. It was only a little later that the potential of the software
was recognized. According to Ernst Bin, these are not really conscious decisions that are made, but
rather events you run into and start implementing. This results in the company getting into a certain
track that in the case of Syntess Software appears to be successful.
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Syntess Software delivers two different product lines called Prisma and Atrium, which together are used
by more than 3100 companies in the Netherlands. Within these product lines there are a number of
editions of the software for the different market segments. The Atrium Professional product edition, the
best fit for the average installation company, is accountable for the largest part of the revenues and
therefore the most important product editions for Syntess Software. Syntess Software currently operates
from two offices in the Netherlands. The trend lines of the revenue, profit and employees growth of
Syntess Software can be found in figures 26 to 28 below.

Figure 28 ‐ Revenue growth Syntess
Software

Figure 29 ‐ Profit growth Syntess
Software

Figure 30 ‐ Employees growth Syntess
Software

4.12.1 Starting and finding a dealer
One of the steps Ernst Bin could identify in the history of Syntess Software – he prefers not to call them
decisions, since he believes that it is impossible to determine the level of influences it has on the
company – is actually starting. In the case of Syntess Software, this was not done with any preliminary
research or business plan; he just started developing a software product for a certain market. The next
distinguishable step was finding a dealer who could sell this software. This decision to find a dealer,
which was made approximately two years after Syntess Software was founded, resulted in a number of
different events. This dealer was used as a trigger for Syntess Software to progress their business.
Around 1995, the decision was made to stop using dealers completely, since they were found to be
holding back the growth of Syntess Software. Since the dealers’ main objective is not to sell the software
Syntess Software developed, but rather their own profitability, Syntess Software founder Ernst Bin
believed that a direct relationship with their customers would be better for Syntess Software. One of the
reasons this direct relationship with their customers works for Syntess Software, is due to the size of
their target audience. Would their target audience be significantly larger, direct relationships with their
customers without the interference of dealers would probably not have been possible.
Besides the more intimate relationship Syntess Software got with their customers when they switched to
a direct sales channel, their sales itself also increased. The main reason for this observation was that the
dealers could just as easily sell software from another vendor to the customers. Another reason why the
sales improved after cutting out the dealers was that it dealers usually have rather limited knowledge
and expertise of your product, something Syntess Software employees do not suffer from.
The transfer to a completely dealer‐free situation was not a really big change for Syntess Software, since
they have never solely depended on dealers to sell their software. The organization structure that is
necessary to facilitate direct customer contact was therefore already in place. This organizational
structure, which included having your own consultants, sales employees, helpdesk and the like, is the
only vital aspect that a company needs to make this switch. Since Syntess Software already had all of
this, the transition to a completely dealer‐free situation was quite smooth. They were quite aware at
Syntess Software of the potential impact that these dealer decisions would have on the company.
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4.12.2 Having a goal
One of the key factors for success according to Ernst Bin is having a goal and also sticking to that goal.
Especially in the beginning a lot of opportunities will present itself when you are starting a business.
There is the opportunity to extend your product range; there are requests from customers to make
custom products or entirely different products, etc. In
these situations, it is critical to stick to your goal, which
“If you don’t focus on your goal,
in the case of Syntess Software was a standard software
you’ll
keep working on other things
product for this specific niche of ERP products for the
and will never really progress.”
installation sector. Having such a clear goal, and being
willing to stick to that goal, is a critical aspect of making
your company a success.
Discontinuing the sale of hardware
Another aspect of sticking to this goal, which could have be categorized as having focus within the
company, was when during the late ‘90s Syntess Software decided to stop selling hardware. In the early
days, it was common for companies who sold software, to also sell hardware (computer systems)
together with their software. Since this hardware hardly contributed to the revenues of Syntess
Software, not even to mention the profits, keeping these hardware activities was not worth the troubles
it caused. Although Ernst Bin mentioned that this decision did not impact the company significantly, it
did diminish the worries within the company.
4.12.3 Extra office
One of the decisions that has helped Syntess Software with their growth and both employee and
customer satisfaction was the opening of an extra office in Gorinchem. With the main office in Zierikzee,
in the south western part of the Netherlands, it was decided to open an extra office in Gorinchem for the
sales and consultancy department around 1994 or 1995. Located somewhat more central in the
Netherlands, it is easier for their employees – who work all across the country – to come to work from
the office. Due to its location, the office in Gorinchem usually also receives the customer who come to
visit Syntess Software.
Opening this extra office did not cause a large fracture within Syntess Software, nor did not require
significant investments, since it basically only involved hiring some extra office space. During the early
days of this extra office they did experience a number of technical annoyances, since an integrated
computer system distributed over such a distance as not common in those days. This resulted in for
instance different customer number for the same customer and phone calls that could not easily be
forwarded. Even though the Syntess Software employees are happy with the fact that they do not have
to come to the office in Zierikzee, Ernst Bin cannot say that this office in Gorinchem has made it easier to
hire new employees. One aspect that does make it easier for Syntess Software to hire new employees is
that in general, sales employees and consultant work in the area in which they live. Consultants that live
in Friesland also work in Friesland approximately 80 percent of the time. This is attractive for the
majority of employees, since it does not require them to make a long daily commute to get to work. This
is of course a luxury that can only be afforded when the company has reached a certain size; with only
three consultants it is impossible to have them work solely in the area in which they live.
4.12.4 Company culture
While Ernst Bin could not identify a lot of specific decisions that contributed to the success of Syntess
Software, he does believe that the way in which the business in run can influence the success of a
company. This not only involved how you handle your employees and customers, but also whether the
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focus is on the long or the short term. According to Ernst Bin, there is a large difference between the
American culture of doing business, namely focusing on the quarterly figures, and the more European
culture, which focuses on the long term. Syntess Software focuses on the long term potential of the
company. Which of the two cultures is the best match for a company is determined by the founders,
management, and the circumstances that the company faces.
The German industry for instance consists of a high number of family businesses who focus on the long
term, gaining, developing and retaining knowledge and pursuing technological innovations. The main
difference with the American industry is the focus on the long term. The American industry almost
completely focuses on the next quarterly figures. Making a profit the next quarter is commonly the main
driver behind the decisions that are made in companies in the United States. Ernst Bin believes that this
is one of the only areas in which conclusions can be drawn regarding the influence of decision on the
success of a company.
4.12.5 Other
A number of other aspects of Syntess Software were discussed, although Ernst Bin did not see these as
specific decisions at that time.
Product
The introduction of the second product of Syntess Software came around the time when the
transformation from the DOS platform to the Windows operating platform was made. At this time, they
decided at Syntess Software to not just make the old DOS software compatible with the Windows
platform, but to actually develop a completely new product. This new product resulted in the software
being easier to sell, and extensions and maintenance activities were easier to perform. While they are
glad they made this decision, Ernst Bin is reluctant to call it a success factor, even though it has played a
major influence in the development of the company.
Partners
Syntess Software has, in general, relative weak ties with its partners. These partners mainly involve other
software vendors that are active in the same niche market, which require a data exchange or for which a
link between the two software products is realized. These partnerships are usually established rather
opportunistic; mainly initiated by a customer who requests the integration of, or a link between, the
Syntess Software product and the software product from another vendor. These other software vendors,
in their participation to realize this link between the two software programs, become partners. Another
source of a partnership can come from certain technological specializations that Syntess Software does
not want to develop themselves, but would like to introduce in their software. Most of the partnerships
of Syntess Software are the result of a problem they faced, which could be solved with partnering with
another software vendor.
Customer abroad
While Syntess Software does have a number of
customers abroad, they have never actively sought
customers or did any marketing abroad; these
customers just happened to approach Syntess Software.
The main reason why Syntess Software has never
actively sought customers abroad is because they still
have plenty customers to approach in the Netherlands.
Besides the large investment that internationalization

“We don’t need to present nice
quarterly figures for our
shareholders. That determines what
kind of decisions you take.”
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activities require, the products that Syntess Software delivers, logistic administrative systems, are really
specific for each country. This requires a completely different product to address these specific business
issues in the different countries. While it is possible to develop this new product, Syntess Software has
not seen the benefits in pursuing this extension to foreign markets.
The influence of people
Besides all the above mentioned aspects of a business, there are also aspects that you cannot completely
influence, such as people. While some people you hire do not perform even closely as expected, other
people develop themselves into critical factors within the company. Even though these people can have
a great influence on your company, it is virtually impossible to predict which people will turn out to be so
important for the company; the selection of new
employees is in large parts still a random process. So
while it might be impossible to predict how people will
“The coincidence factor of hiring the
develop themselves in the company, some people turn
right people is crucial for success.”
out to be crucial in certain positions within the
company.
4.12.6 Wrong decisions
Besides the usage of dealers to sell the software, which would be questionable as a wrong decision since
it did provide Syntess Software with a good trigger for further growth and decisions, Ernst Bin could not
identify any particular wrong decision in the history of Syntess Software. While Syntess Software did
experience a difficult year here or there, especially in the early days, this was in general in consensus
with the overall economic fluctuations in the Netherlands.
4.12.7 Summary
This section contains a short summary of the decisions described above, together with the motivation to
make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides a clear
overview of the decisions made in the history of Syntess Software that will be used in the analysis and
comparison of all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of Syntess Software, according to Ernst Bin, are:
‐ Starting; actually starting developing software for the construction company of his brothers
initiated the start of Syntess Software as it exists today.
‐ Using dealers; to progress in business and to get some traction in the market, it was decided to
use dealers to sell the software, which provided them with a good introduction into the market.
‐ Stop using dealers; after being introduced to the market, the dealers were holding back the
growth of the company, after which it was decided to stop using the dealers. This resulted in a
more direct relationship with the customers.
‐ Having a goal and sticking to it; provided the company with a lot of focus that benefits the
quality of the software as well as the effectiveness of the marketing and sales activities.
‐ Discontinuing the sale of hardware; because it did not contribute enough to the success of the
company, hardware sales were discontinued, leading to the employees being able to focus more
on the software.
‐ Opening an extra office; mainly decided on to increase the reachability of the company, it also
contributed to the growth.
‐ Focus on the long term continuation; instead of focusing on the short term profits, this is a much
more vision when trying to build a stable and long term company.
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‐

‐

‐

Introducing a second product; initiated by wanting to develop a completely new product suitable
for the Windows platform instead of making the old product suitable to run on Windows, this
product was easier to sell to customers, and easier to maintain and extend for the company.
Partnerships; this decision was made because they wanted to establish links and integrations
with other software products. It resulted in weak ties with their partners, but it significantly
increased the compatibility of their software with other software products.
Having the right people; although not really a decision that can be made or controlled, people do
have a large impact on the business, which makes it vital to have the right people at the right
positions.
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4.13 Planon

Planon
Founded by Pierre Guelen (CEO)
Founded: 1982
Located: Nijmegen
Website: www.planon.nl
Employees: 350
Revenue 2010: € 31 million
Profit 2010: € 800.000

Interview: Pierre Guelen, CEO

Planon was founded in 1982 as a constructional consultancy company, at which time the company was
called Guelen Project Maintenance. As a graduated structural engineer, Pierre Guelen made
architectural plans, renovation applications and supervised renovations for roughly the first three years.
When a big assignment for the development of a maintenance plan came, Pierre Guelen made this plan
using spreadsheets on one of the first computers, on which he later wrote a program to perform the
same activities as the spreadsheets performed. This resulted in an increase in customers, until the
request of one of the customers, Phillips, came to extend the functionalities of the software. Pierre
Guelen hired a programmer to develop a mouse‐controlled software program, still in the DOS
environment. This resulted in a transformation from a constructional consultancy company into a
software company, approximately five years after Guelen Project Maintenance was founded. This caused
a growth process, since more developers and sales employees needed to be hired. The four solutions
that are currently delivered by Planon – maintenance management solutions, smart workplace solutions,
corporate real estate solutions and integrated services management solutions – are combined in the
term Integrated Workplace Management Solutions (IWMS); software focused on, and supportive of, the
workplace management within a company. With more than 1300 customers worldwide, Planon has
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offices in Belgium, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, India and the United States, which provide
roughly 60 percent of their revenues, the remaining 40 percent coming from the Netherlands. Figures 24
and 25 show the development of the revenue and employee growth of Planon starting from 1995.

Figure 31 ‐ Revenue growth

Figure 32 ‐ Employees growth in the Netherlands

4.13.1 Focusing on software and facility management
A critical market development occurred when the transformation came from DOS to Windows; since
almost all competitors were large consultancy companies, they were not willing to make a significant
investment to make their software Windows compatible, resulting in almost all competitors leaving the
software market. While the DOS version of the software could be developed by a single engineer, not
even specifically a programmer, for roughly 50.000 Euros, the Windows version of the Planon software
cost six million and was developed by ten programmers. The next significant change, developing in Java,
resulted in the new version of the Planon software being developed by 80 programmers, costing a total
of around 30 million Euros. These were not investments that these consultancy companies were willing
to make for the software, since the software was not a primary product and was often delivered freely
when this consultancy company was hired for a certain job. This focus on software, where their
competitors did not focus on software, significantly increased the market share of Planon in these early
years.
The second major change in environment was when the education in the Netherlands changed during
the ‘90s and the colleges were started to educate people to become facility managers. These education
programs became extremely popular, and all these new facility managers needed software tools to
manage the then also upcoming outsourcing activities, which resulted in for instance cleaning employees
being outsourced. This created a new target audience and a completely new market segment for
software vendors, since these secondary activities were generally not allowed into for instance the SAP
systems, which supported the primary processes. From a purely technical oriented software company,
Planon then decided to focus on the facility management market. When this decision was made, Planon
already had a market share of approximately 30 percent with their software that included maintenance
planning, maintenance control and helpdesk functionalities. By focusing on this new market, Planon was
at the right place at the right time to benefit from the extreme growth of this new market segment. With
three or four competitors at the time in the Netherlands, Planon also profited from their good
reputation that they build during the first ten years they were already active in the construction and
facility market.
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4.13.2 Become market leader
The book “Secrets of Software Success” (Hoch et al., 2000) that was first published around 1999 had a
massive impact on Planon. The authors of this book studied nearly 100 software companies to identify
what causes a company to be successful, coming to two main conclusions that affected Planon: 1) The
winner takes it all and 2) you are always 18 months away from complete failure. This first conclusion is
based on the observation that customers usually buy from the leading player in the market, meaning
that being a market leader automatically results in higher sales numbers. The lesson Planon learned from
this observation is that your ambition should always be market leadership in the product software
market; otherwise your company will eventually be bought by a larger player in the market. While other
types of companies, such as for instance a consultancy company, can easily make a good living by having
customers within one of two cities, product software companies do not have that luxury. This has
become even clearer with the emergence of the
internet, which facilitates the sale of software around
“Software is always a world market,
the globe; whether you buy your software from a
where the largest players eventually
company based in the United States or for instance
always win.”
Singapore does not make a difference, you will just buy
the software that suits your need best.
The second conclusion for the product software market it that you can be market leader today, but can
lose that within 18 months. This conclusion points out the variability of the software market, and
especially the impact that new technologies can have on a company if you fail to introduce these on time
compared to your competitors. This finding, together with the finding that only the top players in the
market survive led to the decision being made that Planon, then fourth or fifth player in the Dutch
market, needed to set a goal of becoming the worldwide market leader in their market segment. This
meant that Planon would have to grow faster, invest more in the product, including making the software
country independent, and needed to start their internationalization activities.
Pierre Guelen sees this as one of the most important decisions they have made at Planon, originating
from this book they read. This decision was also rationalized by the awareness that every new
generation of your software product will cost more money, and at some point is will only be the large
international companies that can fund this software development. A larger development team also
provides the opportunity to quickly implement new technology shifts since there is a lot more
development capacity that can work on implementing this.
Attracting an investor
Around the same time, an investor was attracted to fund this rapid company growth and the product
investments. One of the critical decisions regarding this investor was, according to Pierre Guelen, that
they kept the investor under tight control to ensure that the investor would not intervene with much of
the business aspects. No extra managers of consultants were hired to keep the investor happy,
something that can often be seen in companies where investors are looking to make some quick money.
Planon even managed to buy out the investor after only five years, when the company had experienced
a significant growth. Keeping the control of the company, and not handing it over to the investor, is seen
by Pierre Guelen as one of the critical aspects in this growth phase of Planon. With the majority of shares
still owned by Pierre Guelen, Planon was never forced to make certain decisions with the aim of making
the shareholders some extra money short term. This resulted in the fact that Planon could, and can,
always focus on what is beneficial for the company on the long term basis, which is critical when the first
internationalization activities were started, since it took a few years before they becomes profitable.
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The money from the investor was used as growth capital; it was used as operational costs, which gave
Planon the opportunity to hire extra people and do some extra marketing. Having enough money on the
bank to not constantly worry about the liquidity of the company gives a lot of peace of mind and
provides the opportunity to focus on growing the company without having to worry if you will be able to
pay the salaries next month if you hire five new employees.
Windows product
One of the reasons Planon was so successful at the end of last century, according to Pierre Guelen, was
that they were one of the first companies in their market to have developed a good Windows product,
indicating the importance of a short time to market. Because their Windows product was functioning so
well, the product became extremely popular and Planon was selling them in large quantities. Acting
promptly on these kinds of technology pushes can result in large market shares, leaving competitors with
trying to win back customers from the market leader. Trying to steal customers from any other company,
especially a company who holds a market leadership position, is extremely difficult. The main reason for
this is because the majority of customers prefer to buy from the market leader and customers are
unlikely to switch from software supplier unless there is a strong reason to do so, mainly because it will
cost a lot of time and a significant investment to change software suppliers.
General preconditions to decisions
Pierre Guelen could identify three conditions that need to be met before any decision can successfully be
implemented, the first being money. Since almost everything costs money, it is important to not do
everything at once, but choose which would have the most impact on the company. It is for most
companies not viable to start multiple large changes, since they cost both time and money.
Secondly, and this is perhaps even more critical than having the funds to implement your decisions,
having the right people available is extremely important. Especially when on unfamiliar territory, like
starting out in a new country, having someone who
actually knows what to do, and is capable of doing it, is
“Having an entrepreneur in a
essential for these activities to become successful. One
country
who takes the lead is
of the reasons why Planon had a difficult start in some
perhaps more important than
of the countries is probably due to the fact that they did
whether I invest two or five hundred
not have the right people in that country at the time.
The difference with countries where they did have the
thousand euros.”
right people is remarkable, these countries developed
really quickly.
The final condition is that the product is ready for whatever you have decided. When Planon first
entered the US market, they assumed to be able to sell their Windows product there, since it was still
selling in the Netherlands. However, the US market was technologically ahead of the Dutch market, and
all software in the United States at that time was already web based. This resulted in prospects
remarking that Planon came from ‘the wooden shoe country’, not a complement in this setting. The
main lesson learned was that when your product is not 100 percent ready for a new market; just do not
enter that market.
Of all decisions that are described of Planon, they were quite aware what impact these decisions could
have on the company. That does not imply that making these decisions has always been easy for Planon.
For instance the decision to enter the US market took approximately two years to make. After a couple
of visits and meeting with potential partners, and even an acquisition attempt that did not materialize,
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the board of commissioners advised Pierre Guelen to just make the leap and try it. The idea was that
even if it failed and ended up costing half a million, they
would learn so much from the experience that the next
attempt would almost certainly be successful. By hiring
“You can rationalize everything, but
an office and two employees, Planon would gain
when you have got the parachute
valuable knowledge of the working of the US market,
on your back, the time will come
and with only talking and thinking about entering the
when you will just have to jump.”
market, nothing was bound to happen. At some point,
you will just have to take the plunge and try it.
4.13.3 Internationalization
A result of the decision that Planon wanted to become the worldwide market leader was the start of
their internationalization activities. At that time, they were the only Dutch company that started to
internationalize their business in this market. In each of the countries that Planon wanted to establish
itself, they wanted to open their own office, which comes with a large of problems and difficulties; every
country generally makes a loss in the first couple of years and getting the first ten customers is usually
extremely difficult. Competing with the established local software vendors, as an unknown foreign
software vendor, is really difficult without any substantial presence in that particular county. This
becomes even more difficult, even almost impossible, when the market is already reaching saturation
and need customers to switch from a local vendor to an unknown foreign vendor.
Pierre Guelen admits that it might not have been the best idea to start their internationalization with the
neighboring countries, as so many software vendors do. While it seems simple to start with your
neighbors – in the case of Planon these were Belgium, Germany and the United Kingdom – these
countries are usually not that much easier compared to other countries. Looking back, Pierre Guelen
thinks it would have been better for Planon to immediately start in the United States, which they did not
enter until 2007/2008 when the market was already quite mature. Had Planon entered the US market in
the early years of 2000, they would probably have struggled a lot less to attract customers, since the
market was just emerging during that time. In reference to the adopter categorization by Rogers (1983)
as shown in Figure 8, Pierre Guelen mentioned that the ideal time to enter a market is when the early
majority will buy the software. If you enter that market later, it becomes extremely difficult to get
market share since the late majority usually prefers to go for the save bet and buy their software from
the market leader.
By announcing their philosophy of wanting to become a worldwide market leader, which is quite unique
for a Dutch software vendor, Planon does not complain when they are expected to execute a project in
for instance Azerbaijan or Nigeria – where the Planon employee used to sleep under his bed because of
the amount of gunfire on the compound at night. These are the effects of the decision they made, which
is basically a decisions that every software company has to make for themselves. On the other hand,
Planon does set a few restrictions on the countries in which they will open offices; since opening an
office is only really viable when their customer base will grow out in excess of 100 customers, according
to Pierre Guelen. This amount of customer is necessary to make these offices profitable. The ideal office
of Planon will have a minimum of 15 to 20 employees to ensure the entire office will not be in trouble
when a single employee decides to leave. If it is not possible to establish an office of 20 employees in a
country, Pierre Guelen advises not to enter that market, which is why Planon does not have offices in for
instance Spain, Italy and Greece. In general, it take approximately five years for an office in a new
country becomes profitable, during which the number of employees will steadily grow from two or three
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to somewhere between fifteen and twenty. In other words, the potential of the country should justify a
five year investment and should grow out to a minimal of 100 customers.
Internationalizing is always a strategy for the long‐term, something that takes dedication. Since it takes
approximately five years for a country to become profitable, it is vital that after two or three years of
making a loss, these international activities are still continued. That is why Planon only looked at the
number of new customers during those first years, instead of the balance sheet of the foreign office.
Some of the countries, as for instance the German market, play such a large part on the international
scale that it might require to carry on after a number of
years of making a loss, since the German market is
simply too large to forfeit while becoming a worldwide
“We want to win the Champions
market leader. While Planon as a Group has always
League. That is our ambition.”
made a profit, this has never really been the key motive
for doing business in a separate country.
4.13.4 Product positioning
Around 2002 / 2003, Planon made some significant headway in the positioning and marketing of its
products. While the products itself did not change, a different and more professional positioning of their
products has significantly boosted the international awareness of Planon, up to the point where they are
currently positioned in the leadership quadrant by Gartner, which basically means that Gartner considers
Planon to be one of the top players worldwide in this market. This positioning has given Planon a large
amount of international credibility, especially among the large prospect in the United States. This was
one of the main sources that caused the breakthrough of Planon in the international, and especially the
American, market. To be recognized by Gartner as a serious player in the market, the products (or rather
solutions) that need to be delivered are Maintenance management, Smart Workplace, Corporate Real
Estate and Integrated Services Management, all part of an Integrated Workplace Management Solutions
(IWMS). Before these four products were positioned as such, Planon had roughly 40 different modules
that could be molded into a software package. Dealing with Gartner and the American market,
marketing – which included the positioning of your software solutions – becomes critical.
4.13.5 Standardize the implementation method
The idea to productize the implementation method of the software came from a different book that was
published, a book that described the history of Baan that was published around 1995. This book
described how Baan Company had productized their consultancy department, significantly optimizing
their implementation methods. Imitating this idea, Planon developed the Planon Implementation
Method (PIM), a structured approach to implement the Planon software that resulted in a transparent
method that that never got out of hand. This gave Planon the opportunity to do fixed‐price
implementations, something no competitor dares to do. Based on the Prince2, a highly structured
project management method, PIM2 (as a reference to Prince2) is highly structured but based on the
standard Planon implementation. This standardized implementation method gives the Planon customers
the opportunity to choose a standard implementation that is the most appropriate for that certain
aspect of the business from a number of standardized options. Small changes can than possibly be made
to these standardized solutions, but the result is a significantly faster implementation compared to the
situation where customers are asked what they want without giving them any options to choose from.
In trying to satisfy their customers, the majority of software vendors try to implement all the customers’
wishes, even those that come up during implementation. This causes these projects to get out of hand
and take significantly longer than expected, which is usually not a big problem for these software
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vendors since they normally get paid by the hour. In the facility management market, where at some
point the projects had to be deployed at such high pace to be able to fill the demand, the best practice
solution of Planon began to bear fruit. All the positive stories from customers who experienced a
successful Planon implementation were collected,
categorized per sector and published as books that
could be given to prospects to read the experiences of
“If you are so customer friendly that
their colleagues and competitors. When customers
you’ll change your core software
agreed to this standardized implementation method of
product for every customer, you will
Planon, the implementation was usually executed
eventually lose.”
according to these standard solutions for 90 percent.
Something Planon benefitted from tremendously.
This standardization is in fact what makes the difference between a product software company and a
regular software company, which adjusts its software to the wishes of their customers. That is not to say
that product software cannot be changed; there are usually a number of settings and configurations that
can be adjusted to meet the customers’ wishes. In the case of Planon this can be done by a workflow
engine in included in the software, which provides the
customer to arrange the software as they see fit. This
standardization is viewed by Pierre Guelen as one of the
“There is only one reason why IT
success factors of Planon. He also mentioned that it
projects get out of hand; that is
sometimes can be difficult to stick to your product
because customers do not know
standardization, especially when a large customer, who
what they want.”
uses Planon software in many different countries,
requests a certain change in software.
4.13.6 Wrong decisions
When asked whether there have been any wrong decisions in the history of Planon, Pierre Guelen
answered that limited of the decisions worked out 100% well, since it all took much time and cost too
much money. On the other hand, without making mistakes, you will not learn anything. While there have
not been any major mistakes, Pierre Guelen did mention an example of their internationalization
activities in France as something that ended up costing a lot of money when they just started there. The
first two employees to be hired in France were well experienced people who were familiar with the
market, who within no‐time had attracted four or five customers. After this promising start, the goal for
the next year was set at attracting a total of fifteen customers. Three or four extra employees were hired
to accomplish this goal, which showed that these first two employees in France were not the ideal
managers, which subsequently resulted in the office turning into problems. It came out afterwards that
half of these new employees were not actually doing any work for Planon, what added to the chaos that
was now the French office. The lack of control that the Planon management had from the Netherlands
eventually resulted in a considerable loss of 900.000 euro that year, while the prognosis was break‐even
and the expectation up until November was a loss of only 300.000. The extra customers that were still in
the pipeline, the ones that were supposed to minimize the loss did not became customers, but were
added to the pipeline by an over opportunistic sales employee because he was expected to attract these
customers. To fix the situation, these three or four new hires were subsequently fired, leaving the
original two French employees who were to be managed from an employee from Belgium.
While this turned out to be a wrong decision to hire these new employees, it was not a terrible decision
from the viewpoint of Pierre Guelen. The lessons Planon learned from this experience have also been
valuable; activities in new countries are more controlled and supervised, and forecasts from sales
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managers are no longer being believed blindly. The
majority of mistakes that were made at Planon resulted
from being overly ambitious in certain countries and
having too high expectations.

“I believe we focus enough, but
could we focus more? Yes, we could,
but then again, it is also fun to sell
to Azerbaijan.”

4.13.7 Summary
This summary will contain a short enumeration of the
decisions described above, together with the motivation to make these decisions, and the result that
came from the decision. This summary provides a clear overview of the decisions made in the history of
Planon and will be used in the analysis and comparison of all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of Planon, according to Pierre Guelen, are:
‐ Focusing on software; since the competitors did not focus on the software, there was a market
opportunity in focusing on the software instead of the consultancy. One of the few players in the
market to actually focus on the software when a more serious investment was required, a
substantial market share was available.
‐ Focusing on the facility management market; a new up and coming market, this proved to be a
good opportunity, since they were one of the few companies that entered this new market,
thereby receiving a good market share.
‐ Become market leader; an ambitious goal, but this came from the belief that only the market
leaders eventually survive and that each generation of software will cost more money,
something only the top players in the market can afford. Read in a management book, this idea
resulted in focusing on rapid growth and actually reaching a market leader position.
‐ Getting an investment; for this rapid growth, operational capital was required, for which an
investment was sought. This gave Planon the opportunity to pursue rapid growth and buy out
the investor after five years.
‐ Internationalization; part of the idea of wanting to become a worldwide market leader,
internationalization was required. Although it has cost quite some investments, they now have
offices in six countries, besides their home country.
‐ Positioning the product; to better facilitate their international expansion, a more professional
product positioning was required. Besides the improved product positioning, this decision also
contributed to being in the leadership quadrant of Gartner.
‐ Standardize the implementation method; while this idea came from another management book,
the example of Baan was imitated by standardizing the implementation, which resulted in fare
quicker and cheaper product implementations. This has also provided the opportunity to do
fixed price implementations.
The wrong decisions, as identified by Pierre Guelen:
‐ Growing too fast in France; when the new office in France grew quite fast, they were quick to
hire new employees. This unfortunately led to chaos due to the fact that the two senior
employees were not real managers and there was no way to control and manage the office from
the Netherlands. This has taught Planon how to manage offices abroad and prevent this kind of
mistakes from happening again.
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4.14 Ultimo Software Solutions

Ultimo Software
Solutions
Currently owned by Jaap van Seventer (Director), Erik Huisman (Manager Research & Development),
Michel Vloemans (Manager Customers Support Services), and two others.
Founded: 1998
Located: Nunspeet
Website: www.ultimo.net
Employees: 110
Revenue 2010: confidential
Profit 2010: confidential

Interview: Ewout Noordermeer, Managing Director
and Erik Huisman, Manager Research &
Development

Ultimo Software Solutions was established in 1998 from a management buy‐out by the current owners.
At that time, Ultimo Software Solutions was still called Informatie Systemen Holland (ISH; English
translation: Information Systems Holland). The basis of the software product Ultimo Software Solutions
sells today was developed in 1988. The development of this product, which was called Ultimo
Maintenance Management, was partly initiated by Jaap van Seventer, who joined the company in 1988
and identified a market opportunity. After a couple of turbulent years, where there was a significant lack
of focus, there was a change in management in 1994 when the majority of the current management –
Jaap van Seventer, Erik Huisman and Michel Vloemans – became in charge of the company. The
management buy‐out happed in 1998, when ISH was bought by the three managers and two employees.
In 2007, ISH changed their name to Ultimo Software Solutions. From here on out, the company name
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Ultimo will be used, instead of a combination of Ultimo Software Solutions and Informatie Systemen
Holland. Ultimo, with currently 110 employees, delivers the Ultimo software product in different market
segments, among others: facility management, maintenance, IT service and infra asset management,
from offices in both the Netherlands and Belgium. Usability and flexibility are the key concepts of the
Ultimo software that is used by more than 900 organizations. The trend lines below (figure 31 to 33)
show the growth of the revenue, profit and employee numbers from Ultimo, starting from 1999.

Figure 33 ‐ Revenue growth Ultimo

Figure 34 ‐ Profit growth Ultimo

Figure 35 ‐ Employees growth Ultimo

4.14.1 Maintenance management and flexibility
While the focus in on the time period starting from the management buy‐out in 1998, there are a few
decisions that were made prior to this time that influenced the development of Ultimo in such a way,
that we would shortly like to discuss these.
One of the first decisions that formed the success of Ultimo was the decision to start with a software
package for maintenance management, a decisions that was made around 1988 when Jaap van Seventer
joined Ultimo. Due to the previous experiences within the company, it became clear to the Ultimo
management that the software had to be flexible enough to be deployed in different countries and
market segments where users have specific requirements of the software. Especially this flexibility of the
software is what Ewout Noordermeer believes is one of the most critical decisions in the history of
Ultimo, and also one of the aspects that makes their software unique. Besides the different countries,
the software as also to be deployed in different market segments. Where other competitors in those
days were either branch specific or large and expensive international companies, Ultimo wanted to
introduce an affordable maintenance management system with wide functionalities so that it would be
suitable for a wide range of market segments.
This flexibility of the software had a dual purpose for Ultimo; first, it improved customer acceptance,
since the software could be tailored to the specific wishes of the customers, which eventually also led to
an increased customer satisfaction. Secondly, it provided Ultimo a chance to implement their software in
a wide variety of market segments with the same amount of developers, thereby offering a
diversification of the risks. This risk diversification, a direct result from the flexibility of the software, has
been essential for Ultimo, reducing the influence of the economy on the business performance.
The decision to introduce a maintenance management software product came from the experience of
Jaap van Seventer, who identified a gap in the market that a generic, but flexible, maintenance
management system could fill. Although this decision was possibly made with the idea that this would be
one of the product lines within the company, it turned out to be the basis of how Ultimo currently
operates. The decision to make the software as flexible as possible came from the belief that Ultimo
should service a wide range of customers in different markets, while keeping the customer satisfaction
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as high as possible. On a number of occasions, the Ultimo management was tempted to forego this
strategic decision, that is ingrained in the company; for
instance during the change from the Windows
“The flexibility of the software was
application to the web. Due to the decision to keep the
software flexible, it took Ultimo longer than their
a strategic decision, one we have
competitors to finish the web‐based version of their
been determined to follow. Even
software, raising the argument that maybe they should
though it has been tempting on a
have let go of some of this flexibility to decrease their
number of occasions to partly
time to market. In all cases, the flexibility was deemed
abandon this strategy.”
too important for Ultimo to sacrifice; a strategy they
believe has benefited the company.
One of the conditions to turn any decision into success, especially the high impact decisions, is that a
solid vision should be in place together with the conviction that it is in fact the right path to follow for
the company. The reason of this importance is due to the long time it can take before the results become
visible. For instance the decision to keep the software flexible when the transformation from DOS to
Windows took place, took quite some time, during which the management should be convinced of their
strategy. Looking at the amount of work, without direct result this kind of decision can lead to, the
company also needs to be financially able to implement the decision.
Developing a lite version
Since the Ultimo Maintenance Management software product kept growing, a number of customers
started to believe that the software contained too much functionality and became too large. This was
the reason why in 1992, Ultimo developed a lite version of their software, which they called Minimo.
This product originated from the same single source code as the complete Ultimo Maintenance
Management product, but could easily be positions in the lower segments of the market where
customers did not have need for all of the functionalities of the software.
4.14.2 Focus
A few years before the management buy‐out the Ultimo management recognized that the company
needed more focus, a vision that was continued after the management buy‐out due to the positive
results it delivered. It was decided that all attention would go to the maintenance management software
– including the different versions that came from that product in later stages – and discontinue all other
activities. By focusing on the one thing they did pretty good and not having to deal with all other aspects
of the business that did not have a large impact, they could spend all of their attention on this single
product and improve it significantly. This resulted in all other aspects, the hardware and the other
software development activities, being sold off or discontinued. The result was almost immediate, since
employees only had to focus on a single product, causing development and sales significantly improving
within a short time period and initiating a growth phase for Ultimo.
This focus also became visible in the marketing activities of Ultimo. When the first international activities
were initiated in 2003, the original company name, Informatie Systemen Holland, did not sound
attractive for the Belgium market. So when a separate Belgium company was started in 2006, it was
decided to name this company Ultimo Belgium. In 2007, the name Informatie Systemen Holland (ISH)
was changed in Ultimo Software Solutions. At the same time, the Minimo product was changed to
Ultimo Lite. These name changes resulted in a significant improvement in the marketing activities, since
only a single name would have to be marketed, instead of a company name and two separate product
names. This resulted in far more effective marketing activities and more market awareness.
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Focus on company continuity
Another aspect of focus that made its appearance during that time was the focus on continuity of the
company. The turbulent times that Ultimo experience during the late 1980s and the early 1990s made
the Ultimo management realize that the company needed to make responsible risks and not spend
money before it is earned. Although this might seem as an obvious aspect of doing business, it is not
uncommon to for companies to focus on short term profit, instead of long term continuity. This
continuity is not only important for the shareholders who have a financial interest in Ultimo, but also for
the employees and customers. That is why the Ultimo
management emphasizes the importance of long term
“It has to do with focus, technical
continuity over short term profits; it is the most
decisions, and how you run a
beneficial for all parties involved. This decision was the
result of a combination of the beliefs of the new
company.”
management team and the experiences from the history
of Ultimo.
Although the entire management team was convinced of the importance of the focus on long term
continuity, you could also say that it possibly slowed down the potential growth of Ultimo; that an
investment of a couple of millions might have doubled the current size of Ultimo. However, while in
some cases it might have slowed down growth – and in other cases increase growth – the Ultimo
management feels comfortable with this management strategy, which resulted in a stable and financially
healthy company.
4.14.3 Switching database systems
Another decision that was made shortly before the management buy‐out in 1998 was the decision to
switch to the Sybase relational database system. With the Ultimo software being used by larger
corporations, the old database system was no longer deemed stable enough for the future plans of
Ultimo. It was then quickly decided that for the benefit of the stability of the product, they would need
to switch to a relational database system, from which Sybase was the best option for Ultimo at that time.
This happened simultaneously with the switch to the Windows platform, also to improve the product to
ensure it was ready for the future plans. These changes were completed the moment when the
management buy‐out took place, resulting in a new product with great growth potential under new
management.
4.14.4 Widening and deepening of the product
A very conscious decision of the Ultimo management in the late 1990s was to widen their product.
Ultimo started with a maintenance management system for technical services, but due to market
developments, their product was applied in numerous different market segments. Where the technical
services departments of factories had all kind of requirements for the management and registration of
their assets, maintenance, inspection and a number of other tasks, the maintenance management
product of Ultimo was also used by for instance Rijkswaterstaat, a department of the Dutch Ministry of
Infrastructure and the Environment, where they had completely other requirements, not related to
factories. Health care institutions that were using the software had again very different requirements for
manage their medical technical services and buildings. Each of these requirements caused an extension
of the software with yet another process to keep the customers satisfied with the software.
The emergence of the field of facility management combined all these different supportive services. It
became clear to Ultimo that to keep participating in this market meant either growing and widening your
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product, or being eventually taken over by another company who does grow. It was therefore decided to
widen the product both because there was a market opportunity and because it was the only way to
keep competing in the market. Together with this decision to widen the product, Ultimo also decided to
separately position the different product variations in
the market, even though it is still a single source
“If you wanted to participate in the
software product. This separate positioning of the
facility management field, you had
software, which can be seen as a deepening of the
two
options: either grow and widen
software, made the software suitable for specific
your product or get eaten by a
markets with different names, such as Ultimo
company who does.”
Management,
Ultimo
Facility
Maintenance
Management and Ultimo IT Service Management.
These changes have directly influenced the decision making process regarding the software
development; which product features fit the company focus, what needs to be implemented to keep up
with competitors, and how can competitors be left behind. This widening of the product portfolio within
their focus gave Ultimo extra growth potential, however, they were not the only company in the market
to do so; the competitors were facing the same issues and were therefore moving to a more common
ground, increasing competition within the market. To be distinctive from the other competitors, Ultimo
needed to make smart decisions regarding the product development, which then could be utilized by the
marketing department. This subsequently caused Ultimo to give more substance to their marketing
activities around the year 2000; the level of the marketing communication and the planning of the
company and products were significantly increased, resulting in the Ultimo brand awareness increasing
in the market. This increase in brand awareness, next to the increase of customer satisfaction, has played
an important aspect in the success of Ultimo.
4.14.5 Company culture
Ultimo invests a large amount of energy in the company culture, which results in long term relationships
with their employees. There are two main reasons for Ultimo to spend a lot of energy in their company
culture, the first being that they view themselves not just as a company that should earn money, but also
as a company that employs people so they can support their families. Besides this sort of social
responsibility, committing employees to the company for the long term also benefits Ultimo. With the
knowledge intensive work that is being done at Ultimo, it takes quite some time and money to get new
employees up to speed regarding the flexibility of the product, the wide variety of markets and
functionalities. This basically goes for all elements of the company, from the programmers that should
have knowledge on the flexibility and the different functionalities of the system, to the sales employees
and consultants that should be able to sell and implement the software at a high variety of different
customers. Although there is some segmentation, employees still need extensive knowledge to perform
within Ultimo. This involves investing a lot of time – and therefore money – to teach these employees all
the necessary skills and get their knowledge up to date before Ultimo can start to benefit from their
employees. This makes it beneficial to Ultimo, also economically, to have long term employees.
While this might have not been a specific decision that was made at a specific time, but rather just grew
into the company culture, it is something that the Ultimo management focuses on because they believe
this is one of the success factors of Ultimo. The pleasant manner in which the employees work together
at Ultimo, together with the willingness to work hard – by both management and employees –
contributes to the stable and profitable position of Ultimo in the market.
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4.14.6 Other
A change that occurred gradually in the later years of Ultimo, is that from a rather secluded and
independent company, Ultimo has gradually been involving customer and advisory groups in the
development process. While this has not been a decision in a specific point in time, but rather a
development that grew gradually, it has provided Ultimo with a better relationship with their customers.
Phased growth
Partly made possible due to the flexibility of the software, Ultimo decided to focus on a phased growth
strategy; first focus on the Netherlands, in later stages carefully feel out the Belgium market. Ultimo did
not start their own office and hired extra employees in Belgium until they had twenty Belgium
customers. This phased growth is in line with the focus on long term continuity; funding everything with
profits and not seeking loans or investments. While Ultimo is active in a large number of market
segments, these market segments have been chosen for their stability and continuity. The focus on the
food sector, service providers in the construction and transport market, the care sector and
governmental institutions have all be chosen by the Ultimo management because of their stable
presence in the Netherlands; they are all sectors that are unlikely to be outsourced or disappear
completely. The different developments in these market segments are therefore carefully monitored by
Ultimo to be able to adjust their software when needed to optimally serve their customers. The fact that
Ultimo is so close to the market gives them the opportunity to focus on a specific market segment when
specific market developments require a change in the software.
Management consensus
Another aspect that attributes to the success of Ultimo is the consensus among the management team.
While the different managers look at certain situations differently – for instance from an opportunity,
operation, development or financial viewpoint – each of the managers is aware of the strengths and
weaknesses of the company. By discussing the different viewpoints, consensus is eventually always
reached, mainly because all managers truly believe in the general strategy by which they run Ultimo.
Ewout Noordermeer believes that the different characters that make up the management team, four in
total, contribute to the balanced perspective that is the foundation of the consensus on critical decisions
regarding the company strategy.
4.14.7 Wrong decisions
Ewout Noordermeer and Erik Huisman could not
identify any decisions that really influenced Ultimo
“When we can’t do something, we
negatively. There are however enough decisions that
say so and pull out. We feel happy
have worked out well of Ultimo, but that could be
with this conservatism; we highly
questioned looking back whether it could have worked
value
an honest way of working.”
out even better. These decisions are for instance
regarding to first Windows version; it could be
questioned whether Ultimo should perhaps had made a
version for Windows 3, instead of waiting until the release of Windows 95. While there are a number of
these decisions that can be questioned in hindsight, they are quite happy with how things worked out at
Ultimo.
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4.14.8 Summary
This section contains a short summary of the decisions described above, together with the motivation to
make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides a clear
overview of the decisions made in the history of Ultimo that will be used in the analysis and comparison
of all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of Ultimo, according to Ewout Noordermeer and Erik
Huisman, are:
‐ Developing software for maintenance management; identified as a market opportunity to
introduce a new product line, the result of this decision became the basis for the software that is
currently sold by Ultimo.
‐ Making the software flexible; originating from wanting to serve a wide variety of customers, the
flexible software is quite versatile and can be implemented in a large number of markets.
‐ Developing a lite version; initially started based on customer feedback, this resulted in an extra
version of the software to better target the customers.
‐ Focus; when the management recognized that they needed to focus more, this was considered
the only option for Ultimo to stay in business. It resulted in the company solely focusing on the
maintenance management software and discontinuing or selling all other business activities not
related to this software product.
‐ Focus on company continuity; after having learned from the difficult times the company went
through, it was decided to focus on the continuity of the company, instead of short term profits
and opportunistic activities. This resulted in a stable financial situation for the company.
‐ Switching from database system; necessary for keeping up with the technologies and to improve
the stability of the software, this new database system resulted in a more stable software
product and made the development easier.
‐ Widening and deepening of the product; initiated by the emergence of the facility management
market and the wide range of customers they had, this decision resulted in Ultimo marketing
different products even though it is technically a single product.
‐ Investing in company culture; even though this gradually grew into the company, it is in the
company’s best interest to invest in the company culture because of the knowledge intensive
work that is performed at Ultimo. This resulted in a low employee turnover.
‐ Phased growth; originating from the focus on company continuity and the management not
wanting to use outside investments, the phased growth is realized by being active in stable
markets and ensuring a close connection to the market is maintained.
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4.15 Centric

Centric
Founded by Gerard Sanderink (CEO)
Founded: 1992
Located: Gouda
Website: www.centric.eu
Employees: 9523 (5491 with Centric Holding)
Revenue 2010: € 1.225,7 million
Profit 2010: € 24,1 million

Interview: Gerard Sanderink, CEO

The entrepreneurial experience of Gerard Sanderink dates back to 1978, when he founded the software
and posting company ICT together with partner Hans Quellhorst. After growing this company to 400
employees, a difference in opinion led to Gerard Sanderink leaving ICT in 1991. In 1992, Gerard
Sanderink established the foundation of what would grow out to be the worldwide Centric holding that
exists today. The autonomous growth and a number of strategic acquisitions have resulted in Centric
becoming one of the largest IT Dutch companies. The Centric Holding company offers both product
software as custom made software, together with a large range of related services. Active in a wide
variety of markets, of which the central and local government are important customers, Centric is
convinced that innovation is a key aspect of sustainable growth and success. The usefulness of the
software, together with the focus on the continuity and stability, is what binds Centric with its
customers. With almost 5500 employees, and even more than 9500 when the engineering company
Oranjewoud and the Finance (a financial services company) are included, Centric invests a lot in
knowledge development, both internally as well as in collaboration with educational institutions and
other companies. Centric IT services (the Centric Holding) operates from a large number of offices in the
Netherlands and offices in Belgium, Germany, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland. The figures below show
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the trend lines of the revenue, profit and employees growth of Centric. The extra lines towards the end
of the figures represent the growth development with addition of Oranjewoud and Finance.

Figure 36 ‐ Revenue growth Centric

Figure 37 ‐ Profit growth Centric

Figure 38 ‐ Employees growth Centric

4.15.1 The start of Centric
When Gerard Sanderink was contacted to help restructure a company that was in financial problems, he
was quickly encouraged to buy a portion of the company. When Gerard Sanderink eventually decided to
buy that portion of the company, which had approximately 100 employees, he started out with a lot of
enthusiasm to make something out of this company. However, about nine to ten months later, he was in
despair, wondering how he would make the company profitable again. When around that time the
original company, the one Gerard Sanderink bought a portion of, went bankrupt, he requested to buy
another portion of the company, since he did not believe he could make the company profitable with the
people he had employed. After a lot of hassle and numerous people telling him that it would not work
out, he managed to buy the section of the company he had set his sight on. A couple of months later,
Gerard Sanderink was told by his financial manager that if the company continued the way it was doing,
they would be bankrupt in two months. That was the trigger that Gerard Sanderink needed to alter the
course, to prove to everybody who did not believe in
him that he could in fact make this company profitable.
“That is when I was released from
This resulted in the optimization of particular sections
my
own crippling mood, thinking: I
(who developed separate products) of the company and
will show them that I can actually
selling these sections off, to provide more structure in
do this. That is when we started
the company. In about two to three months, Gerard
doing things completely different.”
Sanderink managed to turn the company around from
making a loss to being a profitable company.
After the sale of two of these product lines with the development teams that were working on these
products, one trading application and a product for car dealerships, there were two development teams
left in the company. These first two products were sold off because they were already outdated and had
no immediate innovative potential. One of the development teams had a product related to travel
organizations and the other development team was developing an application for taxes, aimed at
governments. This latter development team was a nice addition to the newest section he had bought,
that was focusing on different applications for municipalities. So while Gerard Sanderink identified good
opportunities for this section of the company, it was not running smoothly. While analyzing what caused
this troubled progress, Gerard Sanderink identified two problems: they had only a ten percent market
share, and the products were outdated. This forced him to improve and renew the products for a market
that was actually too small to ever really become profitable. Add to that the problem that, looking back,
he was lacking employees that really knew how to develop a proper software product. While some of
the software products for municipalities did not cause a lot of problems, other software products did. In
trying to identify the cause of this difficulty in selling the software, they found out that all competitors in
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the market were facing the same problems. This turned out to be at the foundation of the decision that
will be discussed in chapter 4.15.3.
4.15.2 Buying a posting company
One of two critical decisions that were made during the early years of Centric was buying a posting
company in the infrastructure market in 1994. To not leave anything to chance, Gerard Sanderink
decided to make himself director of this company to keep the control firmly in his own hands. For two
years, this caused a lot of tension due to the extreme growth of the company. This growth made the
company unstable and Gerard Sanderink was just about the only person within the company who was
trying to stabilize his newly acquired business. Despite all these tensions and the hard work that was
required, Gerard Sanderink views this decision as critical since this company was basically the foundation
of the positioning of Centric in the market. The decision
to change this company with the introduction of Service
Level Agreements (SLA’s) was made in 1997. This latter
“You learn that a company that
decision took some time to implement, since Gerard
grows rapidly is extremely
Sanderink had trouble finding the right people to
unstable.”
implement this decision; people who understood what
he wanted to accomplish.
One of the biggest problems you face as an entrepreneur is that you cannot do everything yourself, but
you do have a strong idea on how things should be done. When you try to do everything yourself,
especially in the case where you own and manage a number of companies, you risk losing sight of the
other companies and activities and face the possibility that when you will put a lot of effort in getting
this single company up and running profitably, the rest of the activities will collapse due to lack of
involvement. Finding the right people is therefore a critical aspect of becoming successful.
Buying this company was the result of Gerard Sanderink being impressed with the extreme growth of the
company; from start to 100 employees in only three years with good returns. This fascination and a kind
of naivety that this growth would continue, Gerard Sanderink was interested in buying this company.
Initially, people that sold the company had their own ideas about who should run the company, resulting
in a lot of dissatisfaction and arguing after two and a half months. That was the point where Gerard
Sanderink decided to run the company himself to get the company on track. In the following two years,
his intense efforts helped the company grow from 100 to 400 employees. This growth proved even
further the potential of the market.
4.15.3 Rapid expansion
The second critical decision that shaped Centric into the company it is today and is the foundation of its
success was the decision of Gerard Sanderink to buy every company that was not nailed down. In 1998,
Gerard Sanderink took a chance and took over two complete companies, Kramers IGA and KplusV, and a
part of the Siemens company, all within a single year. Different circumstances made these companies
available for a takeover, and Gerard Sanderink decided to push through and buy all these companies to
realize a significant growth of Centric in all aspects. While all three companies were bought for different
reasons – Kramers IGA for their market share, KplusV for their development team and the part of
Siemens because of their application – buying these three companies has been fundamental in the
history of Centric.
For instance the case of KplusV, while they had a good development team, they ran into trouble with
their software product for law and regulations. When the development was slightly delayed, the
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software was deployed regardless in fifteen municipalities that already bought the software. When all
these fifteen municipalities experienced problems with the software, KplusV did not have enough
development capabilities to solve these problems, which basically came down to the end of the
company. Gerard Sanderink was however willing to buy the company, since he saw an opportunity to fix
these problems and make the company profitable again.
When these different companies were acquired, Gerard
Sanderink faced the challenge to mold these companies
“When you step into a market, you
into single unit. This process involved making strategic
better be sure you have got your act
decisions regarding the products these companies
together.”
delivered, since all four companies had different
applications for municipalities. A single product was
chosen to be the main product, and organizing a big meeting to elaborate on the strategy that would be
followed to transform these different groups of people into a single profitable company. This meant the
other products that were developed would gradually be phased out, so the focus would eventually be on
that single product, ensuring a larger install base for new applications that could be developed. While
the idea was to keep only one single, main product, there were eventually two or three applications left
that dealt with taxes, since there was a large difference in the software requirements that smaller
municipalities had compared to the larger municipalities.
When deciding on which of the products should be phased out and which should stay, there are a
number of aspects that should be taken into consideration: what is the current position of the product in
the market, how many users are there and is it still being sold; is the product state of the art or is it
already outdated; how stable is the software and other aspects. One of the reasons why the product
from Siemens was bought was because this product was far more recent and state of the art than the
other products within the Centric portfolio. In a different market segment, the original Centric product,
although not significantly better functionality wise, was superior in stability to the KplusV product,
resulting in the KplusV product being phased out. The decisions for extensive product strategy, which
products stay and which products go, are basically made by only one or two people, in the case of
Centric by Gerard Sanderink and Karim Henkens, general manager at Centric.
These product decisions are made using common sense and by utilizing business models. In the case of
buying these companies and products, Centric already explored the possibilities, resulting in a quick
decision making when the opportunities presented itself. Mental preparation then is critical to bring
these intense negotiations and transformations to a good end. Different market models, which show the
amount of customers that are necessary to make a product profitable, the prices that is acceptable for
the market and the development team that is needed to support the product can be utilized in this
decision making process. When making these product decisions, it is critical to have a thorough product
vision, and not focus on solely getting paid for the hours it costs to develop and maintain the software.
4.15.4 Partitioning the company
A decision that was made somewhat later in the history of Centric, was the decision to divide the
company into three different disciplines: posting, projects and products. All three really different
disciplines that together provide a certain stability within the global Centric organization. Since these
disciplines are so completely different from each other, they do need to be separated since they require
different dynamics and a different organizational structure. The posting activities can make incredible
amounts of money for the company during a good economic climate, but will barely break‐even when
the economy goes through a specific rough patch. The products however will continue to make money,
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as long as there is a proper long term strategy and vision to keep the products in the market. Even during
economic rough times, the return on the products will not disappear, as is usually the case with the
posting activities.
The insight that this is one of the most stable company structures has grown over time. When doing
business, you will at some point realize that things do not go as they should because either the market is
too small or for instance large investments need to be made to keep the company in business. This is the
moment that you will need to look at the business with a model based view to analyze how things can go
better or be organized in a more optimal way. Gerard Sanderink has gathered a lot of extensive
experience during his time in business and from each activity he has learned how things can go better,
more structured, and how changes in the business can make it more profitable. This involves looking at
technology, the company, the employees, the market and the different market models. It is vital to know
how to introduce a product into a specific market. While a graduate introduction into a market is
possible, this usually costs a lot of effort and investment. According to Gerard Sanderink it is better to
have no customers than to have three customers in a market, since maintaining a software product for
just a few customers is far more expensive than the money it yields.
4.15.5 Other
An important step in the road to success is looking at your own strengths and those of the people around
you. Gerard Sanderink is conscious of his own strengths, which are mainly determining company
strategies and negotiating business deals. While he is quite capable of a number of other areas that
come with running a business, he recognizes when
some of his close employees are better and more at
“Do not panic. A lot of people are
ease with certain activities. In these situations, Gerard
desperate without trumps… you
Sanderink believes you should not be afraid to let other
people for instance give the presentations or sell your
should be able to play without
software. Letting your employees do these things does
trumps.”
not imply that they also determine how these activities
are performed.
Sticking to product software
One of the areas that Gerard Sanderink identified where companies commonly fail, is when they develop
a product and for the first customer already start making adjustments to their product to satisfy these
customers; they immediately transform from a product focus to a project focus, losing the benefits that
product software delivers. What a lot of entrepreneurs do not want to understand, is that the money
you can earn by customizing software is the money you would prefer the have, since the customizations
only lead to trouble. One of the main reasons why customers can insist on customizations is due to fear;
fear that they cannot get used to the new and unfamiliar software, while they can work so well with
their old software systems. The solution that Gerard Sanderink proposes for this kind of customers is not
by customizing your software, but by investing a significant amount of time in training these customers
to work with your software product, to familiarize them with the software until they are convinced they
can properly work with the software in their day to day activities. The key word here is persuasion. Poor
preparations are often the cause of customers not wanting to accept any changes in the way they do
their work, so spending time in informing the employees at the customer company of the benefits and
reasons for choosing the new software product can resolve this issue. This means acting from a market
perspective instead of a specific customer perspective and focusing on the content; what it actually is
the software can do for the customer. Establishing a proper relationship on the right level, with the
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management, is critical in bringing a business deal to a good end, since the management does not
necessarily care about features of the software, they just want it to work and address their needs.
Motivated employees who can surpass their own abilities
Every company needs people in key positions who can surpass their own abilities. It is however critical
that these people are taught how far they can go in this, for their own physical health. Gerard Sanderink
remembers an example where he himself worked unbelievable hours to make a deadline, with the
intense effort and stress that comes with it, working from seven in the morning until ten at night, for
seven days a week. When the deadline was made, his body was completely drained and he could not do
anything, not even read a book. The intense effort
completely drained both body and spirit to the
“A lot of people do not believe that
maximum, resulting in not being able to focus on
anything at al. The lesson Gerard Sanderink learned
when you believe in something, you
from this experience is that you keep an eye on your
can accomplish it. But you will really
employees that things like these do not happen. While
have to believe it.”
he truly believes that working hard is a good thing, it is
not worth risking your health by pushing it too hard.
4.15.6 Wrong decisions
One of the biggest mistakes that Gerard Sanderink could identify was buying the first company; that
came from pure naivety. He wanted to learn remediation and therefore decided to buy a company that
was not doing well, so he had no choice but to learn how to remediate. In a not so favorable economic
climate, it would be a lot smarter to buy a company that was doing well, so the company could benefit
from the rising economy while Gerard Sanderink now had to work really hard to get the company
remediated. Learning how to remediate a company was a specific skill Gerard Sanderink wanted to learn.
While it could be seen as a crazy idea by some, Gerard Sanderink finds this kind of pursuits exiting and
interesting.
Another mistake was made with the takeover of a company in the market of workplace management
and call centers. He previous owner had a sad story to tell that Gerard Sanderink was his last hope and
that the company would be bankrupt within two week if he could not sell it. Tempted by the sadness of
his story and the time pressure, Gerard Sanderink did not have the time to analyze the situation
properly, a gigantic mistake. He then found out that the call center was occupied by employees who had
to work, but did not want to work, leading to a completely wrong culture to make any company a
success. This is, even today, the core of one of the most common problems and the cause of the biggest
frustration of Gerard Sanderink; having weak teams. When you have large aspirations, you will need
dedicated and motivated employees who know what to do. While these teams are in place in certain
areas of the company, they are rare enough to cause large problems within the company when a
number of these good people decide to leave the company.
Lessons learned
While Gerard Sanderink admits to have made a lot of wrong decisions, he ended up learning from all of
them. As an example, from the situation where the appointed manager ran the company he took over
(described in chapter 4.15.2), Gerard Sanderink learned that you should always be involved in the
selection process of hiring a managing director. If the new director does not match with your own
personality and the vision you have for the company, it is bound to lead to trouble. A skill Gerard
Sanderink learned by leading that company himself, a company that consisted largely of women, was
how to manage a large group of women. While they were extremely inspired and motivated, they also
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could play mean tricks on each other when he was not around. This taught Gerard Sanderink to manage
people closely to keep firm control of his employees.
4.15.7 Summary
This section contains a short summary of the decisions described above, together with the motivation to
make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides a clear
overview of the decisions made in the history of Centric that will be used in the analysis and comparison
of all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of Centric, according to Gerard Sanderink, are:
‐ Buying a company in trouble; the company was bought because Gerard Sanderink believed he
could turn the company around, in which he eventually succeeded after experiencing a lot of
trouble. The restructuring included selling half of the product lines of the company.
‐ Buying a posting company; one of the critical decisions in het history of Centric, Gerard
Sanderink was impressed by the growth the company had already experienced. This growth was
continued for the next two years, when the company grew from 100 to 400 employees.
‐ Rapid expansion; by expanding rapidly when the opportunity arose to buy a couple of
companies, buying these companies resulted in a significant expansion of Centric that came with
a large market share improvement and a huge quality improvement in both development team
and product quality.
‐ Product decisions; a number of different product decisions were made to mold the four
companies into one, this resulted in focusing on the best products and selling or discontinuing all
others.
‐ Partitioning the company; when it was recognized that the different activities in a company
require different management styles and a different focus, it was decided to partition the
company into three divisions: posting, projects and products. This resulted in a stable company
structure where all three divisions can perform optimally.
‐ Sticking to product software; it is believed that doing customizations for customers on your
software product will only lead to problems. It is therefore of importance to keep the product
software department pure and not do any customizations.
‐ Having motivated employees; are critical to the success, especially if these employees can
surpass their own abilities during a short time period.
The wrong decisions, as identified by Gerard Sanderink:
‐ Buying a company in trouble; especially during a difficult economic climate, this was a naïve
decision with the idea to learn how to remediate. This cause a lot of trouble before the company
was turned around and became profitable.
‐ A takeover of a company in the workplace management market; after being tempted by a sad
story and under time pressure, Gerard Sanderink ended up with a company with extremely
unmotivated employees that was making a loss.
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4.16 UNIT4

UNIT4
Founded by Chris Ouwinga (CEO) and ten others
Founded: 1980
Located: Sliedrecht
Website: www.UNIT4.nl
Employees: 4040
Revenue 2010: € 421,7 million
Profit 2010: € 43,2 million

Interview: Chris Ouwinga, CEO

UNIT4 was founded by a group of eleven colleagues who made up the software development
department of an American company named Management Assistance Incorporated (MAI) Basic Four.
This company sold Basic4 computers, which were delivered with software. However during the economic
down cycle in 1980, the project to create a Dutch version of the American software that the company
delivered with their computers was cancelled and the employees of the development department were
asked to leave the company. It was then decided to start their own company, where the hierarchy of the
old situation was initially kept the same, meaning that the first management was made up of the people
who managed the software development department at MAI. This was the start of Unit Four
International, what would later be known as UNIT4 Agresso and is called UNIT4 since 2010, who focused
on automating smaller companies by providing software for financial information and trading
companies. This software was developed for minicomputers, which were the common computers used
by small and medium sized companies to automate their financial processing. While these were officially
two separate products, Fini and Visy, they were often bought as a single as a single product, and
therefore also called Fini/Visy. During the years, UNIT4 has extended their product portfolio by offering
advanced, market specific standard product software that addresses a wide variety of markets, business
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goals, and types of organizations. A public company since 1998, UNIT4 has currently a number of offices
in different countries, supporting their business activities in 24 countries worldwide.
4.16.1 Focus on a product strategy
Right from the start in 1980, UNIT4 has focused on developing standardized product software because
they identified this as the best growth potential in trying to automate the small and medium sized
companies. While it was common in those early years for companies to buy a computer and then hire a
couple of programmers to develop a custom made application, UNIT4 did not find it efficient to develop
a ledger application from scratch for every new customer. The first product that UNIT4 developed was
therefore a standard application that contained all functionalities that were common in that type of
software applications to address the market of small
and medium sized companies. By standardizing the
software products, in combination with delivering the
“Predicting is difficult, but
smallest amount of different product during the early
predicting the future is the hardest.
stages of the company, UNIT4 could focus on
You make decisions and
implementing their software product by the maximum
estimations,
and based on your
number of customers. This resulted in a solid customer
assumptions you try to determine
base for UNIT4. This packaged software proved to be a
the financial impact it has.”
critical success factor for UNIT4, partly because this was
a relatively new concept, especially for the SME market.
The software that was developed during the first two years of UNIT4 was developed with the idea that
the UNIT4 customers would find those developments and features interesting and useful. While these
development decisions were based partly on the expectations what the customers would like, but also
what UNIT4 themselves liked to see in the software. After these first two years, customer involvement
grew and customers were asked to give feedback on the proposed development. This resulted in better
market knowledge and a clearer idea of the impact your software can have in the market.
Using customizations for product expansion
When a standard software product is delivered, there are always customers who would like some
adjustments or extra functionalities that are not in the standard software; functionalities that can usually
be paid for by the individual customers. UNIT4 always tried to develop these extra functionalities in such
a way that it could be included in the standard software product, resulting in the customer paying for a
part of the software development activities. This not only results in a bit of extra revenues, but also an
expansion of the software product. Especially in the early years of UNIT4, this gave UNIT4 the
opportunity to expand their product on a regular basis while the customers are paying for (part of) these
expansions. This almost never happens any more in the current situation of UNIT4, since their product
contains so many functionalities that there is not much to expand. Next to that, the software is
developed in a manner that makes it easy to make certain adjustments without having to change any
source code.
4.16.2 Standardized maintenance
A decision that contributed to the continuity of UNIT4 was to introduce standardized maintenance,
meaning that when the software product is sold to a customer, this customer also needs to have a
maintenance contract which ensures the customer of receiving new versions, bug fixes, helpdesk
support etcetera, and provided UNIT4 with a steady revenue stream. While this is a common
phenomenon in the present‐day software companies, it was quite rare in 1980 when UNIT4 introduced
these contracts for their software. The importance of this steady revenue stream is even still visible
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today, where almost half of the revenues from UNIT4 originate from maintenance contracts. By being
strict in solely selling the software when a maintenance contract is signed with the customer, UNIT4
managed to receive as much recurring revenues as possible from the software, something that provides
the company with some financial stability that is almost unaffected by the economic fluctuations. Part of
handling these contracts correctly is including a yearly price adjustment to compensate for the inflation.
The revenues that these maintenance contracts yielded have helped UNIT4 through a number of difficult
times during their history.
4.16.3 Balancing short term decisions with long term decisions
A large number of decisions that were made during the start‐up phase of UNIT4 were to generate
money. While they started out with a vision and a goal, the majority of decisions will be money based
because UNIT4 did not start out with a generous start‐up capital. This means there should be a good
balance between decisions that affect the short term (like generating money) and the long term (keeping
the focus on your goal). Everybody knows that the best way from your current position to your goal is
usually a straight line, but in business, as with almost anything in life, there will be obstacles that prevent
this line to be followed. Avoiding these obstacles, while at the same time keeping an eye on your goal, is
critical in eventually reaching your goal and making the company a success. Navigating your short term
obstacles are critical in reaching your long term goals, however, when the focus is solely on surviving
these short term obstacles and you lose sight of your long term goal, you might eventually end up
somewhere completely different. Chris Ouwinga
compared this dilemma with using stepping stones to
cross the water. While you need to make sure you do
“You cannot reach your long term
not fall into the water, you should keep your eye on the
goal if you do not survive your short
shore you want to reach to prevent from arriving back
term.”
at the same shore.
Being able to successfully establish this balance in one of the preconditions of making the day to day
decisions, especially during the start‐up phase of the company, where there are usually major liquidity
issues to deal with. According to Chris Ouwinga, this is the essence of doing business, balancing between
risk and return. This return does not necessarily have to be revenues; it can also be development output
or reaching certain goals. Especially in these early years, this balance therefore usually consists of more
risk than return. Reaching maximum return with the minimum amount of risk should be at the forefront
of the mind of the entrepreneur during the start‐up phase of the company. This increases the difficulty in
finding the optimal balance between risk and return, since you need to earn enough money to survive
these short term issues to be able to reach the long term goals, which are basically chains of short term
decisions.
As with all other decisions, one of the preconditions in making any decisions is common sense. Decisions
should be well thought over, and the business case related to the decision should be analyzed properly.
In the case of UNIT4, especially during the start‐up phase, the majority of decisions were made quite
informal. This was a result from the fact that all decision makers already knew each other for a number
of years, which made the decision making a lot easier.
4.16.4 Going public
Although the time that UNIT4 went public, and the decisions that were made possible by going public, is
out of scope, this had such a massive impact on the success of UNIT4 that we want to include it here.
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Going public has stimulated the growth of UNIT4 tremendously. In 1997, UNIT4 recognized that with the
introduction of the Euro in 2002, the European market would open up. A fair amount of UNIT4
customers in the Netherlands had the ambition to use this opportunity to start expanding their
businesses abroad. In wanting to support their customers with their own internationalization activities,
UNIT4 recognized that they would also need an international presence. Since these internationalization
activities costs a fair amount of money, UNIT4 decided to go public to raise the growth capital that would
be required for their international expansion. From the three different ways a company can grow
internationally, green field, partnerships, or acquisitions, UNIT4 preferred the latter option, since a green
field expansion would be too slow, using partnerships – which they experimented with – proved to be
quite difficult in certain areas, leaving acquisitions as a best option.
Unit eventually went public in February 1998, which provided them with funds to make a number of
acquisitions. A number of acquisitions were made to both extend their product portfolio and to
strengthen their market positions. The big breakthrough however came from an acquisition that UNIT4
did in 2000.
Acquiring Agresso
After the IPO (Initial Public Offering) of Uni4, Chris Ouwinga started watching out for possibilities and
opportunities to make acquisitions. The initial idea was to make acquisitions in different counties,
however, over time Chris Ouwinga started to get aware
of the risks this acquisition strategy yields, namely
“Every cow has a spot, meaning
having to localize your product separately for every
that while there were interesting
county where you make an acquisition. This caused any
opportunities,
I became aware of
foreign acquisitions to slightly delayed, until during the
the risk of such an acquisition
end of 1999, Chris Ouwinga found a company that
strategy.”
looked promising: Agresso, a Norwegian company that
was a sort of international competitor of UNIT4.
It turned out that Agresso had the same ideas about international expansion as UNIT4 had; by making a
number of acquisitions. However, they had actually made the mistakes that Chris Ouwinga was afraid of
making; problems with localizing their software and the profitability of the organizations they acquired.
This caused financial problems for Agresso. With the potential of the Agresso product and the offices
they had acquired. UNIT4 eventually came to the conclusion that they were interested in acquiring
Agresso, but that their losses were too severe, so that these would first have to be minimized. At that
stage, Agresso was twice the size of UNIT4 in the Benelux (Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg).
During the next six months, Agresso reorganized the company and sold a number of subsidiaries that
were making a loss. When the deal was eventually made in 2000, which was effectively more of a merger
than an acquisition, Agresso was just break‐even, showing great growth potential.
Since this merger was not without risk, there were plenty of extensive discussions among the
management team, but also with the non‐executive board, about making this deal. The reasons for
concern were regarding the size of the deal, and the fact that Agresso was just break‐even, while UNIT4
at that time was operating a good profit and experienced a fast growth. Chris Ouwinga believes that the
merger with Agresso has been the most important step in the history of UNIT4.
4.16.5 Other
The early years of Unit are characterized by a number of ups and downs and a turbulent company
structure. The two managers that were running the company, both left UNIT4 within 5 years, leaving
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UNIT4 having to decide on new management. About ten years before UNIT4 went public they had sold a
25 percent interest to a company called Volmac. These shares were sold because UNIT4 needed money
for the necessary software development investments. This caused the formation of a non‐executive
board, something UNIT4 was not too happy with only eight years after they started. In 1992, UNIT4
managed to buy back the shares from Volmac against a favorable price. So even though UNIT4 was not
really happy with this temporarily sale of company shares, it was a necessary step at that time and
eventually worked out for the better for UNIT4.
The difference between employment and entrepreneurship
When UNIT4 started as a separate company, the hierarchy staid the same as how the development
department of MAI was run. This made a lot of things easy, but on the other had also caused a number
of problems. For one, the managers that now became directors turned out not necessarily to be good
entrepreneurs. The biggest difference being that as a manager, you will always have a boss to report to,
where as an entrepreneur you are the boss and carry all the responsibility for your actions. But with all
employees that started UNIT4 being shareholders, they were still limited in what they could do. The lack
of financing – UNIT4 started with 150.000 guilder (a little more than 68.000 euro) – was the cause when
in a number of occasions in the early years, UNIT4 was on the verge of bankruptcy. For the investments
that needed to be made regarding software development and providing eleven people with a workplace,
this was not a lot of money. The financial difficulties
regularly resulted in a visit from the bank, which came
“For a number of early decisions the
to inform UNIT4 management that they wanted to pull
sky was the limit, but in reality we
the plug on their loan. The UNIT4 management always
were short on cash.”
managed to convince the bank to keep at it, often with
the promise that a number of large orders were in the
pipeline, although this was not always the case.
This lack of realization of how little can be done with a limited balance and the inability of these early
directors of being able to run the company with such limited funds available, resulted in the parting of
the both directors; the first after approximately one year and the second after about four years. The
shareholders then decided that Chris Ouwinga, together with another employee who would later quit,
should run UNIT4.
That a lot changes when you go from employment to entrepreneurship became clear really early after
the start of UNIT4. Everybody would have to ask themselves whether or not they wanted to run the risks
that come with starting your own business, such as the lack of a stable income. This resulted in the first
person leaving UNIT4 only a month after they started, when he had found another job. With a young
family and a mortgage, he did not want to run the risks that come with being an entrepreneur. Even
though Chris Ouwinga was in the same situation, with a mortgage and a first child being born in the
month they started with UNIT4, but he was prepared to take the risk. At the core of the decision
whether or not to actually go through with being an entrepreneur or preferring regular employment is
the risk perception. A clear distinction was visible in these early months and the first years of UNIT4
between the people that were not willing to take the risk and those that were. What is interesting to
mention and what comes down to the risk perception, is that the parents from a number of people who
were fully committed to UNIT4 were also entrepreneurs. From the original eleven founders, Chris
Ouwinga is the last one still working at UNIT4; all others either quit, retired, had other interests or simply
did not want to work fulltime anymore.
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The Bali deal
At a certain point in time, UNIT4 started selling their software using dealers. Experiencing a particular
difficult time financially, they wanted to generate as much upfront cash as possible. This is when they
decided to introduce the Bali deal. For dealers to profit from this deal, they had to buy five software
packages within a strict timeframe. When they succeeded to do this, they were taken on a paid trip to
Bali. This deal proved a big success, and helped UNIT4 to pass a financial rough patch. There was
however also a downside to this deal, and that was
that dealers were stocking up on software packages,
to be able to go on the trip to Bali. This meant that
“Next to all the concerns and
after the deal had ended, these dealers did not have to
satisfaction that come with
buy any new software packages from UNIT4, since
entrepreneurship, it is just plain fun
they had them lying around and were first selling the
when at some point you achieve
software they had in store. This taught UNIT4 that
some success in your battle against
although these kinds of deals can be a short term
the world.”
remedy, it is not a structural solution to financial
problems.
Startup problems
Due to the almost constantly financial difficulties that UNIT4 experienced the first couple of years, they
asked customers to pay up front for customization work. Due to the fact that UNIT4 was a small
company that had close relationships with their customers, these customers were usually willing to pay
up front. This helped UNIT4 with managing their cash better and to avoid financial problems as much as
possible.
When there was a month where the financial situation of UNIT4 was disappointing, salaries were not
paid in that month, with the hope of catching up a month later. This insecurity also caused a number of
people to seek regular employment and leave UNIT4 in the early days. Not only was cash always a
problem, which resulted in low salaries, people were also expected to work really hard, at least six days a
week, even seven days a week when possible. This total commitment that was required of all employees
also included little to no free days to go on holiday. Although probably common to all start‐ups according
to Chris Ouwinga, this total commitment, willing to do anything to succeed, is necessary to make a
company a success.
4.16.6 Wrong decisions
One thing you need to deal with as an entrepreneur in the technology sector, is the technological
turbulence, or shifts in technology. This is the area where UNIT4 in their early years failed to act
appropriately. From the start, UNIT4 focused their software on the minicomputers that were common in
the early 1980s. Around 1983, the first microcomputers appeared; what we nowadays call the PC. This
has been one of the important technology shifts that occurred during the lifetime of UNIT4. While UNIT4
recognized the emergence of the current day PC’s, the storage capabilities of these PC’s – around 140kb
– was so limited that UNIT4 did not recognize the PC as a serious replacement for the minicomputers for
which they developed software. They misjudged both the speed at which the PC would develop itself
and the possible applications that the PC would be suited for. This proved to be a huge strategic mistake,
one that can now be easily recognized, since the minicomputer does not exist anymore. While UNIT4
had a really strong market position in 1983, their lack to recognize the PC as a serious platform caused
them a lot of market share to their competitors, who did develop software to run on PC’s. It took UNIT4
years to fully recover from this mistake, in both revenue developments and market penetration of their
software.
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This mistake did prove to teach UNIT4 a valuable lesson;
they have been very quick to adopt new technologies
“If for a moment you don’t pay
ever since, mainly because they are so aware of the
attention, the world can pass you by
huge mistake they made with the introduction of the
and you’ll be on the wrong track.”
PC. For instance the introduction of the LANs (Local
Area Networks), the introduction of Windows and
currently the cloud computer, are all technology shifts that UNIT4 adopted as soon as they were
recognized, solely to prevent being left behind by competitors once more. So while this has been a big
mistake in the history of UNIT4, they did certainly learn their lesson from it, resulting in a close
monitoring of technological developments and implementing these in their development cycle.
4.16.7 Summary
This summary will contain a short enumeration of the decisions described above, together with the
motivation to make these decisions, and the result that came from the decision. This summary provides
a clear overview of the decisions made in the history of UNIT4 and will be used in the analysis and
comparison of all decisions in a later chapter.
The decisions that contributed to the success of UNIT4, according to Chris Ouwinga, are:
‐ Focus on the product strategy; they believed this to have the best growth potential, which
resulted in UNIT4 being a pure product software company from the start.
‐ Using customizations for product expansion; since customers almost always want some sort of
customization, this was recognized as an easy way to expand the functionality of the product
while the customers were paying for it. This resulted in UNIT4 being able to realize more
incremental product expansions.
‐ Standardize maintenance; initiated by wanting to receive as much recurring revenue as possible,
this decision contributed to the continuity of the company and provided them with a steady
income stream.
‐ Balance short term and long term decisions; with money being tight during the early years, a
large number of short term decisions needed to be made to generate enough money to stay in
business. On the other hand, long term decisions have been critical to keep an eye on their goal
and the vision with which they wanted to reach that goal.
‐ Going public; a good way to acquire money for their envisioned international expansion, this
money this decision has yielded was used for a number of acquisitions.
‐ Acquiring Agresso; this proved to be a great opportunity to become an international player in
their market, which led to UNIT4 instantly becoming a global player.
‐ Being an entrepreneur; this involved accepting the risks that come with being an entrepreneur
and not choosing to prefer regular employment. Currently, Chris Ouwinga is the last of the
founders still actively working for UNIT4.
‐ Being creative in commercial opportunities. The Bali deal was created to generate up‐front cash
to survive a difficult period. It helped the company through this difficult period, although it
clearly showed that this is not a structural solution.
‐ Having customers pay up‐front for customizations; because money was tight, they requested
these customizations to be paid up‐front to keep a steady income stream. The majority of
customers were willing to pay up‐front due to the good relationships they had with the
company.
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The wrong decisions, as identified by Chris Ouwinga:
‐ Not keeping track of technology disruption. Not developing software for PC’s, the biggest
mistake in the history of the company, was made because they did not believe the PC to be a
serious replacement technology for the minicomputer, this resulted in a large loss of market
share and revenues to competitors. It took UNIT4 years to catch up again and resulted in them
being really aggressive on implementing new technologies.
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5 Decision categories
This chapter will contain a categorization of the early‐life decisions that are identified in the previous
chapter. By categorizing the decisions, we form a basis that can be used for the analysis in the next
chapter. With a wide variety of early‐life decisions, it is virtually impossible to do the analysis with
individual decisions, which makes a categorization the most logical alternative. Each of the categories
will be discussed, after which this chapter will end with some conclusions that can be drawn from the
information that results from the categorization. It should be noted that some of the decisions that are
classified as wrong decisions, due to their lack of commercial or financial result, are not all seen as wrong
decisions by the entrepreneurs. This is mainly because the majority of these decisions either resulted in a
positive effect in other areas such as customer satisfaction, or has taught the entrepreneur a valuable
lesson.
The results described in the previous chapter originate from sixteen interviews at sixteen different
companies. With a little over fourteen and a half hour of interview recordings, this amounts to an
average interview length of almost 55 minutes. These sixteen interviews resulted in a total of 144
decisions being identified. Of these 144 decisions, 123 were considered to be critical to the success of
the company by the entrepreneurs and the remaining 21 were identified as wrong decisions. This results
in 14.6 percent of all identified decisions being detrimental to the success of the company, with
individual outliers as far apart as 0 percent wrong decisions at the lowest and 30 percent wrong
decisions at the highest identified in a single company. The total list of early‐life decisions can be found
in Appendix B – Early‐life decisions overview. An excerpt of this appendix can be found in Table 4. Two
items, which together are mentioned nine times by the interviewees, are not included in the list, since
these are not specific decisions that can be made. However, concerning the number of people that
mentioned these items, we believe it is worth mentioning. A total of 25 percent of interviews resulted in
mentioning that luck, in one form or the other, has been critical to the success of the company and 31
percent mentioned that having the right people employed at your company is critical to making the
company a success.
Decision

Motivation

Opening offices abroad
Widen market by
internationalization

Needed to be closer to
customer
More potential
customers

Near shoring to Romania

‐
Should have an
international presence in
the market; improve
growth opportunities
Dutch market was
getting saturated

Result

‐
International presence
Larger development
capacity for the same
price

Offices in Belgium, UK,
Germany and USA
Offices in Belgium and
Internationalization
the USA
Active in worldwide
market; being included
in the Gartner Magic
Global orientation
‐
Quadrant
Start of worldwide
Interest in product from
operation; offices in 8
Internationalization
abroad
countries
Table 4 ‐ Excerpt from Appendix B ‐ Early‐life decisions overview
Internationalization
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Category

Type

Company
Noldus
Information
Technology

Going
international
Going
international

International
expansion
International
expansion

Going
international

International
collaboration

Stabiplan

Going
international
Going
international

International
expansion
International
expansion

Sofon
GX
Software

Going
international

International
expansion

Pallas
Athena

Going
international

International
expansion

Ortec

Stabiplan

To facilitate the analysis of these decisions, all decisions are divided among the following four categories:
‐ Shaping the company; this category contains all early‐life decisions regarding the company
strategy, including among others decisions related to the business focus, the company growth
and the ecosystem strategy.
‐ Product development; this category contains all product development related decisions,
including new product introductions, customization decisions and others.
‐ Establishing the market; contains a variety of decisions related to marketing activities and
different market related decisions.
‐ Going international; this category deals with all aspects of international expansion, including
collaborations and country specific issues.
The distribution of the early‐life decisions among the four categories can be found in Table 5.
Category
Shaping the company
Product development
Establishing the market
Going international

Total number
of decisions
73
42
15
14

Number of
wrong decision
7
9
0
5

Percentage of
wrong decisions
9.6
21.4
0
35.7

Table 5 ‐ Distribution of decisions among categories

These four categories were created by analyzing and coding the raw interview data that was collected, as
is common according to ‘t Hart, Boeije and Hox (2005). The data more or less naturally divided itself in
these categories, providing a the four categories that maximizes the usability of the findings of this
research project, while still being logical and recognizable categories related to company development.
Additionally, these four categories can also be recognized in the top five management areas as identified
by Hoch et al. (2000). Each of these categories is further specified in a number of decision types that
together make up the category. The category ‘shaping the company’ was identified by the early‐life
decisions that initiated company strategy and other company related decisions that are often initiated by
the entrepreneurs’ vision and ideas. The ‘product development’ category is a logical category for product
software companies, since the company would not exist without their software development activities.
The category ‘establishing the market’ is essential since product cannot be sold when they are not
marketed and sold in a (specific) market. Finally, the ‘going international’ category deals with an
important step for software companies, expanding their activities across the border. These categories
could clearly be identified by studying the interview data and are supported by literature from a
somewhat similar research project.
These categories, including the motives behind placing early‐life decisions in this category, will be
discussed in the next section. From the number of decisions in each category, we can already observe
that decisions related to shaping the company, which includes decisions relating to the company
strategy, are the most common decisions to have a significant impact on the success of a company. On
the other hand, the decisions related to establishing the market appear, at first glance, to be unlikely to
be harmful to the company, since not a single wrong decisions related to establishing the market has
been identified by the entrepreneurs that were interviewed. The going international decisions, however,
prove to be prone to fail with more than one in three decisions being detrimental to the success of the
company. This indicates that the internationalization activities appear to be difficult for entrepreneurs to
get right, at least the first time around. With a little more than one in five decisions in the product
development category being detrimental to the success of the company – more than the overall average
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of 14.6 percent in this study – this is a critical area where entrepreneurs need to take care with their
early‐life decisions to ensure that their decisions lead to success, especially since the product of a
product software company is their main reason for existence.
Within these four decision categories, a number of different decision types can be identified. Identifying
these types of decisions will have a dual function: first, it ensures that the same types of decisions are
not treated as separate decisions, and secondly, it results in a more manageable number of decisions to
be analyzed. The color codes that are assigned to the different types of decisions for each of the
categories in this section correspond to the color codes indicated in the ‘Category’ and ‘type’ columns of
the complete overview of all 144 decisions in Appendix B – Early‐life decisions overview.

5.1 Shaping the company
As the largest of the four categories, containing more than half of the total amount of decisions, the
shaping the company category also contains the largest variety of decisions. Of the total 73 decisions
that belong to this category, seven (or 9.6 percent) are considered to be wrong decisions by the
entrepreneurs. When assigning decisions to this category, the focus was to be on decisions regarding
business focus, scoping, company vision, strategic decisions, operationalization decisions regarding the
growth, the people and the way to company is managed, and ecosystem related decisions.
In analyzing the similarities among the decisions that belong to the shaping the company category, the
different decision types – with corresponding color coding – that can be identified can be found in Table
6 below.
Decision type
Business focus
Vision
Company growth
Managing the company
People
Being a product company
Ecosystem strategy

Total number
of decisions
15
14
13
11
11
5
4

Number of
wrong decisions
1
0
2
0
3
0
1

Table 6 – Shaping the company category decision types

Each of these decision types will shortly be explained to clarify what kinds of decisions belong to these
different types.
Business focus
Nine different companies mentioned business focus related decisions a total of fifteen times during the
interviews, of which only one decision was in a negative context. These decisions all involve focusing on
a specific aspect of the company; this can include keeping the focus on a specific business aspect,
changing the focus, or narrowing the focus by discontinuing other business activities.
Vision
Half of the interviewed companies had a clear vision, which was the basis for fourteen different decisions
being made by these eight companies. This vision usually comes from the personal beliefs of the
founders and their idea of how the company should develop in the future to become successful and
reach their individual goals. The fact that none of these decisions were considered to be wrong decisions
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indicates that having a good vision, and sticking to that vision, can be considered a critical aspect of
becoming successful.
Company growth
Seven of the companies made a total of thirteen decisions that relate to the growth of the company.
Three of these decisions, all of which were made during unfavorable economic times, were considered
to be wrong decisions. The growth decisions include takeovers, opening extra offices and other decisions
to facilitate the growth of the company.
Managing the company
The eleven decisions that were made related to the managing of the company by nine different
companies, of which one decision was considered to be wrong, implies that knowing how to manage
your company can significantly increase the chances for success. This type of early‐life decision includes
decisions to start working on the company, deciding to restructure the company, and other decisions
that determine the way the company is run.
People
Seven of the sixteen companies have identified eight people related decisions, of which two are
considered to be wrong decisions by the concerning entrepreneurs. The people related early‐life
decisions mainly involve hiring the first employees or hiring the first employees of a certain type (for
instance consultants or sales employees), but also include decisions on how to handle new or existing
employees. It could be argued that the hiring decisions should be considered to be growth related
decisions, since hiring new employees usually results in growth. However, also taking into account the
importance of having the right employees (which is not considered here since this is not a decision that
can be made), we decided to separate the people related decisions from the growth related decisions.
Being a product company
From the companies that were interviewed, five indicated that deciding to be a product company, or
focusing on developing standardized software products, was an early‐life decisions that contributed to
the success of the company. Since this research project focuses on product software companies, this
therefore might have been a finding that was expected. However, the fact that about one in three
companies views being a product company as a critical success decision can still be considered
significant.
Ecosystem strategy
Four companies identified a decision related to their ecosystem strategy. One of these decisions was
considered to be a wrong decision. This decision involved collaborating with another company, while one
of the successful decisions involved choosing a sales channel and the other two successful decisions
involved partnering decisions.

5.2 Product development
The product development category contains all decisions related to the software products that the
companies sell, which contribute to a total of 42 early‐life decisions of which nine (or 21.4 percent) were
considered to be wrong. This category includes product strategy decisions, decisions to introduce new
products, technological decisions, and other product development related decisions. Table 7 shows the
four different decision types that can be identified within the product development category, with their
corresponding color codes.
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Decision type
New product introduction
Technical product development
Product development
Customization

Total number
of decisions
14
14
12
2

Number of
wrong decisions
6
3
0
0

Table 7 ‐ Product development category decision types

The four different decision types from this category will be shortly discussed below.
New product introduction
The new product introduction decisions show a high number of wrong decisions (six out of a total of
fourteen, which corresponds to almost 43 percent). These fourteen decisions are identified by nine
different companies, indicating that new product introduction decisions are quite common in the early
start‐up life of a company and that the impact of these decisions is significant, whether this is positive or
negative. For some companies, new product introduction decisions include starting with developing their
own software products (in the case of companies that were not started as product software companies),
while this decision type is also assigned to decisions regarding adding new products to the product
portfolio (via acquisition or development) and introducing new versions of the existing software.
Technical product development
Seven of the entrepreneurs that were interviewed identified one or multiple technical product
development decisions that contributed to the success of the company. A total of fourteen decisions
were identified, of which three were considered to be wrong decisions. The technical product
development decisions include for instance all decisions regarding development activities such as
redesigning the software, implementing certain technical functionalities, and making changes in the
software architecture or the platform that is used.
Product development
The twelve, all positive, product development related decisions that are non‐technological of nature are
placed in this decision type. These decisions, which were identified by eight different companies, mainly
originate from either the vision of the entrepreneur or from market opportunities. The decisions that
belong to the product development decision type include decisions related to which product or
functionalities should be chosen, deciding on software properties, development principles and for
instance decisions regarding the integration of the software with other software products.
Customization
Two customization related decisions were made by two different companies. Both of these
customization decisions are related to the software product. One of these decisions was made to ensure
that the software product development would not be hindered by the customization activities, by
separating the two development activities. The other decision was made to facilitate the expansion of
the product, by using customization requests from the customers to extend the product functionalities.

5.3 Establishing the market
There are fifteen, all positive, early‐life decisions that deal with establishing the market. This category
includes decisions regarding different marketing activities, market focus, and market expansion. This
decision category stands out, since this is the only category that does not contain any wrong decisions.
The corresponding color codes to these three decision types can be found in Table 8 below.
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Decision type
Marketing
Market focus
Market expansion

Total number
of decisions
7
4
4

Number of
wrong decisions
0
0
0

Table 8 – Establishing the market category decision types

Each of these three decision types that are related to establishing the market are shortly elaborated on
below.
Marketing
Six different companies together identified seven decisions that relate to marketing activities that
influenced the success of the company. The majority of these decisions describe company specific
marketing activities, of which two decisions related to a change in marketing focus. Two companies each
identified a decision in which they changed their marketing focus, although both for different reasons.
For one of the companies, this change in marketing focus was to make it easier to sell their software,
while for the other company made the decision to be able to better address the market and introduce a
more professional image. The only wrong decisions that is mentioned in the business focus decision type
(in the shaping the company category) could also be seen as a positive marketing related decision, since
correcting this wrong decision resulted in an increased focus on marketing activities.
Market focus
The four decisions – identified by three companies – that belong to the market focus type are decisions
that deal with focusing the product development and other company activities on a specific market
segment. Three out of four of these decisions were made early on, when the software was developed.
The other decision includes pulling out of a certain market segment, thereby increasing the focus on
their original market segment. The reason why these decisions are not categorized in the business focus
type that is part of shaping the company is that these four decisions clearly deal with specific market
segments, where the business focus decision type contains more general and companywide focus
decisions.
Market expansion
The four decisions that are related to market expansion are identified by three different companies and
mainly originated from market opportunities that were identified. These decisions were generally
speaking made in later stages of the company compared to the marketing and market focus decisions.
The decisions that deal with the market expansion resulted in an increase of the number of potential
customers and also resulted in the market risks being spread, which for some companies was also the
motivation to make these decisions.

5.4 Going international
The going international category contains a total of fourteen decisions related to different
internationalization activities. Of these fourteen decisions, a total of five decisions (or 35.7 percent) were
considered to be wrong. These decisions deal with international expansion, international collaboration
and a number of country specific issues that entrepreneurs experienced. The three decision types with
corresponding color codes can be found in Table 9 below.
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Decision type
International expansion
Country specific issues
International collaboration

Total number
of decisions
9
3
2

Number of
wrong decisions
2
3
0

Table 9 – Going international category decision types

While a number of other companies also have an international presence or development centers abroad,
they have not mentioned the decisions related to going international as a decision that contributed to
the success of the company. This is possibly because for the majority of companies, these decisions are
officially out of scope of this research project, since these decisions are often made when a company has
already exceeded 50 employees. However, due to the impact these decisions have had on the companies
that did mention them, we have included them here. The decision types are discussed below.
International expansion
Half of the companies that were interviewed identified a total of nine decisions related to their
international expansion, of which two decisions were considered to be wrong. Except for one of the
wrong decisions, all these international expansion decisions deal with opening offices abroad, although
the offices were not always opened immediately; in some of the cases, international expansion was
started from the Netherlands and the offices abroad were opened as soon as a respectable customer
base was reached. The one wrong decision that does not deal with opening offices abroad deals with the
organization of the international expansion. The other wrong decision resulted from the products not
being suitable for international expansion.
Country specific issues
There are three companies that each identified a company specific issue they experienced during their
activities of going international, all three having a negative influence on the company. Finding a
distributor in Thailand proved to be a wrong decision, since it did not result in any significant revenues.
One of the other issues dealt with growing too fast, which resulted in managerial and organizational
problems. The final issue regards the difficulty of the German market. The decision to enter this market
is therefore considered questionable.
International collaboration
The two final decisions that have to do with going international are identified by two different
companies and are both related to international collaboration, although in different ways. One deals
with an acquisition, which in practice was more like a collaboration, while the other decision deals with
near‐shoring. This latter decision could be questioned whether it is in fact a collaboration, since the
company has their own development center abroad. The reason this decision is not classified as an
international expansion decision, which it could theoretically be – an expansion of the development
team – is because all other international expansion decisions deal with sales offices abroad, resulting in
an increase in revenue instead of saving costs.

5.5 What can be learned from the decision categories
From the identification of the decision types within the different categories, some preliminary
conclusions can be drawn. This section contains the analysis of the decision types that belong to each of
the categories.
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5.5.1 Shaping the company
There are three decision types – business focus, vision, and managing the company – that include
decisions that are mentioned by at least half of the entrepreneurs. These areas contain early‐life
decisions that contributed to the success of their companies. The business focus decisions are for
instance to focus on the activities that you are good at, focusing on content, or for instance on
communication. The decisions related to vision include decisions of which direction the company should
take, like becoming market leader, or for instance being open to invention from other parties. These
decisions usually originate from the ideas of the founders and they stand out due to the fact that none of
the companies had identified wrong decisions being made in this area. From this fact, it can be
concluded that having a clear vision for the company (and sticking to that vision) is critical for success.
That is, the quality of the vision is likely to play a major role in contributing to success. While the
interviewees did not identify any wrong decisions regarding vision, this can possibly be accounted to the
fact that only successful companies are interviewed for this research project and a company with a poor
vision is unlikely to reach success. The decisions that are part of managing the company include starting
and implementing different organizational changes.
These decision types are closely followed by people and growth related decisions, areas in which seven
out of sixteen companies identified to have made early‐life decisions. The decisions in the people
decision type mainly involve hiring the first employees and some decision about the company handles
their employees. The decisions related to company growth include takeovers and opening extra offices,
and decisions to facilitate the growth, such as getting an investment and extending the product range.
Even though the most wrong decisions have been made in the company growth area, these decisions
have all been made in economic difficult times, making it wrong decisions possibly solely due to a wrong
timing of the decisions. This indicates that timing can have a significant influence on the outcome of any
decision that is made, especially when this decision requires an investment from the company, as is the
case with for instance a takeover. Business focus is, with nine companies indicating that these decisions
contributed to their success, also a rather critical area when making early‐life decisions.
5.5.2 Product development
With an average of one in five product decisions failing to meet expectations, the new product
introduction decisions stand out negatively with a little more than 42 percent of decisions being wrong.
However, when looking more closely at these decisions, the majority of decisions failed due to one of
two possible reasons: 1) the new product was too out of focus for the company, or 2) the timing of the
product introduction was wrong, leading to the market not responding to the products. This indicates,
just as could be seen with the decisions in the shaping the company category, that timing plays an
important role in making successful decisions. This is further explained by the observation that the
product development decisions that resulted from either the founders’ vision or from market
opportunities were all successful. This is mainly visible in the product development type, where all
twelve decisions were successful. These product development decisions deal with platform and product
choices as well as product development principles and decisions regarding product properties and
characteristics.
The technical product development decisions range from decisions to change the software architecture,
to other technical implementations of functionalities or for instance the choice for a specific
programming language. With only three out of the total fourteen decisions being wrong, the majority of
these technical decisions contributed to the success of the company. The final decision type,
customization, contains two decisions that contributed to the success of the company. To keep the
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standardized product development as pure as possible, one company decided to separate the
customizations from to product development activities while another company decided to use the
customizations as a method to expand their product.
5.5.3 Establishing the market
The first thing that stands out from these decisions related to establishing the market is that none of the
entrepreneurs identified a decisions from this category that had a negative impact on the success of the
company. This would indicate that, probably with the condition that the previous decisions such as focus
and products that have market potential are successful, almost all marketing decisions will benefit the
company. Marketing could therefore be designated as an early‐life decision area with great impact. The
marketing decisions, seven in total, range from focusing on marketing and introducing new marketing
activities to changing marketing focus and building communities. Interesting to note here is that, just as
with the shaping the company category, focus also plays a major role in these decisions. Decisions that
deal with the company focusing on a specific market belong to this category, just as decisions related to
market expansion. For both decision types, four decisions are identified by three different companies.
5.5.4 Going international
A remarkable finding from the decisions that deal with going international is the large percentage of
decisions that have a negative impact on the success of the company, a little over 35 percent in total. A
possible explanation could be the low number of decisions (fourteen in total) in this category. With
internationalization activities probably being originally out of scope for the majority of companies, this
can explain the high failure rate of the decisions related to going international. However, despite this
category probably being out of scope for the majority of companies, a total of nine different companies
did mention these decisions due to the major impact these decisions had on the company. The
international expansion decisions, nine in total of which two were wrong, deal with opening offices
abroad and establishing an international presence. The three country specific issues, which are all
negative as the name suggests, deal for instance with a distributor in Thailand and growing too fast in
France. Finally, the international collaboration deals with an international acquisition and a near‐shoring
development center.
Although going international might in many cases be a challenge that comes later in the process of
becoming a successful product software company, it can be stated based on these findings that these
internationalization decisions can easily have a negative impact on the company and therefore require a
considerable amount of attention.

5.6 The early‐life decision model for software entrepreneurs
Besides the people related decisions that belong to the shaping the company category, there are five
people related items mentioned by the interviewees that are not real decisions and are therefore not
listed as decisions. These items deal with having the right – or in a negative context the wrong – people
working at the company. Since five out of sixteen companies, which is corresponds to 32.25 percent,
mentioned the importance of having the right people and the fact that these employees are found to
have a large impact on the company, it could be concluded that having the right people is critical in the
process of reaching success. A total of four different companies also mentioned the influence luck had
on certain aspects of the business and on becoming successful.
To visualize the main early‐life decision categories and corresponding decision types that resulted from
this research project in an attractive way, a model containing these decision types is created (see Figure
39). With basic knowledge of what the model visualizes, this model can easily be used by entrepreneurs
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as a reminder of the different types of decisions that are the most critical to reaching company success.
Entrepreneurs should therefore be aware of these decision types in their day to day decision making.
With luck playing a part in reaching success, the early‐life decision model for software entrepreneurs, as
can be found in Figure 39, seemed an appropriate way to visualize the different decision categories. Each
leaf of the four leaf clover indicates one of the decision categories. The bullet points that are situated
beside the leaves are the seventeen different decision types that belong to the corresponding decision
categories. The order of the decision types is determined by the number of decisions that are identified
for each type. This acts as an indication of the importance of the different types within each category.

Figure 39 ‐ Early‐life decision model for software entrepreneurs
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6 Analysis
This chapter contains the comparison of the identified types of decisions from the previous chapter to
existing entrepreneurial and business models. The decision types are positioned in a number of different
models, of which two are described in‐depth.
An overview of the decision types that were identified in chapter 5 can be found in Table 10. These
decision types include all decisions; the wrong decisions are not excluded or analyzed separately. The
reason why these wrong decisions are not excluded in this analysis is because learning from these wrong
decisions, as was the case in almost all wrong decisions identified by the entrepreneurs, can be just as
valuable. When these commonly made wrong decisions can be recognized, and thereby possible be
prevented, can have just as much influence on the success of a company as making the right decisions
possibly can have. Next to that, leaving out these wrong decisions would only result in dropping the
country specific issues decision type – only one type out of a total of seventeen – since all other decision
types contain more positive decisions compared to the negative decisions. Excluding the wrong decisions
from the analysis would therefore not result to any significantly different results. The seventeen
different decision types, which are organized in four decisions categories, from Table 10 are the decision
types that will be used in the rest of the analysis. Each of these decision types contain at least two
decisions from different companies.
Shaping the company
Business focus
Vision
Company growth
Managing the company
People
Being a product
company
Ecosystem strategy

Product development
New product
introduction
Technical product
development
Product development

Establishing the market
Marketing

Going international
International expansion

Market focus

Country specific issues

Market expansion

International
collaboration

Customization

Table 10 ‐ Decision categories and types

In this chapter, the decision categories and types will be shortly positioned in the models that described
in chapter 2.3.2:
‐ The software product development framework by Xu and Brinkkemper (2007); and
‐ The reference framework for software product management by Van de Weerd et al. (2006).
These models are used to identify different areas of interest for this research project and used in this
chapter to verify whether these areas of research actually correspond with the decision types that are
identified. Additionally, the table (Table 3) containing the key balancing acts of leaders of software mass‐
market product firms that is created by Hoch et al. (2000) will also shortly be used to compare the
decision categories and types to the top five management areas it contains. Two models will be
discussed in detail:
‐ The business model canvas by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010), in chapter 6.1; and
‐ The managerial growth conceptualization for small software firms by Miettinen et al. (2010), in
chapter 6.2.
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In comparing the category types that have been identified in this research project to existing models
from literature, we aim to investigate commonalities between these findings and what is already known
about these decision types and categories that influence the success of a company. When looking at the
Software product development framework from Xu and Brinkkemper (2007), as discussed in section
2.3.2, we can find similarities with the main decision categories. The software product development
framework mentions Corporate Strategy, Product strategy, and includes a number of market areas
within other categories. These items correspond to the shaping the company, product development, and
establishing the market categories respectively. These same decision categories correspond to items
from the reference framework for software product management by Van de Weerd et al. (2006), also
discussed in section 2.3.2. This reference framework contains items related to the shaping the company
decision category, such as partnering, a clear reference to the product development category, and a
number of stakeholder references to the establishing the market category (the Market and Sales &
marketing stakeholder boxes).
When looking back at the top five management priorities in the product software market that was
identified by Hoch et al. (2000), see Table 3, it is interesting to see that these can all be related to the
decision categories (or specific decision types). The management focus areas were (in order of priority):
marketing, partnering, globalization, people management, and development. These focus areas can be
directly related to the establishing the market category (or specifically the marketing decision type), the
ecosystem strategy decision type, the international expansion decision type (or more general the going
international category), the people decision type, and the product development category (or specifically
the technical product development or the product development decision types) respectively. The fact
that all four decision categories correspond to the findings by Hoch et al. (2000) of main focus areas for
managers in the product software market, suggests that these decision categories and types can be
generalized to other companies and are not specific to the product software companies in the Dutch
market.

6.1 Business model canvas
Designed to be able to describe a complete business model, the business model canvas from
Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) should theoretically be able to contain almost all of the decision types
that were identified. Since the business model canvas does not focus on decisions, but rather on the
elements of the business that either provide value or play a critical role in the business, we focused on
the results of the decision types with mapping the decision types to the business model canvas building
blocks. Figure 40 shows the business model canvas, including the mapping of the decision types.
Since some of the decision types can contain slightly different decisions, which can lead to different
results, there are six decision types that potentially fit more than one building block in the business
model canvas. These decision types are:
‐ Being a product company, which can result in a key activity since it provides the company with a
specific product focus, but also determines the possibilities of potential revenue streams;
‐ Ecosystem strategy, contains decision with regard to sales channels and decisions regarding to
partnering. The sales channel related decisions also determine part of the revenue streams;
‐ Product development, which is a key activity of a product software company, a key resource, but
also one of the biggest cost structures;
‐ People, who are the key resources of the company and also make up one of the largest cost
structures;
‐ Market focus, determines the customer segments and also influences the customer
relationships; and
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‐

Vision, used in determining the depth and intensity of the customer relationships as well as how
the company will make money (the revenue streams) and greatly influences the value
proposition of the company.

Four of the decision types we identified could not directly be mapped to one of the business model
canvas building blocks. These are the managing the company decisions, the company growth decisions,
new product introduction decisions, customization decisions and the country specific issues. For the
customization decision type, and partly the new product introduction decision type, this can be
explained by the fact that the business model canvas focuses on generic business model descriptions,
while these are specific product software related decisions. On the other hand, the managing the
company, company growth and again partly the new product introduction decision types are not
decisions that describe the business model, but deal with the process of running a business. Finally, the
country specific issues only contain wrong decisions, which are logically not included in the description of
a business model.
Since the majority of the decision types can be allocated to describe one or more building blocks in the
business model canvas and the fact that there are no building blocks without a decision type, it could be
concluded that the decision types make up a fairly complete picture of the decisions that influence
common business aspects. For each of the nine building blocks from the business model canvas, it will
shortly be explained how the decision types can influence that specific area of the business.
Customer Segments
The customer segments, the main customers for who the company creates value, are determined by the
market focus of the company. The customer segments can be influenced by market and international
expansion decisions.
Value Proposition
The value proposition of a company, the reason why the company exists, usually includes some of the
functionalities or properties of the software product. These unique aspects of the product, which
originates from the vision of the founder, have been made possible due to the focus of the company on
providing that specific value to their customers. The marketing activities are necessary to communicate
this value proposition to the customers.
Channels
The channels describe which sales channels are used by the company to reach their customers. This is
identified, and decided, by the ecosystem strategy decision type.
Customer Relationships
The customer relationships are partly determined by the market segments that the company is active in.
The market focus therefore has the ability to identify the different market segments where customer
relationships need to be established and maintained. The depth and intensity of the customer
relationships is often determined by the vision of the founder.
Revenue Streams
The revenue streams are in a certain way restricted by being a product company and the possible sales
channels or partnering contracts that are in place. The vision of the founder also influences the method
of payment.
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Figure 40 ‐ Business model canvas (by Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010) containing decision types
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Key Resources
With software development being a knowledge intensive activity, the employees are generally the key
resources of a product software company, together with the product development practices that are in
place. For a large number of companies, this does not only include the development employees, but also
for instance the people working at the support and the marketing and sales departments.
Key Activities
While the key activities can differ between companies, this usually involves product development. With
the software product being the main product and the source of the companies’ existence, being a
product company is often one of the key activities to serve their customers. In delivering a software
product to the customers, product development automatically becomes a key activity for a software
vendor.
Key Partners
The partners of a product software company usually come from partnerships, both local and
international collaborations, which are determined by the ecosystem strategy. The average software
company usually does not have any suppliers, besides those for their development tools.
Cost Structure
The cost structure identifies both the most important costs as well as the highest costs. For product
software companies, this usually includes the product development (both technical and ‘regular’ product
development) and the people the company employs.

6.2 Managerial growth challenge conceptualization for small software firms
The managerial growth challenge conceptualization for small software firms, which was created by
Miettinen et al. (2010), shows all growth challenges for small software firms. In this model, they made
the distinction between general growth challenges and specific software firm growth challenges. The
mapping of the decision types, with corresponding decision categories, on the managerial growth
challenges from the model by Miettinen et al. (2010) can be found in Table 11. The decision types in
Table 11 that are between brackets can possibly be used to address the growth challenge, but do not
form a perfect match. This model of Miettinen et al. (2010) has been repeated in Figure 41 for
convenience (the model can also be found in Figure 10). In this figure, the mapping of the early‐life
decision categories to the different stages of the company is added below the original model. This
category mapping is based on the mapping of the decision types, which can be found in Table 11.
Of the seventeen decision types, sixteen can be mapped to the growth challenges that were identified by
Miettinen et al. (2010). Only the country specific issues cannot be mapped to a growth challenge,
probably due to the fact that international expansions is not specifically included in the model. However,
not all growth challenges can be connected to a decision type. The two growth challenges that cannot be
mapped to a decision type are Risk Taking – a general growth challenge – and Sunk Costs – a software
firm growth challenge. For the sunk costs, this can quite easily be explained since this is not a decision
that can be made but rather a consequence of developing software products. The risk taking growth
challenge is not a real decision either; it is an inherent aspect of entrepreneurship. The only thing that
could be decided on with regard to risk taking is the amount of risk that the entrepreneur is willing to
take, which would mean that it could possibly be influenced by the vision and the managing the
company decision types.
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As can be seen from Table 11, there are multiple decision types that, each in its own way, can influence a
single growth challenges. The fact that there is not a complete one‐on‐one match between the specific
decision types and the (more generic) growth challenges can be explained by precisely that difference.
With the focus of this research project being different from the research of Miettinen et al. (2010), it is
logical that the results do not match perfectly. However, the reasonably well fit between the two
different types of results suggests that both results can be used by entrepreneurs and small firms to
improve their business and their chances for success.

Figure 41 ‐ Managerial growth challenge conceptualization for small software firms (by Miettinen et al., 2010), containing
early‐life decision categories

When analyzing the decision categories that occur in the different growth stage of the model of
Miettinen et al. (2010), see Figure 41 for a visualization and Table 11 for further detail, we can observe
that the seed stage is dominated by the decisions related to shaping the company, with only at the end
of the seed stage a small influence of product development decisions. The start‐up stage is dominated by
product development decisions, followed by decisions from the shaping the company category and
finally a possible introduction of establishing the market related decisions at the end of the stage. The
majority of decisions in the first growth stage are from the shaping the company category, followed by a
couple of product development decisions and a small number of establishing the market decisions. The
second growth stage measures an equal amount of decisions related to shaping the company as
decisions related to establishing the market, with just a few product development decisions. The final
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growth stage shows almost the same distribution of decisions, with just a little more decisions related to
shaping the company compared to the decisions that are made to establish the market.

Growth challenges
Concept
Team
Funding / Finance
Risk Taking
1st Customer
SW Development
First Project
First Product
Sunk Costs

Growth Strategy
Acq. New Customers
Evolving
Organization
Structure
Personnel
Recruitment
Personnel
Management
Competition
Profitability

New Innovations
Growth Motivation

Growth
stage
Seed
Seed
Seed to
Start‐up
Seed to
Start‐up
Seed to
Start‐up
Seed to
Start‐up
Start‐up to
Growth I
Start‐up to
Growth I
Start‐up to
Growth I

Start‐up to
Growth II
Growth I to
Growth II
Growth I to
Growth III
Growth I to
Growth III
Growth I to
Growth III
Growth II to
Growth III
Growth II to
Growth III

Growth II to
Growth III
Growth II to
Growth III

Related decision types
Business focus; Vision
People
(Vision)

(Shaping the
company)

(Ecosystem strategy)
Technical product development;
product development

Product development

Customization
Being a product company; New
product introduction

Product development
Shaping the company;
Product development

Vision; Company growth; (New
product introduction); (Market
expansion); (International
expansion); (International
collaboration)
Marketing; Market focus; (Market
expansion)

Shaping the company;
(Product
development);
(Establishing the
market); (Going
international)
Establishing the
market

Managing the company

Shaping the company

People

Shaping the company

Managing the company; People

Shaping the company
Establishing the
market
Establishing the
market

Market focus; Marketing
Marketing; (Market expansion)
(New product introduction);
Technical product development;
product development; (Market
expansion)

Product development;
(Establishing the
market)

Vision; Company growth

Shaping the company

Table 11 ‐ Decision type mapping to growth challenges from Miettinen et al. (2010)
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Decision categories
Shaping the company
Shaping the company
(Shaping the
company)

From the different decision categories, the category shaping the company seems to be consistent in the
influence these decisions have during the entire company lifecycle. This suggestions is supported by the
amount of decisions that belong to the shaping the company category; more than half of the total
number of decisions. When looking more specific to the decision types, the vision decision type stands
out, being used in the start of the company, the first growth stages and also in the final growth stage.
Just about throughout the entire model, different growth challenges that can be solved by the vision of
the founder play an important role. The establishing the market decisions, after being introduced in the
first growth stage, also play a consistent role in the growth of the company. With only positive decisions
belonging to this decision category, the establishing the market category can be considered to be of vital
importance in building a successful company. The product development decisions are especially
prominent in the early stages of the company. While they keep coming back throughout the lifecycle,
they only start playing a bigger role again in the later growth stages, when new innovations and products
need to be introduced to continue the growth of the company. The decisions related to going
international are hardly present in this model with growth challenges. This is however logical when
considered that the majority of companies does not start with international expansion until the company
is already bigger. With the stages in the model of Miettinen et al. (2010) not going beyond 50 employees,
the international expansion is likely to be present in a potential fourth growth stage that is not included
in the model.
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7 Conclusion and discussion
The conclusions to this research project are presented in this chapter. The main research question for
this research project, as described in chapter 2.1, is: What decisions in early start‐up life are perceived as
fundamental to the success of large companies in the software industry? Before answering this main
research question, the five research questions will first be answered. These research questions have
been formulated to support the findings of the main research question.
The first research question deals with what is already known about the critical decisions from the early
start‐up life of a software company that are perceived to be fundamental for success. Answering this
research question involved a literature study, of which the results would be used as a theoretical
background and the foundation of this research. While nothing has been written about specific decisions
that contribute to the success of a company, there has been plenty of research that focuses on success
factors. While not directly applicable to specific decisions, some of this research did prove to be useful in
identifying a number of different areas of the business where early‐life decisions are likely to be made.
With these areas of decision making being well represented in literature, even though it was often not
the original application of the results, it provided a good source of information to evaluate the findings.
With regard to the motives behind making these early‐life decisions, which is the topic of the second
research question, there is not a single answer to provide. With the wide variety of different decisions,
combined with the different markets the companies operate in and the different times and
circumstances that these decisions were made in, results in specific motives for the different decisions. It
can even be observed that different entrepreneurs that made almost the exact same decisions did so
with different motives. While some of the decisions were forced by circumstances, these decisions only
amount to a fraction of the total decisions. The majority of the decisions appear to be made from one of
two triggers: either they originate from the beliefs, vision or ideas of the founders of the company, or
they are identified as opportunities, either market opportunities or opportunities of another nature.
The third research question, the one that deals with the impact of the decisions cannot be fully
answered. First of all, although the impact of a decision can in many occasions be identified, the intensity
of the impact is virtually impossible to determine, since there are numerous other, smaller, decisions
that are made on a daily basis that affect all areas of the company. If it is already almost impossible to
determine the magnitude of the impact, determining how long it takes before the impact is observable
becomes an impossible task. The lack of really specific data, combined with the fact that a large number
of the decisions impacts the company gradually and the knowledge that the company results are
constantly influenced by day to day decisions and fluctuations in the market and the economy, makes it
impossible to determine how long it takes before a single decisions starts to bear its fruit. In many of the
cases where vision and focus related decisions are made, which often involve changes or additions that
can be implemented immediate, the result can often become observable immediately or within a really
short time span. For the internationalization decisions, it appears to take somewhere between two and
five years before the activities within a new country become profitable. It is of course a rough indication,
which is influenced by the market segment, the company, the country, the economic situation and for
instance the aggressiveness in which the international expansion is pursued. On the other hand, when an
international expansion backfires and fails, this is – based on the findings – often visible within one year.
The fourth research question deals with the identification of the decisions that are detrimental to the
success of a product software company. Simply put, just about all types of decisions can possibly impact
the company negatively, with the exception of the decisions related to establishing the market according
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to the findings of this research project. The most decisions that are detrimental to the success of a
company, at least percentage wise, can be found in the going international category. This finding
indicates that the internationalization can easily lead to trouble. One thing that stands out with regard to
the wrong decisions that have a negative impact on the success of a company is that timing appears to
play a large role in these decisions. The majority of decisions that do not deliver the expected results find
their faults in bad timing or poor preparations.
With regard to the final research question, which deals with the presentation of the early‐life decisions
to make sure software entrepreneurs can learn from these decisions, we believe we have found an
appropriate way to describe the early‐life decisions. By describing these decisions elaborately and in a
non‐scientific manner, the decisions are accessible to other software entrepreneurs without losing any
of the detail they contain. The early‐life decision model for software entrepreneurs, as presented in
Figure 39, provides a complete, simple and attractive summary of the different decision types and
categories that influence the success of a product software company. With this model, software
entrepreneurs have a reference of critical business areas with regard to their decision making in the
start‐up period of their company.
Coming back to the main research question about what decisions are identified as being critical to the
success of the company, there are a large number of different decisions that contribute to company
success. Four main decision categories can be identified, which are made up of a total of seventeen
different decision types. The four main decision categories – shaping the company, product
development, establishing the market, and going international – and their corresponding decision types
can be found in Figure 39. The majority of the decisions belong to the shaping the company category,
which is made up from more than half of the total number of decisions. This is also the decision category
that is the most consistent among the decisions that are made throughout the entire start‐up life of a
company. The establishing the market and marketing decisions are also fairly consistent in their
presence. The perhaps most interesting finding is that this decision category does not contain any
decisions that have a negative impact on the success of the company. With the focus on product
software companies, it seems fairly logical to encounter a number of product development decisions
during the initial stages of the start‐up. The product development decisions are also present in later
stages, when product expansion and new innovations are needed to make a company successful.
The identification of the four decision categories that are composed of the seventeen decision types, as
presented in the early‐life decision model for software entrepreneurs, support software entrepreneurs
in becoming aware of the critical areas where early‐life decisions are made when building a software
company. With the size of the software market increasing every year – it is already responsible for 2.8
percent of the gross domestic product of the Netherlands, making it just as large as the agriculture and
food industry (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2011) – the potential impact of this model van be quite
large if it can support new and existing software entrepreneurs in making their companies a success.

7.1 Discussion
In this chapter we will discuss the limitations of this research project, which can possibly be improved by
doing further research. One of the lessons that were learned after a few interviews was that our original
goal of relating the decisions to the growth numbers of the company is virtually impossible, since there is
no direct one on one relation between the decisions and the results. This is partly because the company
growth numbers are not detailed enough, but also due to the fact that the impact of a decision becomes
evident gradually and often is also influenced by a number of other decisions or aspects of the business.
Another aspect that caused this situation is that the result of a decision is not always measurable by the
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growth data from the company. For instance, the increase in revenue that can result from expanding to
other markets cannot be solely linked to that decision, since the increase in revenue can also be
influenced by attracting new customers in the existing market segment, or for instance by a price
adjustment based on the inflation. This forced a slight change in focus during the rest of this research
project; focusing more on the different decisions that were made instead of the time it took the results
to become observable. Even though relating the decisions to growth numbers was not possible, the
research method did provide the opportunity to receive some interesting information and a wide variety
of different decisions.
With regard to the interviews, there are a number of aspects that could increase the validity of the
research data. The first limitation of this research project is that only Dutch entrepreneurs have been
interviewed, questioning the ability to generalize these findings. Secondly, there have been no follow‐up
interviews to validate the findings and conclusions. While the company specific chapters have been
checked and approved by the interviewees, it would have been ideal to do a follow‐up interview with
one of the other founders of the company to complete and validate the list of decisions. The company
reviews of the chapters describing the decisions from their history were mainly performed by the
entrepreneurs that also provided the information. This resulted in any small misunderstandings being
identified and corrected. Besides some minor changes to the wording that was used to describe the
decisions, and in a few cases the correction of a decisions, no major issues came up during these
feedback opportunities.
A third interview related limitation to this research project is that there were no interviews with
founders of unsuccessful companies. It would be interesting to investigate whether they made the same
type of decisions or if these decisions actually distinguish the successful companies from the
unsuccessful companies. Comparing these decisions to the decisions that founders of unsuccessful
companies have made could perhaps limit the amount of early‐life decision types even further.
While a formal method to extract the information from the interview data has not been used, the
process of making the categorizations based on the actual data is quite common ( ’t Hart et al., 2005).
The same data was then used to identify the different decision types, which is a further categorization
within the already established categories. The separate company chapters describing the decisions that
were made provide an accessible presentation of the research data for other software entrepreneurs. To
facilitate the analysis of the research data and to establish some continuity within these company
chapters, a fixed structure was created. By starting with some general company information, followed by
a short introduction about the key facts and the history of the company, readers get a good insight and
some feeling with the company. The early‐life decisions that contributed to the success of the company
are then discussed, in a more or less chronologic order, although the order is not entirely chronologic to
enhance the readability of the chapters. After the successful decisions, of which some short decisions
and aspects that cannot be considered real decisions are discussed in a separate section, the wrong
decisions that were identified by the entrepreneurs are discussed, followed by a summary of all
identified decisions.
While the amount of decisions that was identified provides a good overview of which decisions are made
that contribute to the success of a company, the diversity of the decisions makes it almost impossible to
look at the specific decisions during the analysis. This would require a much larger research project with
possibly even more decisions. The diversity of decisions led to the identification of the decision types, so
that analysis was still possible. To ensure that the decision types did not outgrow a manageable number,
there had to be at least two decisions from separate companies before a decision type was formed.
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Besides the four items dealing with luck and the five items dealing with having the right people at your
company, five other items were left out because they are not really decisions. These items include for
instance being opportunistic and being able to overcome problems. The only actual decisions that are
left out are those that are not considered to be suitable for publishing due to their sensitive or
confidential nature. However, these decisions were not included in the actual list of decisions. This
means that a total of fourteen items were removed due to the fact that these were not actual decisions
that can be made.
For a more in depth and possibly more consistent result, a focus on specific areas of the business would
be necessary. Focusing on a specific decision category or maybe even a specific decision type would
make it possible to analyze and compare the individual decisions. The downside of such an approach is
that a lot of other information would be lost. While we believe this was the right approach for this
research project, further research could benefit from a more focused business area to analyze the
decisions in a more specific manner. Analyzing the decision types and mapping these in existing models
from literature was the best approach to test their accuracy in identifying critical decision areas for
software start‐ups. The early‐life decision model for software entrepreneurs that describes the different
early‐life decision categories and types has not been specifically validated. Only the different decision
types and categories were tested on providing a complete description of a software company by the
mapping to existing models from literature.
Finally, while the average number of nine decisions per company (of which 1.3 on average were wrong
decisions) is quite reasonable, there is a large variety between the individual companies in the number of
decisions they identified. The number of decisions varies between four and fifteen decisions for a single
company, with the majority of companies identifying between eight and ten decisions in total. This could
explain the differences in the number of decision types that belong to each of the decision categories,
although a more logical explanation for this would probably be that the number of decisions in each
category represents the level of importance of that category. It does raise the question whether a
minimum number of decisions are necessary for a company to become successful. To take that even
further, it would be interesting to identify whether there is an optimal number of early‐life decisions – or
even a maximum number – that leads the company to success, a topic this research project has not
touched. An interesting observation related to the number of decisions that are identified by the
different entrepreneurs, is that these large differences are situated in the first five interviews. Although
the differences can be explained by the personality of the entrepreneur, the growing interview
experience of the researcher – and the focus change of the research after a few interviews – has possibly
also influenced the number of decisions that were identified, resulting in a more stable number of
decisions being identified during the interviews.

7.2 Further research
As mentioned before, it would be interesting to compare the findings from this research projects with
decisions that entrepreneurs from unsuccessful companies made, to see if (some of) these decision
types are actually unique to successful companies. This could result in an even clearer picture of the
decisions that are critical to the success of a company; which decisions can really make the difference
between succeeding and failing.
Replicating this study in other countries, or with different companies, could validate the correctness and
usefulness of the decision types or possibly improve or extent the decision types. A study that focuses on
a specific decision category could also improve the findings, since it would provide the researcher to go
into more depth with regard to the decision types or the specific decisions. In a large study, these
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specific decisions could then be attempted to be linked to the growth numbers, as was the original idea
for this study. This would require intense collaboration with the companies, who would have to provide
detailed information about growth numbers.
Finally, further research could improve on linking the different decision categories and types to the
general timeline of a company. When this is done properly and extensive – it might require multiple
studies – this could almost result to a sort of decision guideline for the entrepreneurs, detailing in which
stage of the company certain decisions can have a great impact on the successfulness of the company.
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Appendix A – Interview protocol
(in Dutch)

Algemeen
1. Met hoeveel personen is het bedrijf opgericht? (/waren er bij de oprichting betrokken)
a. Welke rollen vervulde deze personen?
2. In welk jaar is het bedrijf begonnen?
3. Waar is het bedrijf begonnen (locatie)?
a. Heeft dit invloed gehad op het succes van het bedrijf (hoe)? (bijv. door zichtbaarheid,
bereikbaarheid, aanbod personeel en klanten)
4. Waar is het bedrijf momenteel gehuisvest?
a. Indien verhuisd, waarom van locatie veranderd?
b. Wat zijn de voordelen van de nieuwe locatie ten opzichte van de oude? (bijv. doorgroei
mogelijkheden)
5. Hoeveel werknemers werken er bij het bedrijf?
a. In welke categorieën vallen deze werknemers (ontwikkeling, diensten, commercie (+ staf))
b. Hoe hebben deze cijfers zich in de loop der jaren ontwikkeld?
6. Welke producten worden er geleverd?
a. Wat is hiervan het belangrijkste product?
b. Waarom is dit product het belangrijkste? (meeste omzet, meeste potentieel)
c. Wat voor type product is het? (MOSCOW)
d. Op welk niveau word het product gebruikt, en op welk niveau word er over (de aanschaf)
besloten? (directie, middle management, werknemers) (wat is de zichtbaarheid en belang van
het product)
e. Welke markt is het belangrijkste voor het bedrijf?
7. Wat is de jaarlijkse omzet (laatste jaar)?
a. Hoe is de omzet opgebouwd? (licenties, diensten, maintanance)
b. Is dit (de opbouw van de omzet) in de loop der tijd veranderd? (zo ja, hoe?)
8. Wat was de winst?

A1. Hoeveel van de oprichters zijn op dit moment nog werkzaam bij het bedrijf?
a. In welke functie zijn de oprichters nog betrokken bij het bedrijf (‘ambassadeur’, management,
product manager, …)
b. Wanneer zijn de (andere) oprichters vertrokken? Waarom zijn ze vertrokken?
A2. Kende de oprichters elkaar voor het starten van het bedrijf? Zo ja, waarvan?
a. Wat voor effect heeft dit gehad op het bedrijf?
A3. Was dit het eerste bedrijf van de oprichters of was er al eerdere ervaring met het opzetten van een
bedrijf?
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Key Decisions
D1. Kunt u een aantal belangrijke beslissingen noemen die (gedurende de start‐up fase) ertoe hebben
geleid dat het bedrijf succesvol is geworden?
D2. Wat was het resultaat van deze beslissingen en hoe was dat zichtbaar?
D3. Hoe lang duurde het voordat het resultaat zichtbaar werd? (na het nemen van de beslissing)
D4. Wanneer werd die beslissing genomen? (hoe lang na oprichting van bedrijf)
D5. Waarom werd de beslissing genomen? Wat leidde tot het nemen van de beslissing? Wat is de reden
/ oorzaak achter de beslissing geweest?
a. Stond de beslissing op de planning, of was het een spontaan idee?
b. Werd de beslissing geforceerd? (door bijv. de markt, klantenfeedback etc.)
D6. Zijn er voorwaarden waaraan voldaan moet worden voor het nemen van deze beslissing? Of is het
een kwestie van de stap durven nemen (lef hebben)?
a. Wat zijn de voorwaarden om de beslissing (het resultaat) ook daadwerkelijk uit te kunnen
voeren?
D7. Was het op het moment van het nemen van de beslissing duidelijk dat de beslissing (zo) belangrijk
was voor de toekomst van het bedrijf? (het moet vooraf wel duidelijk zijn, anders krijg je er niemand
warm voor, er moet vooraf al draagvlak voor gecreëerd zijn.
(Indien meerdere oprichters):
D8. Op welke manier werd de beslissing genomen? Hoe werden mensen overtuigd? (Gaat dat altijd zo?)
D9. Heeft dit een positief of negatief resultaat gehad op de beslissing?

D10. Kunt u ook een of twee beslissingen noemen die achteraf verkeerd zijn geweest uit die periode,
die niet uitpakte zoals gewenst of zelfs het bedrijf schade hebben toegebracht?
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Appendix B – Early‐life decisions overview
Decision
Organizing a customer day and
customer participation sessions

Motivation
Inform customers and involve
customers in development process

Increased sales

Focus on your strengths
The development department
decides what is developed, not the
sales department

You should do what you are good at

Focus within the organization

Hire consultants to do software
implementation

Becoming a transparent company

Develop according to company
vision
Customers need help with
organizational implementation
Employees (and customers) have a
right to know how the company is
doing

Result

Clarity on who does what
More revenues (currently 14
million), happier customers (more
word‐of‐mouth advertising)

Category
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company

Type

Company

Vision

AFAS

Business focus

AFAS

Shaping the
company

Vision

AFAS

Shaping the
company

People

AFAS

Shaping the
company

Vision

AFAS

Shaping the
company

Business focus

DBS

Company
growth

Vision of the company

‐
High number of customers and an
increased focus, swap low margin
revenue for high margin revenue

Diversify the product range, spot an
opportunity (growth market)

Increase in customers, revenue and
profit

Shaping the
company

Buying a concept and already
having prospects for the product

Careful cash flow regulation

Don't want to build everything from
the ground up
Vision (and circumstances) is the
motivation for most decisions
Critical for success, not wanting to
need outside financing

Use freelance programmers

Easy access from university

Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company

Introducing indirect sales channels
Organizing games

‐
Improve team spirit, manage
growth and stimulate innovation

Setting up a training program

Train new hires

Focus on the Windows business
solutions
Extending product range by
introducing Microsoft products
(CRM, Enterprise Project
Management, and SharePoint)
Being open to invention from other
researchers
Adopting a customer‐centric view

‐
Performing other activities to
ensure enough revenues
Having good programmers for a
sharp price
Combination from different
decisions resulted in a successful
dealer network
‐
New employees incorporated
quickly, introduction to culture

Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company

Vision

DBS
Noldus
Information
Technology

Vision

Exact

Vision

Exact

People

Exact

Ecosystem
strategy

Exact

People

Exact

People

Exact
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Decision

Motivation

The vision of BIM (Building
Information Modeling)

‐

Taking over the biggest competitor

Increase is customers, large growth
opportunity

Keep focus on core market

Building standard (product)
software

Involve customers in the
development process

Attracting additional managers
Focusing on growth and profitability
Focus on content

‐
Comes from vision of founder and
shareholders, complex problems
should be solved with standardized
software
When building standard software,
flexibility in the development
process regarding feature
development and adjustments are
necessary
Needed people with experience and
knowledge of marketing and sales
Wanting to establish a stable and
healthy business

Following a product strategy

‐
All competitors were following a
service strategy

Setting up a partner network

‐

Become a software company

Know each other’s strengths and
weaknesses
Recognized the need of specialized
sales people
First software product was popular
among customers

Transforming company structure

Keep close contact with customers

Focusing on communication
Hiring sales employees
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Result
The basis of the software, was the
best product vision for potential
customers
Doubled the number of customers
and employees; integrating
products took twice as long as
expected

Category

Type

Company

Shaping the
company

Vision

Stabiplan

Company
growth

Stabiplan

Only software for inside buildings

Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company

Business focus

Stabiplan

Selling product software, easier and
cheaper to implement and to
upgrade customers

Shaping the
company

Being a product
company

Sofon

Shaping the
company

Managing the
company

Sofon

People

Sofon

Business focus

Sofon

Business focus
Being a product
company
Ecosystem
strategy

GX Software

Business focus

GX Software

People
Being a product
company

GX Software

Customer whishes are taken into
account during development
Three additional shareholders (the
current management together with
the founder) were attracted
A stable financial situation without
loans and plenty of growth potential
Having skillful and knowledgeable
employees
Increased focus; stimulation of
growth
Increase of visibility in the market
A tight team; changes in distributing
responsibilities so everybody can
focus on their strengths
A rapid increase of sales (when sales
team was established)
Pallas Athena as it is now
Different business units for
products that operate worldwide
that acts as a small flexible company

Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company

Managing the
company

GX Software
GX Software

Pallas Athena

Pallas Athena

Decision

Motivation

Result

Starting

Personal drive

‐

Hiring the first employees

‐

Initiated growth

Prepare for opportunities

‐

‐

Staring with a dream

Clear focus for the company

Running a structured company

‐
Belief this is the best way to
empower employees and reach
optimal knowledge and information
flows
Without structure did not work;
people need structure

Human behavior consultancy
Testing ideas before significant
investments are made

Considered an important and vital
contribution to the power of the
people
Decisions come from a feeling of
urgency (positive or negative)

Running the company without
structure

Management by event

Led to chaos; bankruptcy was
imminent without change
Toxic for the 'power of people';
change to a middle way
Starting a separate company (it
companies are not expected to be
able to do human behavior
consultancy); significant
contribution to vision
‐
Timely implementation of new
technologies; increase growth;
identifies needs from the market

Using dealers

React to events
Employees are a key issue that
contribute to success
Developing software for the
construction company of brothers
Progressing the business, getting
traction in the market

Stop using dealers

Holding back growth

Having a goal and sticking to it
Discontinuing the sale of hardware

‐
Hardware did not contribute
enough

Opening an extra office

Increase reachability

More focus on the software
Contributed to growth, improved
reachability of the company

Focus on the long term continuation

‐

‐

Focus on human resources
Starting

Lot of long‐term employees
The start of Syntess as it is today
Provided introduction to the market
More direct relationship with
customers
Provides focus

Category
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company

Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company

Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company

Type
Managing the
company

Company

People
Managing the
company

Ortec

Vision

e‐office

Vision

e‐office

Vision

e‐office

Vision
Managing the
company

e‐office

Managing the
company

Ortec

Ortec

e‐office

Chipsoft

Business focus
Managing the
company
Company
growth
Company
growth

Chipsoft

Vision

Syntess

Business focus
Company
growth

Syntess

Business focus

Syntess

Syntess
Syntess
Syntess

Syntess
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Decision
Partnerships

Become market leader

Getting an investment

Motivation
Established links and integration
with other software
Only the market leaders eventually
survive, from book; awareness that
every new generation of software
cost more money

Standardize the implementation
method

Needed money for rapid growth
Imitating the idea from Baan, who
massively shortened their
implementation time

Focusing on software

Competitors did not focus on
software,

Focusing on the facility
management market

facility management was a new up
and coming market

Focus

Phased growth

Only way to stay in business
troubled times in the history of the
company
Knowledge intensive work; grew
into the company
Originates from focus on company
continuity, not investments

Buying a company in trouble

Believed he could turn it around

Buying a posting company

Rapid expansion

Impressed by the rapid growth
Improving market share,
development team and product
quality

Partitioning the company

Different activities require a
different management style

Focus on company continuity
Investing in company culture
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Result
Weak ties with partners, but
compatible software

Category
Shaping the
company

Type
Ecosystem
strategy

Company

Focusing on rapid growth and
becoming market leader
Growth capital, rapid growth and
buying out the investor after five
years
Quicker implementation, cheaper
implementation, doing fixed price
implementations
Emergence of new market, one of
the few companies who entered
this market
Emergence of new market, one of
the few companies who entered
this market
Focus purely on maintenance
management software

Shaping the
company

Vision

Planon

Shaping the
company

Company
growth

Planon

Shaping the
company

Managing the
company

Planon

Shaping the
company

Business focus

Planon

Business focus

Planon

Business focus

Ultimo

Business focus

Ultimo

Business focus
Company
growth

Ultimo

A stable financial position
Low employees turnover
Active in stable markets, close
connection to the market
Experienced lots of trouble,
eventually restructured the
company, this included selling two
of four products
Experiencing extreme growth for
two years, growing out to 400
employees
A large expansion of Centric and a
significant quality improvement
Three divisions: posting, projects
and products; a stable company
structure

Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company

Syntess

Ultimo

Shaping the
company

Company
growth

Centric

Shaping the
company

Company
growth

Centric

Shaping the
company

Company
growth

Centric

Shaping the
company

Managing the
company

Centric

Decision
Sticking to product software
Focus on the product strategy
Standardize maintenance
Balance short term and long term
decisions (generating money and
vision)
Going public
Having customers pay up‐front for
customizations

Motivation
Doing customizations for different
customers leads to problems
Believed it had the best growth
potential
Receive as much recurring revenue
as possible
Money was tight, so had to be dealt
with; long term decisions were to
reach the goal
Wanted to raise money for
international expansion

Introduce targets for consultants

Money was tight
Accepting the risk it involves, not
choosing to go into regular
employment
Showing customers how effective
you could work with AFAS software
(one of founders had an accounting
firm)
The idea that a fantastic product is
required, since a good product sells
itself
Expecting competition, more
effective consultants and higher
revenues

First person to set up the product
side

‐

Giving people a lot of freedom

Founders prosper with a lot of
freedom, assumed others do as well

Buying a company in trouble
A takeover of a company in the
workplace management market

Naive, wanted to learn remediation
Tempted by a sad story and time
pressure

Being an entrepreneur

Collaborating with an accounting
firm

Focus solely on the product

Result
A pure product software
department
A pure software product company
from the start
Contributed to continuity, provided
steady income stream

Category
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company

Type
Being a product
company
Being a product
company
Managing the
company

Company

Surviving difficult times without
losing sight of their vision and goal
Able to acquire a number of
companies
Majority of customers were willing
to pay up front, due to good
relationships

Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company

Vision
Company
growth

UNIT4

Shaping the
company

Managing the
company

UNIT4

Being the last founder still active in
the company

Shaping the
company

People

UNIT4

Did not work, culture is completely
different

Shaping the
company

Ecosystem
strategy

AFAS

Rectification: started investing in
marketing (7.5 percent of revenue)

Shaping the
company

Business focus

AFAS

Shaping the
company

People

AFAS

Shaping the
company

People

Ortec

Shaping the
company

People

e‐office

Shaping the
company
Shaping the
company

Company
growth
Company
growth

Administrative nightmare
Ortec did not know what needed to
be done; not ready to make
necessary actions
Not everybody does well with a lot
of freedom, some need more
management involvement
Lots of trouble in turning the
company around, also because of
the difficult economic climate
Owning a company with extremely
unmotivated employees

Centric
UNIT4
UNIT4

UNIT4

Centric
Centric
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Decision

Motivation

Result

Category

Integrating licensing in the software

Don't need to chase customers for
payments

Practice what you preach

Know your own software

Product
development
Product
development

Using the Basic programming
language

Everyone had experience, use it in
innovative way

Average payment term of 30 days,
where competitors have 80
Understanding customers better
regarding usability issues
Ability to develop distinguishing
factors in the software and work
smoothly

Develop a lookup browser
Separate customization from
standard software development

‐
Avoid problems and conflicts, keep
the software products pure

Investing in technology

Choosing AutoCAD as platform

Investing in infrastructure to
manage the growth
Envisioned the potential of this
product (due to programming
interface)

Introducing a lite version

Saw added benefits for their
software and customers
Realization that not only the top
segment of the market is willing to
invest in software

Redesigning the software

Wanted to internationalize

Implementing lean development
principles (and scrum approach)
Software should be applicable
internationally

Improve development cycles and
realize continuous improvements
Necessary to serve large
international customers

Seeking affiliation with
complementary products

Integration with CRM and EPR
software is required

Introducing new product

New growth opportunities

Developing a distribution model
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User friendly software
‐
Using bulletin boards for updates
(before the internet), a robotized
copy machine.
High value for money, by far the
largest player in the market
(AutoCAD)

‐
Larger market, more potential
customers
The opportunity to internationalize;
single source for both pro and lite
version
Shorter development cycles, daily
builds, almost instant feedback on
quality, less errors
An internationally applicable
product
Partnering with SAP and Salesforce
and building certified couplings;
more leads and sales; removes
uncertainty by customers
New growth opportunities with
complementary product

Product
development
Product
development
Product
development
Product
development
Product
development
Product
development
Product
development

Type
Technical
product
development
Product
development
Technical
product
development
Technical
product
development
Customization
Technical
product
development
Product
development
Technical
product
development

Product
development

New product
introduction
Technical
product
development

Product
development
Product
development

Product
development
Product
development

Product
development
Product
development

Product
development
New product
introduction

Company

AFAS
AFAS

Exact

Exact
Exact

Exact

Stabiplan

Stabiplan

Stabiplan

Stabiplan

Stabiplan
Sofon

Sofon
GX Software

Decision

Motivation

Develop their own product

Vendors did not want to implement
the suggestions of Pallas Athena

Acquiring a product

‐

Integrating process mining

Seeing the value of process mining
in the BPM lifecycle

Develop their own product

Request by customer

Professionalizing the product
development

Improving product; not wanting to
develop every version from scratch
Customers are open to Google
technology; Google will set the tone
for future developments
Incremental improvement and
extension of software; instigated by
market needs
Hospitals faced same problems as
specialists; possible due to
introduction of more computers
and networks in hospitals
Needed for maintainability and
possibilities to extension of
software
Improving stability, and
maintainability; introduce new
technologies (innovation)

Start using Google products

Product choices

First hospital information system
Introducing a modern software
architecture

Switching to .NET
The architecture of first Windows
product

Introducing a second product
Developing software for
maintenance management
Making the software flexible

‐
Completely new product for
Windows instead of switching
platform
Identified as a market opportunity
Being able to serve a large variety of
customers

Result
Transformation of company; larger
projects; larger customers and long
term relationships
Enlarge product portfolio; cross‐
and up selling possibilities; attracts
new customers
Help customers see the value of
process mining; being seen as an
innovative company
Operating on world scale; large
growth increase

Category

Type

Company

Product
development

New product
introduction

Pallas Athena

Product
development

New product
introduction

Pallas Athena

Product
development
Product
development
Product
development

Product
development
New product
introduction
Technical
product
development

Product
development

Product
development

e‐office

Product
development

Product
development

Chipsoft

Basis for current software

Product
development

Stable software; easy to extend and
maintain

Product
development

Being innovative; improved
software
Not stable enough, mainly caused
by lack of stability and robustness of
Windows platform

Product
development
Product
development

Product
development
Technical
product
development
Technical
product
development
Technical
product
development

Product
development
Product
development
Product
development

New product
introduction
New product
introduction
Product
development

Stable product
Yet unknown; expectations and
hopes are high
Expansion of software (agenda
function; operating room
application; etc.)

Easier to sell, maintain and extend
Basis of the software of Ultimo
Versatile software

Pallas Athena
Ortec

Ortec

Chipsoft

Chipsoft

Chipsoft

Chipsoft

Syntess
Ultimo
Ultimo
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Decision

Motivation

Result

Developing a lite version

Keeping customers happy

Extra version of the software
A more stable product, easier to
develop

Product decisions
Using customizations for product
expansion

Keeping up with technology and
improving stability of product
Emergence of facility management
market; wide range of customers
Four companies needed to be
molded into one
Easy way to expand product while
customers pay for it (partially)

Software system for rehabilitation
specialists

Seemed like a good market, product
was similar to Observer

Combination of technological
choices

‐

Switching from database system
Widening and deepening of the
product

Small pieces of software can attract
customers to buy the entire
package

Developing 'Apps'
Development of new version of
StabiFM on the Java platform
(Facility management software)

New version might improve market
share

Developing products for the facility
market (in a separate venture)

‐

Developing a predecessor of RSS
Developing a product for identity
management
Developing a certain software
product (questionable)

Not keeping track of technology
disruption (software for PC's)
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‐
‐
Requested by customer; seemed to
be good market fit

Did not believe the PC to be a
serious replacement technology for
the minicomputer

Market different products
Keeping the best products with the
most potential
Realize more product expansion
Product was too similar to Observer
and the target audience was to
different from the researchers
Too much at the same time,
became too complicated and
resulted in delays and complications
Spend a lot of time developing and
distributing these 'apps' (then
floppy disks) it did not result in any
new customers
Had to invest too much into the
development of the product, this
ended up being wasted money
Failed because it was too far from
their core business and did not
receive enough attention
World was not yet ready for
technology; wasted a lot of money
Idea was too early; world was not
yet ready
Only sold to that single customer
Lost a lot of market share and
revenues to competitors, took years
to catch up; since then really
aggressive on implementing new
technologies

Category
Product
development
Product
development
Product
development
Product
development
Product
development
Product
development
Product
development

Product
development

Type
New product
introduction
Technical
product
development
Product
development
Product
development
Customization
New product
introduction
Technical
product
development

Product
development

New product
introduction
Technical
product
development

Product
development
Product
development
Product
development
Product
development

New product
introduction
New product
introduction
New product
introduction
New product
introduction

Product
development

Technical
product
development

Company
Ultimo

Ultimo
Ultimo
Centric
UNIT4
Noldus
Information
Technology

Exact

Stabiplan

Stabiplan

Stabiplan
e‐office
e‐office
Chipsoft

UNIT4

Decision
Approaching other software
vendors to sell their software as a
link to the Windows platform

Category

Type

Company

‐

Result
A lot of new customers, increase of
revenues. Resulted in making a
profit instead of a loss

Establishing the
market

Marketing

Community building (organizing a
conference)

Investment into the future, should
result in future revenues

A successful biannual conference,
exposure and extra customers

Establishing the
market

Marketing

Market expansion to all animal
related research

Spotted opportunities, market
demand

Increase in customers and revenues

Establishing the
market

Market
expansion

Market expansion to human related
research

Spotted opportunities, large
(potential) market

Establishing the
market

Market
expansion

DBS
Noldus
Information
Technology
Noldus
Information
Technology
Noldus
Information
Technology

Focusing on marketing

‐
Getting an impression of what is
happening in the rest of the world
Spreading market risk, being less
dependent from one market, easier
to market and in line with an
opportunistic vision

Marketing

Exact

Marketing

Exact

Market
expansion

Exact

Market focus

Exact

Market focus

Stabiplan

Establishing the
market

Market focus

Stabiplan

Establishing the
market

Marketing

GX Software

Establishing the
market
Establishing the
market

Market focus
Market
expansion

Pallas Athena

Visiting exhibitions abroad

Developing verticals
Focus on accountants
Start making software for the
construction market
Pulling out of the facility
management market (transfer
customers to market leader and
establish partnership)

Motivation

Main target audience
New market for computer aided
drawing (CAD)

Shifting the marketing effort from
the IT department to the marketing
department

Could not keep up with competitors
The marketing department was
getting a larger say in the decision
regarding the purchase of content
management software

Focus on case management
solutions

Complex processes are often
unstructured

Enter mobile market

Identified as interesting market

Increase in customers and revenues
Having more leaflets than products,
getting good test results, full‐color
manuals
Being present at the COMDEX

Active in multiple markets,
spreading the risk
Main source of revenues for years
The basis for Stabiplan as it exists
today
Increase focus, more resources
available for core product, a good
partnership with market leader in
the facility management market

Software is easier to sell
Flexibility of processes; created own
niche market; unique product
positioning
Became 'separate' company;
supportive for their main solutions

Establishing the
market
Establishing the
market

Establishing the
market
Establishing the
market
Establishing the
market

e‐office
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Decision

Category

Type

Company

Professionalization, necessary for
the US market

Result
More professional product
positioning, being in the leadership
quadrant of Gartner

Establishing the
market

Marketing

Planon

Needed up‐front cash to survive

While it helped pass a difficult time,
it is not a structural solution

Establishing the
market

Marketing

UNIT4

Decision

Motivation

Result

Category

Type

Opening offices abroad
Widen market by
internationalization

Needed to be closer to customer

‐

Going international

Company
Noldus
Information
Technology

More potential customers

Going international

Near shoring to Romania

Internationalization

‐
Should have an international
presence in the market; improve
growth opportunities

International presence
Larger development capacity for the
same price

Internationalization

Dutch market was getting saturated

Global orientation

‐

Internationalization

Acquiring Agresso

Interest in product from abroad
Needed international presence to
become (worldwide) market leader
Great opportunity to become active
on international level

Internationalization

Expand the other countries (UK and
Germany), not wanting to be left
behind by competitors

Finding a distributor in Thailand

‐

Using country manager for
internationalization

‐

Positioning the product
Being creative in commercial
opportunities (Organizing the Bali
deal)

Internationalization
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Motivation

Offices in Belgium, UK, Germany
and USA

Going international

Going international

International
expansion
International
expansion
International
collaboration
International
expansion
International
expansion

Stabiplan
Stabiplan

Sofon

Offices in Belgium and the USA
Active in worldwide market; being
included in the Gartner Magic
Quadrant
Start of worldwide operation;
offices in 8 countries

Going international

Offices in 6 countries

Going international

Instantly become a global player
Invested large amounts of money,
made a loss due to declining
revenues in 2000. Managed to
correct quickly and saving a million
euro's within 6 months

Going international

International
expansion
International
expansion
International
expansion
International
collaboration

Going international

International
expansion

Hardly any revenues
Finding experienced and
knowledgeable people abroad is
difficult

Going international

Country specific
issues

DBS
Noldus
Information
Technology

Going international

International
expansion

Pallas Athena

Going international
Going international

GX Software

Pallas Athena
Ortec
Planon
UNIT4

Decision

Growing too fast in France
Entering the German market
(questionable)

Motivation

Reach a number of customers
quickly
Very important market in Europe

Result
Chaos because first two employees
were no managers, no way to
control and manage the office
learned how to manage offices
abroad
Difficult market often resulting in a
loss

Category

Going international
Going international

Type

Country specific
issues
Country specific
issues

Company

Planon
Ortec
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